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ABSTRACT

ESTIMATION OF MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY OF SEAFLOOR ACOUSTIC
BACKSCATTER
by
Mashkoor Malik
University of New Hampshire, December 2019
In the last three decades, Multibeam echo sounders (MBES) have become the tool of choice
to study the seafloor. MBES collects two distinct types of data: bathymetry that provides
topographic details of the seafloor and backscatter that has the potential to characterize the
seafloor. While the uncertainty associated with MBE bathymetry has been well studied,
the uncertainty in MBES backscatter measurement has received relatively little attention,
hindering the improvements in quantitative analysis of backscatter data. Both acquisition
and processing stages can introduce uncertainty in the final seafloor backscatter products.
Application of well-established uncertainty quantification principles to seafloor
backscatter data is challenging for several reasons: the uncertainty sources are not well
known, they vary on a case-by-case basis, and standards do not exist for acquisition and
processing. This dissertation focuses on assessing uncertainty in backscatter measurements
and is comprised of four separate but related studies that identify and address the challenges
of uncertainty quantification of backscatter measurements. The first study (Lucieer et al.,
2018) which is presented as background, describes an end users’ survey identifying key
uses and challenges of backscatter data acquisition and processing. The study identified
that consistency and repeatability of backscatter measurements is a major constraint in the
use and re-use of backscatter. The second study (Malik et al., 2018), identified the sources
of uncertainty and categorized them as significant or insignificant based on various use
cases. The most significant sources of uncertainty were found to be inherent statistical
fluctuations in the backscatter measurement, calibration uncertainty, seafloor slope and
water column absorption estimation. While calibration uncertainty remains the main issue
in advancing the quantitative use of the backscatter, the other sources were also shown to
cause large uncertainties. These include non-standardized methods used to account for
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seafloor slope and absorption, and data interpretation errors due to missing background
information about the processing procedures. With a comprehensive list of uncertainty
sources established, two uncertainty sources, seafloor slope and processing errors, were
examined further in the third (Malik, 2019) and the fourth (Malik et al., submitted) study
respectively. Seafloor slope corrections are important to correct for both the area insonified
and the incidence angle. Both of these corrections are adversely affected if seafloor slope
corrections are not applied. Even in cases where the seafloor slope is used, further
uncertainty can occur if the highest resolution bathymetry is not used. The results from this
study showed that for the purpose of accurate slope corrections, the spatial scale of
backscatter data should be selected based on the best available bathymetry. The majority
of end users depend on third-party software solutions to process the backscatter data. The
fourth study evaluated the output of three commonly used software packages after inputting
the same data set and found that there were significant differences in the outputs. This issue
was addressed by working closely with software developers to explore options to make the
processing chain more transparent. Two intermediate processing stages were proposed and
implemented in three commonly used software tools. However, due to proprietary
restrictions, it was not possible to know the full details of the software processing packages.
Differing outputs likely result, in part, from the different approaches used by the various
software packages to read the raw data. Quality assessment and uncertainty quantification
of MBES backscatter measurements is still at an early stage and further work is required
to develop data acquisition and processing standards to improve consistency in the
backscatter acquisition and processing.
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CHAPTER 1

1 INTRODUCTION

Characterization of the seafloor through descriptions of its topography,
composition, sediment type, and the presence or absence of living organisms has long been
of interest to a broad range of marine scientists [1–3]. Historically, seafloor
characterization has relied on direct (e.g., grab samples, cores) and indirect sampling
methods (e.g., photographs and video) to determine sediment size, density, and material
properties [4–6]. These methods are time-consuming and are representative of just the sites
where the samples are taken. In contrast, acoustic seafloor mapping offers broad areal
coverage, and the potential for becoming an efficient mechanism for remotely describing
seafloor properties.
Early sonar systems were first developed to detect icebergs, and during World War
I to detect submarines. Their potential use for studying the seafloor was soon realized, and
several types of single-beam echo sounders and sidescan sonars were developed [7]. The
first commercial multibeam sonar system (Seabeam), was developed and operated in the
late 1970s [8] for bathymetric applications and attempts to use multibeam sonars to
characterize the seafloor soon followed [9,10]. Further improvements in hydrographic
multibeam sonar technology have focused on improving spatial resolution by increasing
the number of beams and decreasing beamwidth, improving the accuracy of the depth
measurements, and improving data handling, recording, and processing [11,12]. Most
multibeam sonars can provide two fundamental types of data: seafloor depth and
seafloor/water column backscatter. While multibeam sonars estimate depth by determining
the time of flight of an acoustic pulse transmitted by the sonar at various angles to and from
the seafloor, the backscatter is the amount of acoustic energy scattered back from seafloor
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and water column targets. The ability of multibeam sonar to provide co-located depth and
backscatter data with high spatial resolution over large areal coverage (typically swath
width as much as 3–6 times water depth) and the ability to provide precise depth
measurements (< 0.1 % of water depth e.g., <5 cm vertical resolution in <100 m water
depth) makes multibeam sonar an ideal tool for mapping the seafloor [13] and studying
ocean processes [1,14,15]. Water column backscatter from multibeam sonars has also been
used in fisheries studies [16] and to detect water column anomalies, such as gas seeps
[17,18].
Depths derived from multibeam sonar echo sounders (MBES) have found use in
many bathymetric applications, including mapping for nautical charts, port management,
and military applications [12,19,20]. On the other hand, seafloor backscatter data have the
potential to offer insights into the surficial properties of the seafloor (e.g., sediment type,
epifauna, etc.) that are not easily inferred from bathymetric maps. Recognizing the
potential of seafloor backscatter data to infer geo-acoustical properties of the seafloor, these
data have been used in geological studies [21], ecological monitoring [22,23], offshore oil
and gas exploration, surveying of telecommunication and power cable routes, military
applications, and habitat mapping [24] with the primary purpose of the backscatter data to
infer sediment type.
The complexity of the processes responsible for seafloor backscatter has made the
use of backscatter to directly characterize sediment type a difficult task and has led to much
research aimed at understanding of interaction of sound with the seafloor. Seafloor
backscatter is known to show strong dependence on acoustic frequency, angle of
insonification (i.e., angle of incidence) [19,25,26] as well as the geo-acoustical properties
of the seafloor. The primary goal of backscatter data processing for seafloor
characterization is to remove the effects unrelated to the geo-acoustic properties (such as
instrumental, and environmental effects) in order to provide backscatter that is dependent
only on the geo-acoustical properties of the seafloor that can then be correlated with its
physical properties (e.g., sediment grain size). There is a large body of research that has
attempted to correlate the laboratory measurements of the acoustic parameters that can be
measured with a sonar (e.g., reflectivity, attenuation) with the laboratory measurements of
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physical properties of seafloor that are of interest to seafloor researchers (e.g., grain size,
porosity, etc.) [27–31]. However, the studies of correlations between physical parameters
and remotely measured acoustic parameters need, at minimum, backscatter observations
that are consistent, repeatable and above all, accurate.
Quantitative backscatter measurements are critical to advance inversion techniques.
From a modeling perspective, reliable backscatter data are essential for the inversion of
backscatter data to quantitatively infer physical parameters or to simply compare the
measured values with results from theoretical modeling. Although inversion techniques to
characterize the seafloor quantitatively have been developing rapidly [32–35], the
uncertainty quantification in remote sensing in general, and seafloor backscatter in
particular, is a relatively new concept [36–38]. The last two decades have seen a shift from
qualitative to more quantitative treatment of backscatter supported by improvement in
backscatter data acquisition and processing. With the improved quality of the seafloor
backscatter measurements and processing there is a renewed effort to satisfy a broader
community of marine scientists as well as those who seek to analyze backscatter data
quantitatively [39]. To fulfil this increasing need, however, a better understanding of
uncertainty in observed seafloor backscatter measurement is required.
MBES seafloor backscatter uncertainty has been addressed only on a limited basis,
mostly in the context of seafloor backscatter variation [26], the comparison of different
data sets collected over the same seafloor (see [40]), and efforts to remove observed
artifacts in backscatter mosaics [41]. To analyze backscatter data for seafloor
characterization, the data must undergo several corrections and adjustments related to the
sonar system and survey conditions, including geometric, environmental, and hardware
settings. However, the question of what is the overall uncertainty of the seafloor
backscatter, after some (or all) corrections and adjustments have been made, remains
mostly unanswered. If hardware and environmental adjustments are not fully known,
repeated MBES surveys often provide different results even when using the same MBES
model [42]. One difficulty is to appropriately calibrate the sonar system used for echo level
measurement. Although fisheries sonars have developed detailed calibration routines,
calibration data sets for hydrographic MBES (i.e., quantitative measurements of gain,
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source level, beam width etc.) continue to be difficult to obtain [43–45]. For monitoring
applications, comparisons between surveys conducted at different times or by different
MBES are needed. Without a detailed knowledge of uncertainty causes and magnitudes,
ambiguities arise as to whether the measurement differences represent actual changes in
seafloor conditions (e.g., composition vegetation or morphology) or an artifact of
unaccounted uncertainty (e.g., changes in system behavior). Additionally, the MBES
backscatter measurement process relies on corrections for environmental variables (e.g.,
seafloor slope and absorption through water column) that may or may not be well known
during data acquisition. The accuracy with which these parameters are measured or
estimated and the way they are compensated for during post processing will have an impact
on the uncertainty of the final backscatter measurement. If appropriate corrections are not
correctly or accurately applied, the backscatter measurements reported by the MBES can
be highly inaccurate and errors up to 10 dB are not uncommon.
Data acquisition protocols and post-processing steps also vary for different
commercial multibeam systems as well as for commercial backscatter processing software
products. Unpacking the assumptions used during data acquisition, often requires removing
the adjustments and corrections used during data acquisition and replacing them with more
accurate and complete adjustments [46]. Thus, there are several potential sources of
backscatter uncertainty related to every aspect of backscatter measurement, from data
acquisition to the processing stage. Recognizing these challenges and need to improve the
consistency of backscatter acquisition and processing, an international working group was
launched in 2013. The Backscatter Working Group (BSWG) consists of academic
researchers, hardware and software manufacturers and end users. The BSWG compiled
their detailed guidelines in a report published in 2015 [15], focused on identifying
challenges faced by the backscatter user community. The collaborative model put forward
through BSWG participants also influenced this dissertation since one key outcome of
BSWG was realization that seafloor backscatter issues will only be solved by working in a
cooperative fashion. Two of the studies reported in this dissertation were directly initiated
through the BSWG (Chapter 2, 5). Among several recommendations of the working group
included improvement in the accuracy and consistency of the backscatter data acquisition
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and processing. Identification and categorization of these uncertainty sources is the first
step towards improving the backscatter data quality. The overall goal of this dissertation
is to establish approaches for estimating the uncertainty of hydrographic multibeam sonar
derived seafloor backscatter through the identification and quantified analysis of the key
uncertainty parameters and processes.
1.1. Organization of the Dissertation
The main body of this document is divided into four chapters (Chapter 2-5)
consisting of four stand-alone research papers that have been or will be published:
Chapter 2: Lucieer, V., M. Roche, K. Degrendele, M. Malik, M. Dolan and G.
Lamarche (2018). User expectations for multibeam echo sounders backscatter strength
data-looking back into the future. Marine Geophysical Research, June 2018, Volume 39,
Issue 1–2, pp 23–40.
Chapter 3: Malik, M., X. Lurton, and L. Mayer (2018). A framework to quantify
uncertainties of seafloor backscatter from swath mapping echosounders. Marine
Geophysical Research, June 2018, Volume 39, Issue 1–2, pp 151–168.
Chapter 4: Malik, M. (2019). Sources and Impacts of Bottom Slope Uncertainty on
Estimation of Seafloor Backscatter from Swath Sonars. Geosciences, 9(4), 183.
Chapter 5: Malik, M.; Schimel, A.; Masetti, G.; Roche, M.; Deunf, J.L.; Dolan, M.;
Beaudoin, J.; Augustin, J.M.; Hamilton, T.; Parnum, I. Results from the first phase of the
Backscatter Software Inter-comparison Project. Geosciences. Submitted.
Chapter 2 provides the background and context for this dissertation by offering
insights into the needs of seafloor backscatter users. This study relies on a user survey
conducted under the auspices of the Backscatter Working Group (BSWG) [39]. The goal
of this survey was to understand diversity of backscatter users, their unique requirements
in terms of accuracy and resolution of the backscatter, and their intended use of backscatter.
In the absence of a uniform methodology to determine the accuracy of backscatter, the
users have been using backscatter as a discovery tool for which comparison among
repeated measurements may not be critical. The results of the user survey determined that
the lack of backscatter quality assessment is a constraint on standardizing backscatter
acquisition and processing as well as the use of backscatter for monitoring applications
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where repeated backscatter measurements need to be compared. The users, multibeam
manufacturers and multibeam software developers have a shared responsibility to respond
to the need to improve backscatter accuracy. Continuing work to understand user needs
will bring the diverse applications to adopt a minimum multibeam backscatter standard that
is useful for the broader backscatter user community. My contribution to this study
included support in design and revision of the questionnaire, analysis of the user survey
results, and writing of the manuscript. This study clearly showed that while seafloor
backscatter mapping as a qualitative tool has been successful, the users face numerous
difficulties while using seafloor backscatter quantitatively. The uncertainty in backscatter
surveys was found to be a major hindrance in utilizing seafloor backscatter where repeated
surveys or quantitative use of backscatter is required.
Chapter 3 takes a first-order approach to identifying the most significant sources of
seafloor backscatter uncertainty. Identification of the significant uncertainty sources and
their relative magnitudes provides an initial framework to develop approaches to
identifying and evaluating the uncertainty of MBES-derived backscatter. The systematic
uncertainty that may result from various commonly used assumptions, data acquisition,
and processing methodologies is discussed, and the impact of the uncertainty sources is
evaluated. Four major uncertainty components were identified: random fluctuations in the
echo level, transmission loss, seafloor slope, and calibration. It was shown that the
statistical uncertainty of backscatter can be controlled by averaging a number of samples
into a mean echo level with the understanding that increasing this number degrades
resolution and thus a trade-off has to be made between resolution and uncertainty. In
contrast, the uncertainty stemming from inaccurate values of MBES characteristics can
reach unpredictable and unacceptable magnitudes if appropriate calibration operations
have not been conducted. The transmission loss uncertainty is almost exclusively due to
the absorption coefficient estimation, the inaccurate estimation of which can have a
significant impact on the backscatter level estimation. However, the combination of the
measurement of temperature and salinity values over the full water column with
appropriate procedures for compensation can keep the impact of the absorption coefficient
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within acceptable limits. Uncertainty related to seafloor slope and processing methodology
are further expanded in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
Chapter 4 breaks down the uncertainty sources for seafloor slope into their
subcomponents. This study explores the impact of uncertainty in our knowledge of local
seafloor slope on the overall accuracy of the backscatter measurement. Amongst the
various sources of slope uncertainty studied here, the impacts of bathymetric uncertainty
and scale were identified as the major causes. Bottom slope affects two important
corrections needed for estimating seafloor backscatter: (1) the insonified area, and (2) the
seafloor incidence angle. The impacts of these slope-related uncertainty sources were
quantified for a shallow-water multibeam survey. The results show that the most significant
uncertainty in backscatter data arises when seafloor slope is not accounted for or when lowresolution bathymetry is used to estimate seafloor slope. This effect is even more
pronounced for rough seafloors. A standard method of seafloor slope correction is proposed
to achieve repeatable and accurate backscatter results. Additionally, a standard data
package including metadata describing the slope corrections applied, needs to accompany
backscatter results, and should include details of the slope estimation method and
resolution of bathymetry used. As most of the processing tools currently available are
proprietary, end users cannot effectively compare the impact of the choice of various
available processing methods.
Chapter 5 summarizes the key results of uncertainty that can be introduced in
backscatter products due to the differences in processing approaches. In close collaboration
with the software vendors, the methodology proposed by Schimel et al. [41] was adapted
to produce results from backscatter intermediate processing stages (denoted BL0, BL1 etc.
– see [41]). The analysis found that output from these intermediate processing stages are
currently not consistent across the software developers. The two stages that were assessed
during this study included BL0: data as read from the raw data files using snippets (also
referred to as full time series) within beams and BL3: data after radiometric corrections but
before removal of angular dependence for generating a backscatter mosaic. Software
developers applied the required corrections in their processing methodologies and provided
data in Beam – Ping configuration with BL0 and BL3 reported for each beam along with
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incidence angle. The differences in BL0 indicate that proprietary software developers have
adopted different approaches to read the raw data. Without complete knowledge of
algorithms used by the software developers, it is not possible to describe the exact nature
of the differences in reading of raw data for BL0 data, but having identified that the results
are different between software packages, suggests that this is a plausible cause of the
differences observed between backscatter mosaics in earlier studies. This preliminary study
has shown the applicability and usefulness of access to the output intermediate processing
stages for inter-comparison of proprietary software without requiring the software vendors
to disclose their proprietary algorithms. Hence, although the scope of this study has been
limited to developing a method to understand the differences between the software
products, this study suggests that it is critical for sonar manufacturers, commercial and
academic software developers, and end users to work together to develop methods that can
improve the consistency of backscatter processing. This study offers a first step towards
implementation of previously proposed processing protocols. Provided software
developers offer the results from their intermediate processing stages, it can be envisioned
that data test benches can be developed to aid end users in accessing the processing options
available currently in processing tools.
Chapter 6 summarizes the key results of the study and discusses their implications
in the context of seafloor characterization. The limitations of this effort are outlined along
with the prospective recommendations for future work needed to improve the estimation
of uncertainty of seafloor backscatter measurements.
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CHAPTER 2

2 USER EXPECTATIONS FOR MULTIBEAM ECHO
SOUNDERS BACKSCATTER STRENGTH DATALOOKING BACK INTO THE FUTURE

This chapter is based on a published peer reviewed journal article. My contribution to the
article included supporting co-authors to conceptualize the study, methodology
development, writing the original draft, review and editing of the draft and interpretation
of survey results. The article has been formatted to meet UNH dissertation formatting
guidelines and is reproduced here with permission. Paper citation: Lucieer, V.; Roche, M.;
Degrendele, K.; Malik, M.; Dolan, M.; Lamarche, G. User expectations for multibeam echo
sounders backscatter strength data-looking back into the future. Mar. Geophys. Res. 2018,
39, 23–40. doi:10.1007/s11001-017-9316-5.
Abstract With the ability of multibeam echo sounders (MBES) to measure backscatter
strength (BS) as a function of true angle of insonification across the seafloor, came a new
recognition of the potential of backscatter measurements to remotely characterize the
properties of the seafloor. Advances in transducer design, digital electronics, signal
processing capabilities, navigation, and graphic display devices, have improved the
resolution and particularly the dynamic range available to sonar and processing software
manufacturers. Alongside these improvements the expectations of what the data can deliver
has also grown. In this paper, we identify these user-expectations and explore how MBES
backscatter is utilized by different communities involved in marine seabed research at
present, and the aspirations that these communities have for the data in the future. The
results presented here are based on a user survey conducted by the GeoHab (Marine
Geological and Biological Habitat Mapping) association. This paper summarizes the
different processing procedures employed to extract useful information from MBES
backscatter data and the various intentions for which the user community collect the data.
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We show how a range of backscatter output products are generated from the different
processing procedures, and how these results are taken up by different scientific
disciplines, and also identify common constraints in handling MBES BS data. Finally, we
outline our expectations for the future of this unique and important data source for seafloor
mapping and characterization.
2.1. Introduction
The applications for multibeam echosounder (MBES) backscatter data have grown
exponentially in the past 30 years since it was first presented as a potential data source for
characterizing the seafloor in 1985 by [1]. This paper presents a short review of data use,
informed from the results of a survey conducted in 2014 by the International Marine
Geological and Biological Habitat Mapping (GeoHab) forum (GeoHab: http://geohab.
org/) [the survey can be found at: http://geohab.org/bswg/bswg_participation/userneeds/
(last accessed 28/03/2017)]. This survey revealed both the specific details regarding the
current utility of backscatter within the user-community and the range of intended future
application areas, which may help shape the future evolution of the technology. The utility
of backscatter data can be summarized into two main categories; mapping the seafloor for
(a) exploration and (b) monitoring implying different levels of technical constraints. This
paper follows on from the report “Backscatter measurements by seafloor-mapping sonars:
guidelines and recommendations”[15].
Historically, backscatter data were collected by sonars and interpreted with
qualitative descriptive methods [47]. Relevant information would have been extracted by
hand-drawing lines around features of interest in the imagery often displayed as a
‘waterfall’ or backscatter ‘mosaic’. Qualitative data extraction existed prior to the
development of image processing software that was able to deal with the nature of highly
textured backscatter imagery (e.g., large artefacts at nadir, intensively speckled images,
acoustic shadows). The outputs of such analysis would have been single-scale interpreted
maps which, although basic, would have still provided a wealth of information regarding
the continuous nature of benthic substrates or features of interest [48]. Although sidescan
sonar may still be a tool of choice for some of the applications, MBES is now becoming
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the primary tool for morphological as well as geological and biological mapping and
interpretation of the seabed.
Over the last decade or so backscatter data has been commonly recorded during
MBES surveys, regardless of their primary purpose. Prior to this backscatter was often seen
as a secondary product to bathymetry data, and relatively seldom logged. The upward trend
in interest in backscatter data has coincided with substantial improvements in general
MBES performance in terms of measurement accuracy and resolution. Improvements in
backscatter data quality have come from the multiple and simultaneous advantages of (a)
precise co-registration of backscatter with the MBES bathymetry data set, (b) optimal
signal-to-noise ratio imposed from bathymetry measurements; and (c) an increased
resolution of the physical measurements, leading to a higher resolution products. As
seafloor backscatter imagery has improved and the scales of features that are able to be
defined become smaller and more spatially accurate, the users’ needs and diversity of
applications has expanded in a variety of disciplines; ocean science; geoscience [14,49,50]
and biology [51], fisheries research and species distribution modelling [52], hydrocarbon
detection [53], offshore construction [54] and coastal engineering [55]. This expansion has
also coincided with backscatter processing methods becoming quantitative and the
classification of MBES backscatter data becoming more robust [38,56]. The uptake may
also be related to commercially available backscatter processing software offering greater
diversity and more “user friendly” interfaces whereby “end products” can be easily
integrated into mapping projects. The characteristics of these improvements, alongside the
variety of digital export formats through which the data can now be accessed, have shown
how backscatter data has increased to becoming a valuable asset for data users as they seek
to image, understand and monitor the seafloor environment.
The past 10 years have seen an increase in MBES data collection (Figure 2.1) and
access to data via web-based data portals and a decrease in the costs of survey [57,58].
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Published articles with “acoustic backscatter” in the title between 2007 and
2015. Source: Web of Science.
As the multibeam user group expands beyond traditional hydrographic
applications, there has been an outburst of techniques used to collect and process
backscatter data. This was clearly identified by the GeoHab association who saw a need to
develop protocols for standardizing backscatter acquisition, processing and dissemination.
Selecting the appropriate methodology for moving backscatter data through the pipeline
from acquisition to seafloor maps has been identified as a major hurdle in moving towards
quantitative backscatter measurements of the seafloor. The working group mandated by
the GeoHab association identified that before recommendations could be designed for
standardizing methods for operations and data handling of backscatter, it was pertinent to
try and understand how, where and why backscatter data are being collected. To assess the
expectation of users of backscatter data and capture the diversity of applications, a ‘user
survey’ was conducted in 2014 through the Geohab forum.
2.1.1. Design of the user survey
The survey was designed using Survey Monkey (surveymonkey.com) and included
11 sections with each section having between 1 and 7 questions. Most questions included
a list of typical answers with drop down menus or tick-off lists to facilitate the
interpretation of the results, and an open field was available for unlisted options and
questions where categorization was not possible (software usage, organization names etc.).
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The survey was distributed by the Backscatter Working Group (http://geohab.org/BSWG/)
via email to professional networks (such as LinkedIn’ and the Geohab Facebook page) and
industry mailing groups. The survey was available for 3 months between May and July
2014.
2.1.2. Results of the user survey
A total of 97 responses were received representing a 10% response rate from the
email sent, which considering the specificity of the topic and short time for answering we
consider acceptable. The responses were represented by 41% from civilian government
agencies, 24% from universities, 31% from private companies and the remaining 4% from
government defense agencies.
Within the last 5 years the marine zones of interest where backscatter data has been
the most utilized is the near shore coastal zone (<50 m water depth) to identify marine
habitats (specifically reef systems, Figure 2.2a). The features of interest were dominated
by marine habitats and reefs in particular, followed by wrecks and seagrass (Figure 2.2b).
Data currency (Figure 2.2c) (date of data collection) seemed of less relevance to users as
long as it was collected within the past 10 years (which is likely when the greatest advances
in backscatter data collection have developed). The resolution of the gridded data was
preferred to be at 1 m [for a common resolution for coastal research and to correspond to
the near shore and coastal requirement of (a) and 10 m for areas >100 m depth (Figure
2.2d)].
The need for higher resolution data for benthic habitat mapping is supported by the
literature through an increase in publications for the period 1995–2014 (Figure 2.3), and
the number of cases that address scale [59]. Approximately a third of the articles and
reviews used the term “scale” in the title, abstract or keywords, with 22% for “spatial
scale”, <5% for “multiple scales” and 1% for “multiscale”; these numbers are much lower
than in landscape ecology-related publications, where scale is still considered as being
insufficiently described [60].
The wide variety of background disciplines of the backscatter user community
offers an opportunity to expand the use of backscatter but also presents a serious challenge.
One of the difficulties for establishing standards for MBES backscatter data acquisition
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and processing for such a group, is the diversity of expertise of the users and their
associated acoustic and technical knowledge required for appropriate backscatter
interpretation. Not only is this the result of user training but also of user experience with
backscatter data. In the survey we specifically asked “how many years people had been
working with backscatter data” with the results showing that the majority of users had 2–5
years of experience (30.5%) followed by 6–10 years of experience (28%), 11–20 years of
experience (24.4%), more than 20 years of experience (12.5%) and <1 year (4.8%). This
corresponds with the increase in the literature of backscatter being improved and
implemented in research studies (Figure 2.4). The diversity of the user group also hints at
the scientists using backscatter data may not be trained in acoustics and may lack a full
understanding of the factors that affect backscatter data or how to optimize the data for
subsequent analysis. These results correspond to an increase in the number of disciplines
that have cited work or published studies on MBES backscatter data in the past 5 years
(Figure 2.4).
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(a) Survey response to ‘What are the marine zones of interest for your work
unit within the last 5 years?’ (b) Survey response to ‘What are the main backscatter features
of interest?’ (c) Survey response to “What data currency important to your surveying
application” and (d) Survey response to ‘When gridded, what resolution of data do you
mostly require?’
2.1.3. Users’ expectations
Users’ expectations were derived from S5 (“problems with using backscatter”), S7
(“Current data needs”) and S8 (“What is your expectation of backscatter data in the next
5–10 years?”), and in part from S4Qc (“What problems have you found with obtaining
backscatter data?”). The survey also provided a synopsis of the diversity of primary roles
that MBES backscatter data underpins through S1 and S2 (Figure 2.5). S1Qd (“What are
the primary roles of your work unit?”) provides an insight in the primary applications that
backscatter data are presented as a fundamental data source for. The top three applications
were (a) seafloor type mapping (16%), (b) marine habitat mapping (14%) and (c)
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bathymetric survey for hydrography only (no further analysis) (10%). These three primary
applications are dominated by two disciplines—geology and biology. The ability to use
processing methods (either signal or image processing) to discriminate between different
seafloors substrates and seafloor habitats at specific spatial resolutions, in addition to
improved classification accuracy was highlighted as the key expectation of both
disciplines. The realization of this expectation is dependent on the spatial and radiometric
resolution of the MBES backscatter data and this will be further discussed in “Mapping for
monitoring”.
Marine geologists typically use MBES backscatter data to aid in the interpretation
of surficial seabed sediments [61–63]. As mentioned earlier, traditionally this had been
done using only the amplitude information from MBES backscatter mosaics, together with
expert interpretation, following the method already in standard use for interpretation of
side-scan data. The interpretation of the MBES backscatter was guided by available ground
truth information (video, sediment grabs) and any other available information on the
geology of the area. Employing this traditional workflow, the expert would be able to
accommodate for variations in backscatter data quality, and/or differences between MBES
backscatter dB levels between surveys covering the study area.
Central to the discussion of utilization of backscatter data is a need to understand
the diversity of needs of the users of backscatter data. These users collect backscatter data
for a variety of reasons ranging from the primary roles identified in Figure 2.5 and can
belong to either one of two motivational groups (a) mapping for exploration— where
backscatter data are collected as a single survey without any duplication of data over the
site or (b) mapping for monitoring—which refers to multiple surveys over the same seabed
where the objective is to be able to understand changes on the seafloor.
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Cumulative number of publications (articles or reviews) mentioning specific keywords (see
key) in their title, abstract or keywords, by the end of 2014 [59]. Source: Scopus

Increase in number of disciplines publishing MBES acoustic backscatter in their titles
between 2010 and 2015. Source: Web of Science
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2.1.4. Mapping for exploration (single pass survey)
The backscatter intensity value (in dB) will vary depending on the acoustic
processing method (see [64–66]). In terms of ‘mapping for exploration’ the stability and
precision of the backscatter measurement is of a lower demand due to the end-user
objectives of only acquiring one-time series over the survey region.

Survey response to Q2(d) “What is the primary role of your work unit that
utilizes backscatter data?”
In the responses to S2Qd (Figure 2.2) the majority of applications do not require
repeated backscatter surveys. These applications typically require only a relative measure
of BS level as compared to the applications that require an absolute dB scale, i.e., a value
that is calibrated, accurate and stable and can be compared from one survey to another.
In the first row of Figure 2.6A, a schematic of backscatter data is shown as the black
line with the true value of backscatter shown as the red line. The backscatter from a
homogenous seafloor is expected to show consistent values from repeated measurements
validating the stability of the backscatter swath with time. Even if the backscatter shows
stable values, backscatter data may be inaccurate. We identified the three survey ‘levels’,
B–D (Figure 2.6) to correspond to single survey mapping for exploration and repeat survey
mapping for habitat assessment and benthic monitoring. These are compared in the
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following section in terms of the different needs for stability and accuracy of
measurements. Backscatter data collected from a single survey with no planned intention
to constitute a long-term time series of data nor to compare them later with data from the
same (or different) MBES systems, are suitable for exploration purposes (Figure 2.6, left
column), as users focus primarily on data processing techniques that allow them to obtain
a high contrast, artefact-free backscatter image that can be used to identify and classify
substrate boundaries between different types of seabed and/or habitats. In mapping for
exploration the resolution and scale of the data being generated is inherently adapted to
meet the objectives of the survey; there is usually no planned ongoing program to collect
data at the same location in the immediate future. In applications of mapping for
exploration the MBES data will form part of the dataset including seabed survey videos,
sediment grabs/cores and sub-bottom profile information that may all be simultaneously
(or subsequently) collected. These surveys are common to benthic habitat mapping
programs that are exploring the seafloor for the first time aiming to collect integrated data
on species habitats and facies distribution. In this configuration the MBES backscatter data
would be valued for the descriptive image it gives of the seafloor. So backscatter data
recorded in such a context is more unlikely to be quantitatively analyzed (such as using
angular response curves). Mapping for exploration relies on the visual quality requirements
of the backscatter (which is ensured by MBES backscatter stability), rather than on the
accuracy in intensity levels. Within this approach a coarser resolution is sufficient for the
mapping purpose.
2.1.5. Mapping for monitoring (calibrated-absolute level-multiple pass comparison
map)
Prior to raising the expectation that backscatter data can be used for monitoring, a
strict evaluation of the multiple sources of variation that can affect the mean backscatter
level from one measurement to another is mandatory. Mapping for monitoring objectives
require successive measurements of backscatter at the same site under evaluation, in order
to observe objectively the sedimentary backscatter over medium to long term time scales
(months to years).
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Levels of stability and accuracy required for MBES backscatter measurements
according to final objectives (single survey, habitat mapping, monitoring program). Image
adapted from National Instruments Tutorial http://www.ni.com/tutorial/14705/en/ last
accessed 09/03/2017
The vast majority of users who use backscatter to perform habitat mapping (either
coupled with or without data classification at control samples) lies somewhere between the
two poles A and D of Figure 2.6.
It is important to emphasize that some sources of variations in the backscatter data
may cause discrepancies in the reflectivity image that are not obvious in the data [67]. In
order to use backscatter for monitoring changes in the nature of the seabed, potential
external sources of variation must first be clarified. The first type of variation is related to
data acquisition and includes hardware impact causes such as aging antennas, antenna
surface condition, potential (but not measured) influence of water column (turbidity,
bubbles etc.), platform motion, direction of navigation in relation with seabed morphology,
erroneous calibration and biofouling of the transducer head [14,68]. The second type of
variation relates to post-processing and includes inconsistency in post-processing software
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and workflows. Therefore, for backscatter data to be utilized for monitoring, users need to
address three critical issues:
•

improving the stability of the collected dB values of backscatter. This
requires strict monitoring and control of variability and sources causing
variability in the data;

•

ensuring repeatability of the measurements by a quantitative comparison
between different surveys over a reference surface [the bathymetric
equivalent is referred to as a ‘patch test’ see Gueriot et al. [69].

•

maintaining an estimate of accuracy that informs about usability of
measurements to detect changes in the seabed environment despite the
measurement uncertainty.

The requirement to compare data acquired by a MBES over time at one specific
location by the same sensor will be determined by the particular application. However,
there is a strong argument for scientists to work with calibrated MBES systems; as more
data are collected and a need arises for data to be (a) merged to generate large geographic
coverages, (b) calibrated so that the data can support future data comparison, (c) able to
detect natural or human caused changes on the seabed in areas where the data may not have
been collected for this purpose. Calibrated backscatter has the potential to serve multiple
current and future users and therefore it makes the data more valuable and a better research
investment. However, to get calibrated backscatter values, efforts and decisions are
required prior to data acquisition possibly causing a prohibitive increase of the survey costs
[68]. Also, as the accuracy requirements are not well understood, the users have no way to
gauge additional amount of efforts versus benefit of improved accuracy.
The required backscatter accuracy for discrimination of sediment classes can be
appraised using the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) model which “employs a mixture
of theory and data fitting and use the same set of bottom parameters” [70]. Figure 2.7
shows, for an acoustic system at 100 kHz, the APL model results for the relationship
between the backscatter level and the grazing angle for different sediment types. For each
sediment type, the strong angular dependence of backscatter causes a very high dispersion
of measurements (15–25 dB across the 0°–80° angle range). The average difference
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between the mean backscatter levels of the different sediment types is 2 dB for the entire
angular range and 3 dB for the most discriminating angular part, from 30° to 60° grazing
angle. In terms of accuracy, it may be considered that 1 dB (half of the mean difference) is
the order of magnitude of the accuracy necessary to discriminate the classes of sediments
from their mean backscatter response in the grazing angle sector of 30°–60°. Hence, 1 dB
level of accuracy should be ensured and certified in the technical specification of a MBES
system and possibly in the future, within the metadata of MBES output products (see
nomenclature proposed by Lurton et al. [15]).

Backscatter strength (BS) versus grazing angle for different classes of sediment
at 100 kHz. From: University of Washington Applied Physics Laboratory, high-frequency
ocean environmental acoustic models, APL-UW TR 9407AEAS 9501, October 1994. Data
encoded in Excel to plot the XY graph. Source: Chap. 3 in [15].
The accuracy of BS measurements remains a key issue for the confidence of MBES
users’ mapping for monitoring [71]. This complex issue is not currently resolved and there
is no formal backscatter quality ‘scale’ (such as IHO standards for bathymetry) and
therefore no standardization in reliability for the dB values. For the different backscatter
user communities, the development of a total propagation error model for backscatter,
based on a rigorous metrological approach, is necessary to objectify the meaning of their
backscatter measurements. However, each user can pragmatically assess the variance of its
own MBES regarding the backscatter level by performing repeated measures on a same
seabed area under stable conditions. Backscatter variance on a short term (e.g., tide cycle)
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estimated by this way with shallow water MBES is found to be extremely low (standard
deviation of successive backscatter mean levels <0.2 dB for 30°–50° beams) demonstrating
that the 1-dB required accuracy could be ensured in routine by shallow water MBES (e.g.,
[67]).
Post-acquisition corrections depend on the assumptions used during acquisition and
attempt to correct for them. If these assumptions are not properly known or not
documented, then it may not be possible to implement informed decisions to the data in the
processing stage. The standardization of processing algorithms across hardware and
software vendors is also a real challenge for using the backscatter to monitor seabed
sediment variations. High variations in quality and dB levels between data from various
processing software seriously hamper the possibilities of exchange and comparison of
backscatter data among geoscientists (Figure 2.8). This has important consequences for
users interested in long-term monitoring of the seafloor.

Comparison between three commercially available processing software using
the same dataset from the Flemish sandbanks region from a Kongsberg EM3002D MBES
on RV Belgica. Data from campaign 0906–26/02/2009; Processing: Geocoder: 1 × 1 m
mosaic using beam time series and defaults settings (Tx/Rx power gain correction, beam
pattern correction, calibrated backscatter range and AVG correction); Kongsberg Maritime
Poseidon: 1 × 1 m mosaic using beam averaged BS, 2D interpolating filter set on 3,
footprint size set on 50%, histogram correction 100%; SonarScope: 1 × 1 m mosaic using
beam averaged backscatter, global compensation using BS versus Tx angle mean curve;
boxplots computed for each mosaic (same area for each sediment type).
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Besides differences in processing protocols, various known and unknown
environmental factors can affect the consistency and accuracy of backscatter during data
acquisition. Water column properties (e.g., salinity, temperature) and conditions (e.g.,
bubbles, turbidity, vessel motion) will affect the backscatter values at the transducer
interface recorded by a MBES system (even with a calibrated MBES). This is a major issue
in coastal areas where changes occur rapidly both in time and space, but can equally be a
problem in deep water under rough sea states. To fulfil monitoring requirements, it is
absolutely necessary to answer the question: “how does the mean backscatter amplitude
variation, from one survey to another, reflect the significant changes in the seabed
properties and are not a result of changes in the conditions of the water column?”.
Increased turbidity during changing currents near the seafloor, biological migration,
increased occurrence of microbubbles at the sea surface due to wind are few examples of
the complexity of modelling the water column variations and their effects on backscatter.
Repeated surveys with a multidisciplinary approach combining MBES and ADCP
measurements, optical measurements of sediment load near the seabed, turbidity sensor
chains rising into the water column and seawater sampling should be organized in the
future in order to assess the influence of the water column on the backscatter measurement
at a given location and time. While the precise quantitative effects of environmental
parameters are often unknown, monitoring the backscatter data as it is being acquired may
indicate if these environmental factors are deteriorating backscatter data quality beyond
expected accuracy. For monitoring applications, it should be mandatory that an absolute
calibration be followed by regular control of the stability of the mean measured backscatter
level. This should be completed and recorded on a reference site and documented by the
multiple sources of variation that can affect the mean backscatter level.
2.1.6. Backscatter spatial resolution expected by users?
It appeared from the survey that many users had an expectation for the minimum
spatial resolution that they should be able to achieve given a particular water depth (Figure
2.2d). In this section we aim to highlight the discourse between this expectation and what
is reasonable to expect in reality and emphasize the significance of BS values.
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Several criteria can be used to define the spatial resolution of the final BS mosaic.
A ‘rule of thumb’ is to consider that the average resolution of the mosaic must, as far as
possible, reflect the actual average spatial resolution as defined by the along and across
specific dimensions of the signal footprint. However, even for one given sounder, the
footprint extent depends on the measurement configuration (water depth, angle) [19]. The
BS time series i.e., the successive echo intensities returned from a finite area of the seafloor
inside the beam footprint vary depending on, (a) the pulse length, (b) the beam width alongand across-track, and (c) the slant range (see the Ocean Mapping Group/HydroMetrica
course for further details http://www. omg.unb.ca/mbc/). Therefore, the intrinsic spatial
resolution of a MBES is not constant. Selection of mosaic resolution therefore should not
exceed the maximum footprint size. BS data from modern MBES using a large number of
narrow beams (+300), shorter pulse lengths and very high ping rate (50 Hz), can be used
to generate mosaics with resolution up to tens of centimeters. However, during the
mosaicking process an artificial decrease of the image sampling step can create a
misleading impression of extreme resolution.
Besides, the size of the footprint (beam width + water depth) determined by the
specific parameters of the system additional factors needs to be considered also while
selecting the optimal spatial resolution of the backscatter. Important considerations that
users should be aware of with regards to their MBES backscatter data include:
•

The optimal cell-size for the backscatter mosaic depends on scale of the
output map and the resolution required for the survey. For example, with a
scale of 1:10,000, 1 mm on paper corresponds to 10 m on the ground. Since
the human eye can perceive around 1/2 mm, a resolution of 5 m is sufficient
in this case, and it is not necessary to compute mosaics with finer resolutions
even if the initial data allows it. Yet, despite this evidence there seem to be
a real push for obtaining the highest possible resolution of backscatter (and
bathymetry) data from many users even though it does not directly fit their
primary survey purpose. This may often satisfy demand for potential re-use
of the data (e.g., for related scientific study) rather than for pure mapping
activities.
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•

When considering the backscatter mean level it is not necessary to compute
mosaics with a very small grid size (e.g., 0.5 × 0.5 m). These expectations
are comparable to the space-borne radar domain where satellites operate
both Synthetic Aperture Radar SAR (meter- or less-resolution for very
detailed imaging) and scatterometer (kilometer resolution for averaged BS)
for very different applications.

•

The spatial resolution of the final products dictates how many backscatter
samples will be used to compute average backscatter values. As backscatter
is a stochastic process, the inherent variability of the backscatter samples
can be as high as 5.57 dB, the standard deviation for a Rayleigh-distribution
of the sample amplitudes [26] even in absence of heterogeneity of the
seafloor. Therefore, better accuracy of averaged backscatter values can be
obtained using a higher number of samples which will be inversely
proportional to the resolution.

2.2. Processing procedures
The “Design of the user survey ” section of the Questionnaire explored the
processing procedures employed by backscatter users. Although it is difficult to include
representative studies from every different backscatter application revealed in the survey,
some of the well-known methods used for backscatter seafloor discrimination (based on
the level of BS) are compiled in Table 2.1. Processing procedures can be broadly divided
into signal processing and image processing methods [64]. Signal processing focuses on
data represented in angular or time space where the raw amplitude of returned signals is
preserved. With image processing methods the backscatter is modified (flattened by
averaging) to produce smooth-looking image mosaics. Here we describe the common
‘users’ concerns with products from either of the two processing procedures.
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Table 2.1. A synopsis of the different processing method for seafloor Backscatter Strength
(BS).
Measure of MBES BS

Computed from

Angular response
[signal processing]
Angular
response
after
segmentation based on mosaics
[signal processing]
Statistical analysis of angular
curves
[signal processing]
Angular response characteristics
within nº of angular curve
[signal processing]
BS fluctuations as a function of
incidence angle
[signal processing]
Mosaic analysis / Thematic
clustering
[signal processing]
Power spectral methods
[signal processing]

Averaging N pings over the swath and comparing
with theoretical models
Angular range analysis extracts features from
mean BS angular curves and compares with
theoretical models
Linear
discriminate
analysis
/Principal
component analysis/ clustering

Textural methods such as GrayLevel co-occurrence matrices
(GLCM)
[image processing]
Mosaic: Bayesian approach
[image processing]
Fractal analysis
[image processing]

Probability density function
(PDF)
[image processing]
Hybrid techniques
[image and signal processing]

Mean intensity,
derivative,

BS

mean

slope,

second

Studies that
have used this
method
[32,72]
[31,73]

[74,75]

[76]

Shape factor of K-distribution

[77,78]

Averaging NxN grid cells obtained after
normalizing at a particular angle and segmenting
areas with similar mean BS
Power spectral classification works specifically
along the ping azimuth, deliberately avoiding
high grazing angle data and can be used to
attempt to classify multiple sediment types within
a single swath.
Image segmentation of changes in textural values
from the derived BS image.

[49,79]

Analysis of distribution of the BS
Analysis for modelling topographic relief based
on 2-D spatial spectrum analysis that confines the
variety of modelling spectra within a single class
of fractal spectra. The shape of a fractal spectrum
is defined by only two parameters, which are a
fractal dimension, and a cut-off wavenumber that
determines the roughness correlation length. In
the general case of an anisotropic surface, the cutoff wavenumber is different along X and Y
directions.
Used as a posteriori for outlier detection.

Using a combination of the above techniques
along with the features extracted from the
seafloor bathymetric data e.g., slope, rugosity
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[80–82]

[50,83–86]

[23]
[87,88]

[9,89,90]

[91]

The signal processing approach uses the parameters (shape, amplitude, angular
variations etc.) of the seafloor returned echo. Its output may be presented in the time
domain or the angular domain. Time-domain signal processing has been widely used in
single beam echo sounders where the energy of the first and second return from the seafloor
(E1 and E2) is used to characterize the seafloor but has not gained popularity for MBES
[92]. The majority of users rather rely on angular variations of the backscatter. The angular
dependence curve can be corrupted if appropriate geometric and radiometric corrections
are not accurately applied (Figure 2.9). Significant changes in the amplitude or the shape
of the angular response can be the result of incorrect corrections related to time varying
gain (TVG), seafloor slope corrections and adjustments for transmit and receive
characteristics of the sonar. To generate a stable backscatter angular curve, several swaths
(or pings) are averaged together taking care to avoid averaging angular curves collected
over more than one seafloor type. Segmented areas of backscatter mosaics can be used as
an aid in the selection of the swaths or parts of the angular curve to be used in the averaging
process thus avoiding contamination of the backscatter from different seafloor types. The
correction of the backscatter angular response, either overall or in sectors (Figure 2.10) will
drastically reduce the strong along-track artefacts.

BS angular response of a small patch on the seafloor, acquired by a Simrad
EM3000 multibeam sonar. The grey line shows the original observation and the black solid
line the BS angular response after all the geometric and radiometric corrections were
applied. Note that the seafloor had a considerable slope, so that the maximum BS in the
original observation was not at nadir but at a grazing angle of 80°. Figure from Fonseca
and Mayer [31].
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Angular response curves can be compared to modelled seafloor angular response
curves or be classified using ground truth data to characterize the seafloor into various
classes (Figure 2.7). Further processing may be required to simplify this procedure by
extracting features that can be used more easily as an input to inversion models. For
example Fonseca et al. [73] divided backscatter angular response curves into near, far and
outer response (Figure 2.11). Lamarche et al. [49] used a heuristical model with a small
number (4 or 6) of input parameters usable as descriptors of the angular shape and
correlated to the seabed interface characteristics.

Correction of BS angular response and beam pattern. Top raw data; middle
after correction; bottom applied compensation for the different sectors. Data from EM710
of RV Atalante (Ifremer), BS processed with Ifremer SonarScope® software (from JeanMarie Augustin, unpublished)
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An example of extraction of the parameters to be used in acoustic inversion
processing from Fonseca et al. [35]. The dashed line at the near-range defines the nearslope and the near-intercept (white circle). Similarly, the dashed line at the far range defines
the far-slope and the white circle the far-intercept. The arrows on the left side of the graph
show the calculated dB levels for the near-mean, far-mean and outer-mean, and the arrows
on the bottom the near-angle and the far-angle.
Image processing refers to any form of signal processing for which the input is an
image, such as a MBES grid with cell values in db. First an image needs to be obtained that
is free of the angular variations in the across-track direction due to the inherent property of
angular variation of the backscatter. This is achieved most commonly by normalizing the
angular curve by the backscatter reported at a single value, usually at 45° [15,49]. The
normalized backscatter response is then used to produce mosaics of backscatter
(backscatter grids with cell values in dB). The results of image processing may be either a
classified map or a set of characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most imageprocessing techniques consider the image as a two-dimensional signal and apply standard
signal-processing techniques to it. These signal processing algorithms are utilized to extract
features of interest from the image such as geological facies, geomorphological
topographies or patterns and textures representing different physical habitat types.
A MBES backscatter image defined by geographic coordinates is considered to be
a function of two real variables, for example, a(x,y) with a as the amplitude (e.g., dB-value
at a particular angle of incidence) of the image at the real coordinate position (x,y). A
backscatter image or mosaic may be considered to contain characteristic sub-images
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sometimes referred to as regions-of-interest. In a sophisticated image processing system it
should be possible to apply specific image processing operations to identify discrete
regions in a hierarchical manner when smaller regions within regions can be labelled. This
has been reported on in the literature and is a novel advancement in acoustic backscatter
processing (Figure 2.12) [50,86,93]. The utility of image processing is predicted to expand
in the future with the implementation of both image and signal processing tools and
procedures in commercially available software and with it the realization that image
processing can provide quantitative characterization of the seafloor [94].

An example of image segmentation of MBES backscatter. (a) MBES
backscatter image, (b) image segmentation shown by green outlines, (c) image
classification of segments based on object textural and spatial parameters (slope, rugosity
etc.) [95].
2.2.1. What data formats do users expect backscatter data to be in?
In the users survey it was asked what format different disciplines preferred to access
backscatter data. The most common response was as a ‘raster mosaic of the backscatter
amplitude value’ (25 responses). A raster mosaic can be stored in many data formats,
usually dependent on the processing software employed or the data formats in common use
within the user’s institute. Some of these formats are now largely outdated and it would
seem desirable today that in the purpose of data compatibility backscatter data are rid of
the restrictions of any proprietary data format. For example, ArcGIS grid format has been
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in widespread use for data integration among the scientific community; however more
flexible, non-proprietary, formats such as georeferenced floating point .tif raster grids,
which permit lossless data compression, or NetCDF (see “Data storage and processing
speed” section) may be more favorable standards for the future. For data exchange there
will no doubt also be a long-term demand for simple text files giving position coordinates
and backscatter value (xyz files).
A data format that erases all previous corrections and reverts to the raw unprocessed
signal would be appropriate. All processing steps need to be described in this format.
Currently the only way to be able to return to the raw backscatter values is to maintain the
original data backup: for Kongsberg systems, the .all format combines all recorded data
(including backscatter) with the survey parameters. The preservation of all the corrections
on the BS data set (a format that enables recovery of raw data) will mean a host of ancillary
data will need to be available to enable corrections of the data in the future.
2.3. Current Challenges for users of backscatter data
The backscatter user survey comprehensively summarized the current challenges
that backscatter users experience. These challenges ranged from data storage and
processing speeds, skills and expertise to acquire, process and analyze the data, a lack of
software to handle specific needs for information extraction from backscatter data and
processing limitations either by software or computation limitations within their
organization.
2.3.1. Data storage and processing speed
Many of the users commented that one of the major challenges with backscatter
data was the costs associated with the ‘acquisition storage’ and ‘backup storage’ required
for the large volume of backscatter data acquired by high-resolution MBES. One of the
major problems this creates for future reference is the impossibility to archive the corrected
backscatter data with the sounding values. When the data are retrieved there may be a lack
of understanding of the influence of the acquisition settings from the original data. It was
acknowledged by some users that the changes to the NetCDF support in the mosaic data
set could significantly help in overcoming this limitation. At present it was noted that
current IT technology and infrastructure is not ready to handle the large data volumes of
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raw and processed data from water column backscatter and seafloor backscatter in a userfriendly manner. This severely affected processing speed and ability to perform even basic
analyses on such large data sets. Although this may be seen as an institutional or funding
issue rather than technological it was identified in more than 20 responses in the survey
(Figure 2.13).

Challenges that the users work unit had with working with backscatter data
in the past 5 years. Percentage values represent number of respondents per question
2.3.2. Skills and expertise
Another major limitation highlighted by the user survey was that backscatter utility
was often hampered by contractors and processing staff not being properly trained in
acquiring backscatter data and that training courses (from various companies) focus almost
exclusively on bathymetric processing in their curriculum. This lack of expertise has
compounding issues in the field as poor training can lead to surveyors constantly adjusting
sonar settings during acquisition, which can severely affect the quality of the backscatter
measurements during post-processing. Few researchers or surveyors have been properly
taught to fully understand the implications of the sensitivities of backscatter data and
therefore little standardization is being imposed by the survey industry, research, or other
institutions in conducting MBES surveys including backscatter data. As yet no generic
standard operating procedures for MBES data acquisition exists which incorporate the need
to acquire good backscatter data contrarily to what has been established for bathymetry.
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2.3.3. Software and Processing
Survey responses commonly mentioned that the current evolution of software and
the compatibility of data between software platforms is improving and this is assisting with
the increasing use of backscatter data. The limitation regarding software was mentioned in
relation to both acquisition software packages and processing software packages and that
sometimes the data formats between the different platforms were not compatible in the
recent past. The majority of users in the survey used the following software: Sonarscope®,
QPS Fledermaus®, ArcGIS®, CARIS® and MB System. From this list only Sonarscope®,
QPS Fledermaus®, CARIS® and MB System are able to provide some level of backscatter
data processing while ArcGIS provides image analysis only once backscatter image has
been produced by the earlier listed software tools. Amongst the four backscatter processing
tools, users can apply backscatter corrections and produce mosaics (image processing) with
various levels of signal processing available. One survey question asked about the variety
of ways that backscatter data was used as an ancillary data source and the responses ranged
from; visualization for distribution maps (image processing), analysis for boundaries
(image/signal processing) and as input to sediment and habitat classification map (signal
processing). There was equal utility of users relying on both image processing and signal
processing to draw out information from their backscatter data.
For some users, the costs of processing software(s) both to purchase and to maintain
ongoing licenses was a severe limitation to their abilities to improve backscatter processing
within their industry. Some users mentioned that there was a lack of “platform
independent” solutions to handle backscatter processing issues. This was identified by a
number of users and an example was given that few software packages were able to
quantitatively handle navigation correction. In some instance there were problems with file
compatibility between the software and the sonar output files so that navigation issues
could not be corrected. In many instances user responses in the questionnaire said that the
software documentation for both acquisition and processing packages was very poor in
relation to MBES backscatter data handling. This was noted in addition to “inappropriate
or missing specifications of technical details from manufacturers”.
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Many of the questionnaire participants said that the software parameters in relation
to automated MBES backscatter processing were “not properly tuned by users which
resulted in less than ideal corrections being applied and therefore unsatisfactory results”.
There was little confidence in the automated MBES backscatter processing algorithms
provided by software companies in that the results were deemed unstable or “still in betatesting mode” although they were commercially available. Many of the users commented
on the need for “human intervention” at all stages of the automatic processing workflows
where ‘adjustments’ were often required and that other steps appeared to be a ‘black box’.
Many of the users noted that, although the limitations for acquiring, processing and
analyzing BS data were going through a period of great transition, recent advances
especially made by CARIS® and QPS Fledermaus® have made the process a little simpler
especially with regard to cleaning artefacts from the data (nadir effect) and navigational
uncertainties.
2.4. Discussion
The major outcome from this study has been to give the marine acoustics
community a voice to identify the major concerns and limitations they have with wanting
to employ backscatter data in their research. There was no doubt in the community that
these data will continue to be useful, and, in time, better understood which in turn will add
inherent value to backscatter data.
Stability and accuracy remain the top issues for backscatter data and its derived
products. We analyzed the requirements for the users using image processing and signal
processing approaches. Although the two user groups differed in their approach to utilize
the backscatter data and the final products that they developed, stability and accuracy issues
equally affected both groups.
These top issues are related to the greatest concerns to the backscatter user’s
communities—that being the ‘lack of calibration required for optimizing backscatter data’,
the lack of standardization methods available for referencing and the ongoing struggles
with the large data volumes (relevant to both data storage and time required for processing).
Issues of standardized interpretation of backscatter within and between surveys for
both geological and biological interpretation demand a pathway forward for new
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workflows for MBES backscatter processing. Many applications of habitat mapping make
use of some form of classification or modelling and will often integrate backscatter data
directly or indirectly in this process. Standardized data are essential for this workflow. Data
quality and signal levels/properties that differ between surveys instruments within a same
study area lead to poor classification/modelling results and weaken the usefulness of
backscatter data for habitat mapping.
In the past where several frequencies of MBES have been used within a mapping
area, the interpreter would be aware of the differences in penetration and scattering
mechanisms arising from e.g., shallow water and deep water echosounders, since these will
not necessarily affect the dB levels, but would have been referred to in order to aid in
backscatter interpretation. Today the traditional qualitative methods are becoming obsolete
as the data sets become larger and image-processing techniques begin to offer
comparatively consistent and improved interpretation. In contrast to only differentiating
the major sediment classes of sediment type, benthic habitat mapping (i.e., mapping that
integrates the biological properties of the seabed with the seabed facies) has benefited in
particular from advances in automated methods for processing BS data. Partly this may be
because it is often not feasible to collect biological data over the same vast expanse as
surficial sediment backscatter data, and that inference and extrapolation are required from
a very small and well-understood area of seabed, which was led by predictive mapping
methods based on quantitative modelling. We now see the growth in automated
classification and extraction of quantitative descriptors of the backscatter amplitude, or
signal properties being used to interpret and classify BS data e.g., texture measures [63,96]
and estimates of geotechnical properties [15].
The user survey did not adequately capture from the user community as whether
the BS data they employed was collected ‘in-house’ or obtained through contract work, or
from incidental backscatter data collected as ‘by catch’ during bathymetric surveys.
Although the backscatter data acquisition and processing techniques are at their nascent, in
the last 10 years they have been developed to an extent where with additional and
appropriate resources (trained personnel), equipment (calibrated sonars) and diligence
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(times of surveys, environmental considerations) reasonable and useful backscatter
products can be generated.
The question remains as to whether these additional resources are justified where
the primary purpose of the multibeam survey is not to collect backscatter but to collect
bathymetric data. It can be argued confidently that the majority of multibeam sonar users
emphasize bathymetric data collection as compared to seafloor and water column
backscatter. In areas where no mapping data exist, bathymetric data are as equally
important to satisfy the needs of different applications. In rough weather, for example,
where the bathymetric data quality can still be acceptable should these surveys stop
collecting data if the backscatter quality is being compromised? A major issue for
maintaining the backscatter data quality is that there are no ‘easy to use’ quality metrics
for backscatter data. Whilst bathymetric data quality in terms of stability and accuracy can
be confirmed using a host of available methods (e.g., patch test, lead line); the backscatter
comparison is challenging as the parameters that control the seafloor backscatter quality
are difficult to quantify or are ill-defined and there are no easy-to-deploy at-sea methods
that can provide confidence during the acquisition that high-quality backscatter data are
being acquired.
The metrics used to assess the quality of backscatter data currently include visual
assessment of artefacts/ system related effects as well as comparison of the backscatter data
with ground truth data. The user survey identified videos, photographs, sediment grabs and
real-time observations of seafloor geology and biological cover recorded from a towed
camera sled as the most commonly used ground truth methods. The seafloor backscatter
data provides the geo-acoustical properties of the seafloor and traditional ground truthing
data may not provide explanation for the variations in the seafloor backscatter [86]. In-situ
ground truthing in terms of sediment acoustic properties have been proposed [97] but so
far these ground truthing methods have not gained widespread acceptance mostly due to
the fact that users are more interested in the geophysical properties that they can infer from
the geo-acoustical observations (i.e., seafloor backscatter). The linkages between the geoacoustical and geophysical properties is an active field of research and beyond the scope
of this paper but it is important to realize that seafloor backscatter is not capable of
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providing all the geophysical properties that a user may want to obtain and therefore
combination of ground truthing data and seafloor backscatter should be dealt with due
caution to avoid over interpretation of the seafloor backscatter data. To appropriately use
backscatter data (both for image processing and signal processing), critical information
about data collection procedures, data processing steps, lineage of applied corrections, and
environmental conditions need to be carried forward to the backscatter products. Currently
this remains a challenge but this can be achieved by developing a framework for
establishing backscatter metadata standards.
2.5. Conclusions
MBES backscatter users have expanded from traditional users including
hydrographers, navigators, engineers, marine geologists and military planners to maritime
explorers, archaeologists, fisheries biologists, geomorphologists and ecosystem modelers
to name a few. This wide-ranging and ever-growing community of MBES backscatter users
are adapting and extending the potential of MBES data to address unique and unforeseen
applications. Although this extension of technology is welcome, it has created unique
challenges as differences in backscatter acquisition, processing and dissemination amongst
different user groups, reflecting diverse user needs, can hamper re-use of backscatter
severely. The GeoHab association identified this need to standardize the backscatter data
acquisition and processing protocols. The goal of this survey was to understand diversity
of backscatter users, their unique requirements in terms of accuracy and resolution of the
backscatter, and the intended use of backscatter.
The user survey results consisted of 97 responses and included civilian government
agencies (41%), academia (24%), private companies (31%) and government defense
agencies (4%). The users were found to use backscatter in a wide range of depth; from
near-shore coastal regions to deep waters (Figure 2.2 a), and in various applications with
top three being: seafloor type mapping, marine habitat mapping and collecting backscatter
opportunistically while conducing hydrographic surveying.
For seafloor type and habitat mapping applications resolution and accuracy were
identified as major requirements. About half of the users stated a desire to obtain 1-m
resolution which in reality may not be supported by the spatial resolution of backscatter
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samples except with the current narrow beam shallow water MBES. The identification of
suitable backscatter data is a complex issue and requires technical training that may be
missing for some of the users who are trying to use backscatter for their application.
Improvements in the multibeam technology are ongoing but unfortunately, currently the
accuracy of the backscatter data cannot be fully determined without dedicated efforts to
calibrate multibeam sonar. In absence of a uniform methodology to determine the accuracy
of backscatter, the users of backscatter have been using backscatter as a discovery tool
where comparison among repeat measurements is not critical. The results of the user survey
determined that lack in backscatter quality assessment is a hindrance in standardizing the
backscatter acquisition and processing as well as use backscatter for monitoring
applications where repeat backscatter need to be compared. The users, multibeam
manufacturers, multibeam software developers and multibeam vendors have a shared
responsibility to respond to the need to improve backscatter accuracy.
For the third major use of backscatter, which is opportunistic acquisition of
backscatter while conducting hydrographic surveys, an implementation of methodologies
to collect concurrent high-quality backscatter and bathymetric data is needed. Appropriate
generation of backscatter that can follow standards will require commitments not only from
manufacturers but also from data collectors, software vendors and agencies that support
multibeam data acquisition.
Improvements in data acquisition and processing have to be guided by user needs.
Almost all the respondents agreed that utility for backscatter data will continue to develop
(98%). As most of the multibeam sonars now manufactured have the capability to collect
seafloor and water column backscatter, it is only natural that backscatter user group will
expand further in the near future. 84.3% of respondents had invested resources to acquire
their own backscatter data (either in house or contract) showing an ongoing commitment
to improve this data source. Although the Geohab Guidelines and Recommendations [15]
was very well received, the community still needs to agree upon a minimum set of
appropriate standards. Continuing work to understand user needs will bring the diverse
applications to adopt a minimum multibeam backscatter standard that is useful for the
broader backscatter user community.
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CHAPTER 3

3 A FRAMEWORK TO QUANTIFY UNCERTAINTIES OF
SEAFLOOR BACKSCATTER FROM SWATH MAPPING
ECHOSOUNDERS

This chapter is based on a published peer reviewed journal article. My contribution to the
article included conceptualization of the study, methodology development, writing the
original draft, review and editing of the draft, code development and data interpretation.
The article has been formatted to meet UNH dissertation formatting guidelines and
reproduced here with permission. Paper citation: Malik, M.; Lurton, X.; Mayer, L. A
framework to quantify uncertainties of seafloor backscatter from swath mapping
echosounders. Mar. Geophys. Res. 2018, 39, 151–168. doi.org/10.1007/s11001-018-93467
Abstract: Multibeam echosounders (MBES) have become a widely used acoustic remote
sensing tool to map and study the seafloor, providing co-located bathymetry and seafloor
backscatter. Although the uncertainty associated with MBES-derived bathymetric data has
been studied extensively, the question of backscatter uncertainty has been addressed only
minimally and hinders the quantitative use of MBES seafloor backscatter. This paper
explores approaches to identifying uncertainty sources associated with MBES-derived
backscatter measurements. The major sources of uncertainty are catalogued and the
magnitudes of their relative contributions to the backscatter uncertainty budget are
evaluated. These major uncertainty sources include seafloor insonified area (1-3 dB),
absorption coefficient (up to > 6 dB), random fluctuations in echo level (5.5 dB for a
Rayleigh distribution), and sonar calibration (device dependent). The magnitudes of these
uncertainty sources vary based on how these effects are compensated for during data
acquisition and processing. Various cases (no compensation, partial compensation and full
compensation) for seafloor insonified area, transmission losses and random fluctuations
were modeled to estimate their uncertainties in different scenarios. Uncertainty related to
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the seafloor insonified area can be reduced significantly by accounting for seafloor slope
during backscatter processing while transmission losses can be constrained by collecting
full water column absorption coefficient profiles (temperature and salinity profiles). To
reduce random fluctuations to below 1 dB, at least 20 samples are recommended to be used
while computing mean values. The estimation of uncertainty in backscatter measurements
is constrained by the fact that not all instrumental components are characterized and
documented sufficiently for commercially available MBES. Further involvement from
manufacturers in providing this essential information is critically required.
3.1. Introduction
Amongst acoustic sensors, multibeam echosounders (MBES) are commonly the
tool of choice for most seafloor studies because they concurrently offer high-resolution,
co-located bathymetry and backscatter [11,13,98]. Historically the analysis of multibeam
sonar data has focused on the bathymetric component and the critical role it plays in
nautical charting and in offering insights into geologic and tectonic processes of the
seafloor. The rich history of the use of MBES for critical mapping applications has resulted
in significant progress over the last two decades in quantifying the sources of uncertainty
associated with the bathymetric component of MBES [56,99–102] adding tremendously to
the credibility and value of bathymetric data.
More recently, the interpretation of the second component of MBES systems,
namely seafloor backscatter, is playing an increasingly important role in many oceanmapping applications including habitat characterization, environmental monitoring,
geological and geotechnical studies, and natural resource prospecting [39]. In support of
these applications, efforts have been made to use MBES backscatter to characterize the
nature of the seafloor, typically through broad descriptions of seafloor or sediment type
(e.g., rock, sand, mud) or in other instances, to further estimate basic parameters like grain
size or acoustic properties (Hasan et al. [103] and references therein). Unlike for
bathymetry, however, there has been little effort made to understand the uncertainty
associated with MBES backscatter measurements and thus methods of seafloor
characterization using backscatter are not constrained with respect to associated
uncertainty.
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The interpretation of backscatter data for seafloor characterization is typically done
through the analysis of backscatter mosaic texture or seafloor backscatter angular response.
The backscatter mosaic is a georeferenced image of the signal intensity scattered back to
the sonar. With different seafloor materials showing different intensity levels, mosaics can
be used to segment the seafloor into different types either subjectively by an interpreter, or
more objectively through image processing approaches (e.g., [84,94,104]. As the echo
intensity varies with the angle of incidence of the acoustic signal at the seafloor, the angular
variations of backscatter have to be normalized (typically at 45°) for the mosaic to be
interpretable. As a result of this normalization process, a key quantitative aspect of the
seafloor properties (its angular response) is lost, hence limiting the use of mosaics to
qualitative interpretation [64]. Even when viewed qualitatively, the lack of knowledge of
the uncertainty associated with the backscatter levels depicted on a mosaic calls into
question the meaning of the interpretation. Issues of uncertainty in seafloor backscatter
measurements have become apparent when combining and comparing data sets from
different MBES surveys (e.g., [42,105]) where surveys from different systems resulted in
wildly different backscatter results.
Unlike the backscatter mosaic, the analysis of the backscatter angular response
allows for the extraction of quantitative features and algorithm-based seafloor
characterization approaches (e.g., [31]). Such approaches can provide useful predictions of
seafloor type provided that uncertainties are appropriately constrained [35,103,106] but
suffer from the current lack of understanding of uncertainties in the underlying backscatter
measurements. With more emphasis on automated and physical model driven
characterization techniques, quantification of backscatter data is becoming more important
[107] involving efforts in MBES calibration, and in better understanding, modelling,
and estimating the associated uncertainty.
The aim of this paper is to identify the major sources of uncertainty for MBESderived seafloor backscatter values, evaluate (when possible) their causes and estimate
their magnitudes. In doing so, we hope to establish a framework for further analyses that
may be broadly applied to various systems and situations so that end-users and operators
may aspire to a more quantitative understanding of seafloor backscatter. We begin with a
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review of the basics of seafloor backscatter measurements. We then seek to identify the
significant sources of uncertainty and quantify their respective magnitudes. Finally,
suggestions are made that might help mitigate the major sources of uncertainty.
3.1.1. Preliminary notions
3.1.1.1. Elements of backscatter measurement
MBES backscatter data result from the measurements of seafloor target strength
(see e.g., Urick [25] ), a quantity that relates the incident and scattered pressure fields from
a given target - in our case a small patch of the seafloor instantaneously insonified by the
sonar signal. The ensemble average of squared scattered pressure 〈|𝑝𝑠 |2 〉 is proportional to
the insonified area A and the squared incident pressure |𝑝𝑖 |2, and inversely proportional to
the sonar-target squared distance 𝑟𝑠2 , neglecting absorption and refraction effects:
〈|𝑝𝑠

|2 〉

= |𝑝𝑖

|2

[Eq. 3.1]

1
𝐴𝜎𝑏 2
𝑟𝑠

where the proportionality coefficient 𝜎𝑏 is referred to as the “backscattering cross-section”
its logarithmic equivalent is the “bottom scattering strength” [25]:
𝑆𝑏 = 10 log10 𝜎𝑏 .

[Eq. 3.2]

The target strength (TS in dB re 1 m2) of the seafloor area A is then related to the scattering
strength by:
𝑇𝑆 = 𝑆𝑏 + 10 log10 𝐴.

[Eq. 3.3]

10log10A is used here instead of the correct form 10log10 (A/A0) for notation simplicity
where A0 = 1 m² is the reference unit surface. In the practical situation where TS is
measured by a directional transmitter and receiver, the mean square voltage at the receiver
output is expressed in dB as:
2

10 log10 [〈|𝑉𝑟(𝑡) | 〉] = 𝐸𝐿 + 𝑅𝑆𝑜 = 𝑆𝐿𝑜 + 𝐷𝑇𝑋 − 2𝑇𝐿 + 10 log10 𝐴 + 𝑆𝑏 + 𝑅𝑆𝑜 + 𝐷𝑅𝑋
[Eq. 3.4]
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2

where 〈|𝑉𝑟(𝑡) | 〉 is the average squared voltage at receiver, EL the echo level at the receiver,

RS o the sensitivity of the receiver transforming the incident acoustic pressure into an
electrical signal along its maximum response axis, 𝑆𝐿𝑜 the source level along its maximum
response axis, 2TL the two-way transmission loss, A the insonified area, 𝐷𝑇𝑋 and 𝐷𝑅𝑋 the
transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) directivity function values in the sonar-target propagation
direction [19]. The received voltage is then converted to a digital number DN through an
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and recorded; this operation introduces a specific
offset 𝐺𝐴𝐷 so that:
2

𝐷𝑁 = 10 log10 [〈|𝑉𝑟(𝑡) | 〉] + 𝐺𝐴𝐷 .

[Eq. 3.5]

The value of GAD is related to how the digitization process is carried out, including the
ADC’s technological characteristics [64]. The measured backscatter strength can then be
expressed from [Eq. 3.4] and [Eq. 3.5] as:
𝑆𝑏 = 𝐷𝑁 − 𝑅𝑆𝑜 − 𝐺𝐴𝐷 − 𝑆𝐿𝑜 + 2𝑇𝐿 − 𝐷𝑇𝑋 − 𝐷𝑅𝑋 − 10 log10 𝐴. [Eq. 3.6]
For a given seafloor type and frequency, this value of 𝑆𝑏 is also related to the seafloor
incidence angle . The various uncertainty sources contributing to the measured 𝑆𝑏 and 
are analyzed in the rest of this paper. In the following the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty expressed in dB
relates to the percentage uncertainty in 𝜎𝑏 ; for example, a 1 dB uncertainty in 𝑆𝑏 relates to
a 10% uncertainty in 𝜎𝑏 .
3.1.1.2. Sources of seafloor backscatter measurement uncertainty
The expression [Eq. 3.6] for seafloor backscatter strength can be grouped as:
𝑆𝑏 = {𝐷𝑁 − 𝑅𝑆𝑜 − 𝐺𝐴𝐷 − 𝑆𝐿𝑜 − 𝐷𝑇𝑋 − 𝐷𝑅𝑋 } + {2𝑇𝐿} − {10 log10 𝐴}
[Eq. 3.7]
suggesting three main components of uncertainty:
1. The first component {𝐷𝑁 − 𝑅𝑆𝑜 − 𝐺𝐴𝐷 − 𝑆𝐿𝑜 − 𝐷𝑇𝑋 − 𝐷𝑅𝑋 } is the practical output of
the target strength measurement, combining the measured echo level (𝐷𝑁), the source
level (𝑆𝐿𝑜 ), the sonar Rx sensitivity (𝑅𝑆𝑜 and 𝐺𝐴𝐷 ) and directivity (𝐷𝑇𝑋 and 𝐷𝑅𝑋 ), but
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excluding the transmission losses (2𝑇𝐿). In the following it is conventionally
designated as the “compensated echo level”. Sources of its uncertainty include:
a) the stochastic nature of the physical echo intensity variations. An ensemble average
process helps in reducing the variance around the estimated mean, but as the
number of available samples is limited, some uncertainty remains in the backscatter
estimate;
b) the sonar characteristics including electroacoustic (transducer sensitivity and
directivity), and electronic characteristics (Tx power amplification, Rx preamplification, various gains, filtering, A/D conversion);
c) the environmental conditions (noise level added to the echo level).
The details of MBES-related uncertainty sources in (b) are not always available to
end-users and in the absence of this information the sounder must be considered a "black
box", without a real estimate of the uncertainty related to its actual transfer function. This
uncertainty may be globally determined from experimental data on a controlled target [15],
but this can be an expensive, logistically difficult, and time-consuming process.
Additionally, not all MBES systems provide an estimate of 𝑆𝑏 in the recorded data,
but rather only the DN values. Even when 𝑆𝑏 values are explicitly provided in datagrams,
they must still be considered cautiously. Specific gains (either static or time-varying gain
TVG) are applied before digitization to keep the signal within the ADC input range; these
must be removed in order to retrieve the original physical 𝑆𝑏 values. Such system-specific
processing steps, if not correctly implemented by the manufacturer, may result in large
offsets in the reported 𝑆𝑏 . Several studies have highlighted these MBES-design
shortcomings [42,108–111].
2. The second component {2𝑇𝐿} is the two-way transmission loss between the sonar and
the target. It features both the geometrical divergence loss (function of the oblique
range) and the absorption loss (depending on both the range and the local absorption
coefficient, a function of frequency and water properties). The uncertainty in TL is
mainly controlled by both the range estimation accuracy and the knowledge of the
seawater characteristics involved in absorption.
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3. The third component {10 log10 𝐴} is the insonified footprint area instantaneously active
in the backscatter process delimited by the sounder beam pattern and/or the pulse
duration. This component also depends on the propagation range and the incident angle
of the signal on the seafloor (to be considered in a 3‐D geometry) (Figure 3.1).

Measurement geometry of MBES and area insonified for near nadir (A) and at
oblique angle (B).
Additionally to these three sources of radiometric measurement uncertainty, the
incidence angle estimation, upon which 𝑆𝑏 is dependent, can be another major cause of
uncertainty. The 𝑆𝑏 dependence on seafloor incidence angle and frequency is a
fundamental characteristic of seafloor backscatter data. With the MBES frequency fixed
(or slightly varying with different Tx sectors), the mean seafloor angular response (AR) is
characterized by its 𝑆𝑏 values associated with incidence angles. Given such relationships,
many research efforts have used comparisons of measured AR to theoretical models as a
basis for seafloor segmentation and characterization (e.g., [31,76,106,112]. The uncertainty
of the incidence angle is a function of Tx-Rx angle estimation accuracy, refraction by the
sound-speed profile, and seafloor local slope. The position of the backscatter samples,
similar to bathymetric samples, is determined through use of MBES geometry and
positioning of the vessel. The Total Horizontal Uncertainty (THU) in the position of
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soundings, at the 95 percent confidence level, is not expected to exceed 5 meters + 5 percent
of the depth [113]. For backscatter samples, the effect of position uncertainty is therefore
assumed to be negligible in this paper.
3.2. Elementary analysis of major uncertainty components
As outlined above, the elementary analysis proposed here focuses on the magnitude of the
𝑆𝑏 uncertainty broken down into the four parameters controlling the 𝑆𝑏 (𝜃) estimate:
compensated echo level, seafloor incidence angle, transmission loss, and insonified area.
In evaluating the sources of uncertainty, two significance thresholds of 1 dB and 1° are
adopted here for radiometric and geometric uncertainties respectively. These values are
selected based on the observation that in order to differentiate confidently between seafloor
types, differences in backscatter levels of approximately 1 dB are needed [39].
3.2.1. Compensated echo level
3.2.1.1. Random fluctuations of the echo level and SNR
The stochastic nature of the backscatter process results in a randomly-fluctuating
sonar echo level [25]. A simplified but widely used theoretical model assumes backscatter
amplitudes to follow a Rayleigh distribution, implying a standard deviation of 5.57 dB for
elementary backscatter samples [26,114]. Physically interpreted, this model assumes an
instantaneous insonified area (signal footprint) wide enough to enclose a large number of
simultaneously activated scatterers with statistically independent random phases [115]. In
order to reduce the resulting uncertainty associated with randomly fluctuating sonar echo
levels, the backscatter level can be averaged over an increasing number of signal samples
[116], however at the cost of degraded resolution. For MBES measurements, the number
of samples available for averaging depends on depth, system parameters, and angular
region of the measurement, and ultimately controls the random uncertainty of the mean
backscatter [26]. A more detailed discussion of the statistical uncertainty of the echo-level
can be found in Appendix 3A.
The echo level measurement uncertainty also depends on the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Noise sources in ocean are numerous and highly variable [25], including noise
caused by sea-surface agitation, biology, and bubbles created by the ship motion and/or
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surface wave action. Also, the sonar performance may be limited by reverberation in the
water column due to biological, gaseous or inorganic scatterers. Self-noise caused by the
sonar and its carrier platform adds to these environment-related causes. A SNR better than
10 dB [102] can be taken as a reasonable lower limit for acceptable measurements of
bathymetry according to today’s standards [113]. A generalized prediction of uncertainty
caused by SNR is not suggested here as there are too many causes and individual cases may
degrade SNR up to a level such that backscatter measurements are no longer possible. The
𝑆𝑏 uncertainty due to SNR can be simply modelled as:
𝑆+𝑁

𝛿𝑆𝑏 = 10 log10 (

𝑆

𝑆𝑁𝑅

) = 10 log10 (1 + 10− 10 )

[Eq. 3.8]

where S and N are the intensities of the expected signal and the additive noise respectively,
defining SNR=S/N. Assuming the worst case of a 10 dB SNR, the corresponding
uncertainty in backscatter measurements is around 0.4 dB (increase in the resulting average
intensity for {signal + noise} compared to signal alone). Therefore, while SNR can be a
major uncertainty source in some individual measurement scenarios, SNR can be
practically considered as a minor source of uncertainty for MBES data if currently
acceptable quality for bathymetry is achieved. Recommendations for improving the MBES
data reliability in relation to SNR can be found in [68].
3.2.2. Uncertainty of source level and receiver sensitivity
A detailed characterization of uncertainty in the MBES parameters is still lacking
[117]. MBES manufacturers have only offered nominal magnitudes of uncertainty related
to backscatter measurements. For example, for Kongsberg systems Hammerstad [118]
provided a typical uncertainty of ±1 dB related to MBES transducer sensitivities but
cautioned that this uncertainty might be larger for a specific system. Although several
studies have attempted to measure sonar sensitivity in calibration tanks and by field
comparisons [108,119–121], MBES electronics are complex and there are many causes of
instrumental uncertainty that users cannot be expected to measure and estimate, let alone
keep track of the various engineering parameters needed to confidently estimate these
uncertainties. Involvement of MBES manufacturers is therefore critically needed to model
the MBES characteristics essential for calibration.
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3.2.3. Relative sonar calibration
In the absence of readily available calibration documentation, users have to rely on
empirical data to derive the calibration offsets. Often, while repeating backscatter
measurements over the same seafloor using different settings or with different MBES
systems, discrepancies in the observed backscatter values are observed. These differences
can then be estimated to adjust backscatter values to match in a relative sense. This
empirical method to make backscatter data consistent among different settings or MBES
systems is called relative calibration. The adjustment protocols for relative calibration
operations and the removal of systematic artifacts have been studied extensively
[13,42,44,73,108,122–127]. These relative calibration protocols can provide valuable
information about the overall health of the MBES including system degradation due to
transducer aging or bio-fouling [128] and therefore are also being incorporated into sonar
acceptance protocols [120,129,130]. While such relative calibrations provide a means to
have the same seafloor appear to have consistent backscatter irrespective of different
settings or MBES systems used, it provides no indication of the actual backscatter
uncertainty.
3.2.4. Absolute sonar calibration
As individual MBES systems may show differences in calibration from system to
system, the only alternative to manufacturer-provided information is to subject MBES to
empirical checks in a tank or at sea. The aim of this MBES calibration is to estimate the
device-related parameters required for Sb estimation including: transmit and receive beam
patterns, pulse length and the quantitative impact of gain changes applied during the data
acquisition. Absolute calibration using reference spheres is a well-accepted method
developed for fisheries sonars and proposed for application to MBES [119,131,132]: using
this method, the combined transmit and receive characteristics of the sonar are measured.
The two-way beam pattern thus obtained can be used as a single correction to the measured
backscatter. Since accurate placement and controlling motion of a reference sphere inside
MBES narrow beam patterns are challenging, a calibration approach using extended targets
has also been demonstrated [133]. An alternate method to target calibration (either sphere
or extended target) is the use of a reference hydrophone [132]; this method is required if
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transmitter and receiver characteristics need to be determined separately [134]. For
practical reasons, the use of hydrophones and transducers in a tank is suitable only for highfrequency portable systems with small arrays. Alternately this method has also been used
to measure the beam pattern of a large array by fitting a hydrophone on an ROV [135],
however, this approach is complex and expensive. Finally, using a reference seafloor patch
as a benchmark [136,137] is an attractive option although the seafloor backscatter itself
may change depending on a number of factors including temporal changes due to sediment
movement and the formation of bedforms and other features that can cause seafloor
backscatter to have strong dependence on azimuth [138].
Given that a general model for this class of drifting uncertainty cannot by defined
and hence applied to quality control of backscatter data, the reality is that if a reduction in
this source of uncertainty is desired, it is currently the user’s responsibility to conduct
regular calibration operations, either by test tank measurements, surveys on reference
seafloor areas, or by comparison with calibrated sonar systems [15].
3.3. Incidence angle
The incidence angle considered in seafloor backscatter computations is the angle
between the signal arrival direction at the seafloor and the local perpendicular to the
interface (considered as locally flat although possibly tilted). The incidence angle
uncertainty depends on three components:
A. The angle measured by the sounder at the receiving array (Rx), relative to the
vertical. This measurement depends both on the intrinsic performance of the sensor
array processing and on the platform motion (normally compensated for, with some
instrumental uncertainty). The angles associated with the backscatter signal
samples are referenced to the arrival angle at the sounding point (bottom detect) of
the beam. Hence this instrumental uncertainty is equivalent to the one considered
for the bathymetry uncertainty budget [99]. Considering that most of the
bathymetry relative error is given by its angle component [100,102]:
𝛿𝑧
= tan𝜃. 𝛿𝜃
𝑧
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[Eq. 3.9]

and using typical magnitudes met for acceptable-quality bathymetry data measured
by MBES, one finds an angle error around 0.15° for limit values of z/z = 1% and

 = 75°.
This angular uncertainty is increased by the beam-pointing uncertainty caused by
the ship motion but considering the high accuracy of today’s motion sensors
(typical uncertainty for roll, pitch and heading accuracy is below 0.1°) the
quadratically-cumulated angular uncertainty due to both sensor and ship motion
can be considered to stay below 0.2° and hence can be neglected.
B. The effect of refraction due to propagation inside the water column. Uncertainties
in the estimated sound speed profile impact the accuracy of compensation for the
refraction effect. The sound speed profile has a twofold effect on incidence angle
estimation: (1) the beam steering angle at the sonar’s head; and (2) refraction in the
water column. Angular uncertainty introduced in the computation of beam steering
by a sound speed uncertainty cs at the sonar head is given by [99]:
𝛿∅𝑠 =

tan ∅𝑠
𝛿𝑐𝑠
𝑐𝑠

[Eq. 3.10]

where ∅𝑠 is the beam steering angle from nadir and 𝑐𝑠 is the sound speed at the
sonar head used for beam steering. In most MBES, the sound speed at the sonar
head is continuously measured by a dedicated probe, and therefore the sound speed
uncertainty is not expected to be more than  1 m/s. Considering a pessimistic
𝛿𝑐𝑠 /𝑐𝑠 = 0.1% (i.e., 𝛿𝑐𝑠 =1.5 m/s), the uncertainty in beam steering will be 𝛿∅𝑠 ≈
0.2𝑜 at ∅𝑠 = 75°.
Using the complete sound speed profile to compute an average value c𝑝 the effect
of an uncertainty 𝛿c𝑝 upon the incidence angle  (referenced to nadir) can also be
estimated as:
𝛿𝜃𝑝 =

tan 𝜃
𝛿c𝑝
c𝑝
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[Eq. 3.11]

giving the same magnitude of 0.2° in the pessimistic case of 𝛿c𝑝 /𝑐𝑝 = 0.1 % and
 = 75 . So considering independent errors on c𝑠 and c𝑝 , the incident angle error

magnitude should stay within 0.3°.
In summary, the effect of beam steering and refraction on seafloor incidence angle
is negligible considering sound speed uncertainties remain smaller than 0.1%.
C. The seafloor local slope. This is best estimated from the Digital Terrain Model
(DTM) built from the MBES bathymetry. Three cases can be considered for
evaluating the seafloor slope influence on incidence angle uncertainty:
(i)

The slope is completely ignored i.e., the seafloor is assumed to be flat and
horizontal. The error in the incidence angle will be equal to the slope of the
seafloor. This simplification is still commonly applied at basic levels of
backscatter processing but should be avoided in case of requirements of a
good quality backscatter level;

(ii)

The seafloor topography is accounted for using a previously‐determined
DTM. This is normally achievable by most modern seafloor‐mapping
sonars providing both bathymetry and backscatter data. However, DTM
slopes are subject to uncertainties linked to the bathymetry measurement
accuracy and to the details of the processing steps applied for their
construction;

(iii)

Even for seafloor slopes inferred from a DTM, small-scale slopes in the
bathymetry may be unresolved and hence affect the estimate of local
incidence angle. Little can be derived from MBES bathymetric data about
unresolvable small-scale slopes and thus remains an unquantifiable
uncertainty source.

In DTM slope calculations, the random vertical uncertainty in the soundings is
considered the most critical uncertainty source. Determining the uncertainty in
slope estimation, based on resolution, DTM uncertainty, analysis scale and
computation algorithm, is an active area of research in terrain analysis and
modeling. Dolan and Lucieer [139] and Zhu et al. [140] have shown uncertainties
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in slopes to reach up to 5°-6° when using a MBES-derived DTM. Furthermore,
assumptions about the macro-relief of the surveyed seafloor at the spatial resolution
of the backscatter samples are needed for an a-priori estimate of slope uncertainty;
for most MBES this cannot be assessed by using only the bathymetry available
from the MBES.
Although uncertainty due to the above individual sources (beam pointing angle,
refraction and seafloor slope) cannot be differentiated from the beam pointing angle
measurement itself, the incidence angle uncertainty affects the 𝑆𝑏 measurement in two
ways:
•

the angle at which measured 𝑆𝑏 is reported;

•

the footprint area computation that impacts the echo level computation term
({10log10A} in [Eq. 3.6]) as it is related to the incidence angle.

The magnitude of the impact of a wrong angle estimate on the resulting angular backscatter
curve can be demonstrated using the derivative (vs. angle) of a canonical angular
backscatter model. Using for instance the GSAB model [49] in its simplest form (a
Gaussian law for specular regime and Lambert’s law at oblique incidences) leads to the
results presented in Figure 3.2. The expressions for σ𝑏 , its differential

𝜕σ𝑏
𝜕𝜃

and the

corresponding uncertainty  Sb in dB are given by:

𝜃2
𝜎𝑏 = 𝐴exp (− 2 ) + 𝐶 cos 𝐷 𝜃
2𝐵
𝜕𝜎𝑏
𝐴𝜃
𝜃2
= − 2 exp (− 2 ) − 𝐶𝐷 cos (𝐷−1) 𝜃 sin 𝜃
𝜕𝜃
𝐵
2𝐵
𝛿𝑆𝑏 =

10 𝜕𝜎𝑏 𝛿𝜃
ln 10 𝜕𝜃 𝜎𝑏
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[Eq. 3.12]

where A is the specular maximum amplitude, B is the facet slope standard deviation, C
quantifies the average backscatter level at oblique incidence and D is the backscatter
angular decrement.

Effect of incident angle uncertainty on backscatter. Two nominal angular
backscatter curves representing different seafloor types (blue and red, left), and the effect
of a 1° slope angle uncertainty on the backscatter values (corresponding colors, right). The
impact is maximal in the specular region, where the cut-off effect corresponds to the
strongest angular variations (0° to 10° or 0° to 20° according to the case); it is negligible
in the “plateau” angle sector (10°-20° to 50°-60°) and increases at high incidence angles.
The two cases illustrated in Figure 3.2 are typical angular backscatter curves for a
soft-sediment (in blue, high narrow specular backscatter, decreasing in the oblique region
with cos2 𝜃) and a coarse sediment (in red, low and wide specular backscatter, decreasing
in the oblique region with cos 𝜃). For most seafloors the oblique-regime average angle
dependence lies between the cos 𝜃 and cos 2 𝜃 curves shown here. The model input
parameters (A, B, C, D) are respectively (0.1; 2°; 0.001; 2) and (0.03; 7°; 0.01; 1). As
expected, the impact of incidence angle uncertainty is maximal for the specular regime; in
this region its magnitude depends on the specular lobe slope and may reach several dB for
a 1° angular change. On the other hand, the sensitivity to incidence angle uncertainty
becomes negligible on the “plateau” regime (10°-20° to 50°-60°) where the 𝑆𝑏 variation
with angle is small. At higher angles (>70° in this example) the angle dependence increases
again. In summary the angular dependence at steep angles varies strongly with the specular
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lobe, while the oblique regime shows a much more stable behavior regardless of the
seafloor type. This stability with angle is one of the major advantages of using the plateau
region of incidence for backscatter measurements by MBES and should be preferentially
used while comparing one backscatter survey to the other. This approach is also taken by
space-borne radars which measure reflectivity only using a subset of the oblique regime
[141,142].
3.4. Transmission loss
The transmission loss includes two effects [25]: geometrical divergence (energy
spreading along propagation path) and absorption (due to physicochemical properties of
seawater). The one-way transmission loss (TL) referenced to a 1 m conventional range is
classically written:
𝑇𝐿 = 20 log10 𝑅 + 𝛼𝑅

[Eq. 3.13]

where R is the range (in m), 20 log10 𝑅 is the spherical spreading loss (20log10R is used
instead of the correct form 20log10(R/R0) for notation simplicity, where R0 = 1 m is the
reference unit distance), and α is the absorption coefficient. Hence the uncertainty in TL
will include the combined effects of uncertainties in the measured range (present in both
terms) and the absorption coefficient.
3.4.1. Range impact upon spreading loss
The two‐way spreading loss considered here is given by 2𝑇𝐿𝑠 = 40 log10 𝑅. The
geometrical range R is determined by measurement of the time‐of‐flight t and the average
sound speed c between source and target, through the elementary relation
𝑅=

𝑐̅𝑡
∙
2

[Eq. 3.14]

Therefore, the range uncertainty is due to both uncertainties in time measurement and
average sound speed (𝛿𝑐̅); its relative value is the quadratic summation of the values for
time and sound speed, assumed to be independent:
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𝑅=

𝑐̅𝑡
𝛿𝑅
𝛿𝑡 2
𝛿𝑐̅ 2
= √( ) + ( ) ∙

2
𝑅
𝑡
𝑐̅

[Eq. 3.15]

The minimum travel-time uncertainty t is bounded by the sampling step of the digitized
time signal, normally smaller than half the pulse duration. For instance, for a highfrequency MBES transmitting 0.2 ms pulses in a 50 m water depth (z), the range
uncertainty is bounded by t = T/2 = 0.1 ms, compared to a minimum two-way travel time
of 2z/c = 66 ms; so the relative error in this case is t/t  0.15%. Note that an approximate
linear scaling exists for the various categories of MBES for pulse duration vs. depth range;
e.g., a low-frequency MBES typically transmits 20 ms pulses in a 5000 m water depth,
hence the same magnitude for t/t is expected for different operational depths.
The 𝛿𝑐̅ magnitude arises from the sound speed measurement uncertainty, which is
expected to be better than 0.5 m/s (e.g., [143]), as well as due to spatial and temporal water
column variability [144]. The relative uncertainty 𝛿𝑐̅/𝑐̅ integrated over the water depth is
not expected to be more than 0.1% (𝛿𝑐̅ ~ 1.5 m/s). With these magnitudes of 𝛿𝑐̅/𝑐̅ =0.1%
and 𝛿𝑡/𝑡 = 0.1% the range-relative uncertainty expressed in [Eq. 3.15] is about R/R=
0.18%  0.2%.
Finally, the associated spreading loss uncertainty is given by:
𝛿𝑅 (2𝑇𝐿𝑠 ) = 40 log10 (1 +

𝛿𝑅
) ≈ 40 log10 ( 1.002) ≈ 0.035 𝑑𝐵.
𝑅

[Eq. 3.16]

This result is independent of the range and is valid for all MBES categories and
propagation ranges. Moreover, the range term featured in the transmission loss is partly
compensated by its role in the footprint area A expression, proportional either to R or to R².
Thus, the actual final dependence of the 𝑆𝑏 value upon range will be 20 log10 𝑅 or
30 log10 𝑅, instead of 40 log10 𝑅 and the maximum uncertainty in spreading loss,
corresponding to [Eq. 3.16] should be either 0.018 dB (for 20 log10 𝑅) or 0.027 dB (for
30 log10 𝑅). To conclude, the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty caused by the range uncertainty on the
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geometrical divergence component of the propagation loss is less than 0.03 dB and can be
considered negligible.
3.4.2. Range impact upon absorption loss
The absorption loss is given by 2𝑇𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 2𝛼𝑅. Hence its range‐dependent uncertainty for
a 𝛿𝑅 range variation is:
𝛿𝑅 (2𝑇𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑠 ) = 2𝛼𝛿𝑅 = 2𝛼𝑅

𝛿𝑅
𝑅

[Eq. 3.17]

with the right‐hand term containing the product of the absorption loss and the relative
uncertainty in range. The relative uncertainty in range is typically 0.2% or less; hence for
a numerical estimation of [Eq. 3.17] the magnitude of 2TLabs = 2R has to be specified.
Four cases are considered here for different frequencies and maximum oblique ranges
typical of various MBES categories (deep, medium, shallow, very shallow) (Table 3.1).
The results in Table 3.1 show that the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty due to range in the absorption effect
can reach a magnitude of 0.08 dB in the worst cases (extreme oblique range, intermediate
frequencies 30‐100 kHz with a 0.1% uncertainty in range) – and hence is a negligible effect.
Table 3.1: Uncertainty [Eq. 3.17] in transmission loss due to range uncertainty for four
typical categories of multibeam echosounders.
MBES category

Deep

Medium

Shallow

Very Shallow

Frequency (kHz)

12

30

100

300

Approximate absorption coeff.𝛼 (dB/km)

1.2

6.7

33.2

72.5

Max depth z (m)

5000

2000

300

50

Max oblique range (m) Rmax = z/cos75°  4z

20000

8000

1200

200

Max absorption loss (dB) 2𝛼Rmax

48.0

107.2

79.7

29.0

Uncertainty [Eq. 3.17] (dB) for  R / R = 0.1%

0.04

0.1

0.08

0.03

3.4.2.1. Absorption coefficient
The 2𝑇𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑠 uncertainty due to an absorption coefficient uncertainty 𝛿𝛼 is given by:
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[Eq. 3.18]

𝛿𝛼
𝛿𝛼 (2𝑇𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑠 ) = 2𝑅𝛿𝛼 = 2𝛼𝑅
𝛼

where the relative uncertainty in absorption coefficient 𝛿𝛼/𝛼 has been made explicit. The
absorption effect is a combination of the intrinsic absorption coefficient of the seawater
(depending both on the absorption model reliability and on the accuracy of the
measurements of estimates of local water properties) and the possible additional absorption
caused by events in the water column such as bubble clouds (close to the surface or the
ship's hull) or suspended sediments (close to the seafloor). The latter effect is more prone
to impact high‐frequency systems in shallow waters, while surface bubbles can impact
systems in any water depth. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to assume a priori realistic
magnitudes for such causes of uncertainty. The underlying physical phenomena controlling
the intrinsic absorption coefficient of seawater are well understood and several models
exist, based on fitting datasets of empirical measurements. Although more recent models
have been proposed [145], the model by Francois and Garrison [146] is the most commonly
used today, with a reported accuracy of 5%. To reduce this uncertainty, more direct
observations of absorption coefficients are needed [147]. A rough estimate of uncertainty
in transmission loss is proposed in Table 3.2 for an assumed 𝛿𝛼/𝛼 ranging from 1% to
10%.
Table 3.2: Uncertainty in transmission loss due to absorption coefficient uncertainties (1%
and 10%) for four typically-used frequencies of MBES.
MBES category

Deep

Frequency (kHz)
Absorption coeff.  (dB/km)
Max depth z (m)
Max oblique range (m) Rmax = z/cos75°  4z
Max absorption loss (dB) 2 Rmax
Max. 2TLabs uncertainty (dB) for  /  = 1%
Max. 2TLabs uncertainty (dB) for  /  = 10 %

12
1.2
5000
20000
48.0
0.48
4.8

Mediu
m
30
6.7
2000
8000
107.2
1.0
10

Shallo
w
100
33.2
300
1200
79.7
0.8
8

Very
Shallow
300
72.5
50
200
29.0
0.3
3

Therefore in the most probable practical cases of a few percent of relative
uncertainty 𝛿𝛼/𝛼 considered at the maximum oblique range of the sounder, the absorption
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uncertainty may reach several dB (up to 10 dB in the worst case of Table 3.2). These
estimates can be refined through a computation as a function of incident angle, for various
frequencies and water depths; Figure 3.3 presents such results for a pessimistic 𝛿𝛼/𝛼=10%.
This figure illustrates that uncertainty in seawater absorption coefficient, even at lower
levels, can be expected to be a major factor in the final Sb estimation accuracy, especially
in the case of medium frequencies (30 and 100 kHz).

Expected uncertainty (on 2TL, or on Sb) resulting from a 10% uncertainty in
absorption coefficient, based on the same parameters (frequency – water depth) as in Table
3.2.
In summary, the main factor to consider for the backscatter uncertainties due to
transmission loss is the absorption coefficient which can result in uncertainties in
backscatter estimates of several dB (Table 3.2, Figure 3.3). The effects caused by the
propagation range uncertainty are negligible in comparison.
3.5. Insonified area
Knowledge of the insonified area A is required to determine the backscatter strength
defined per unit area (10log10A in [Eq. 3.6]). In the classical Mill’s cross configuration for
MBES arrays, the insonified area extent in the along-track direction is defined by the Tx
sector beamwidth [19]. For the oblique incidence region, the across-track extent of the
insonified area is bounded by the pulse length projection over the seafloor, while in the
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normal incidence region, it is bounded by the receiver beamwidth (Figure 3.1). The detailed
accurate computation of the insonified area is complicated if both the full Tx and Rx beam
patterns are considered, however, approximate formulas are commonly used. At oblique
incidence (short-pulse regime, see [19]) the insonified area can be approximated as:
𝐴 ≈ 𝜑𝑅

𝑐𝑇
2 sin 𝜃 cos 𝛾

[Eq. 3.19]

and around normal incidence (long-pulse regime) as:
𝐴 ≈ 𝜑𝜔𝑅 2

1
cos 𝜃 cos 𝛾

[Eq. 3.20]

with R the range; 𝜑 and 𝜔 the along‐track and across-track two way equivalent apertures
respectively (Figure 3.1); T the pulse length; c the local sound speed;  the across‐track
incidence angle; and  the along‐track slope. The pulse length T considered here is either
the length of the physically transmitted pulse in case of continuous waves (CW) or the
compressed pulse length after matched filtering in the case of frequency modulated (FM)
transmitted signals [19].
These approximations [Eq. 3.19, Eq. 3.20] may lead to biases in the backscattering
strength estimates. For narrow beams, this bias can practically be ignored [122]. However,
for wide beams, the bias can be significant, as shown for radar [148–150] and sonar
backscatter measurements [151]. MBES beamwidths are today usually less than 2° so only
a minimal effect on the insonified area is expected. Using a point-scatterer model [152] for
a shallow-water MBES (0.15 ms pulse length, 1.5º along- and across-track beamwidths), a
numerical simulation is presented here (Figure 3.4) to illustrate the possible bias caused by
the approximated formulae used for the insonified area. The area estimated using the
simplified equations [Eq. 3.19, Eq. 3.20] matches fairly well with the simulated area
defined by the idealized beam-pattern, for a range of depths (Figure 3.4 shows an example
in 50 m depth) except for a narrow intermediate angular range at the transition between the
near-nadir and the oblique-angle regimes where the computed and simulated areas differ
more significantly (up to ~0.5 dB in this example). Thus, the approximations used in
footprint area computations can be applied to MBES data without causing significant
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uncertainty beyond the near-nadir region. The contribution of other terms in [Eq. 3.19, Eq.
3.20] in the insonified area estimation are discussed below.

Example of comparison of insonified area estimates based on simplified
computation [Eq. 3.19, Eq. 3.20] and actual area obtained by numerical simulation. At
~60°, the simplified formula shifts from insonification limited by beam aperture to
insonification limited by pulse length, resulting in a slight mismatch with the simulation
results. Depth 50 m; pulse duration 0.15 ms; beamwidth 1.5°.
3.5.1. Range dependence
The impact of range uncertainty on footprint area is not considered here. It was
considered above in the divergence transmission loss analysis and shown to be a parameter
of secondary importance.
3.5.2. Sounder parameters
The sonar system parameters considered here are the beam apertures (𝜑 and 𝜔) and
the pulse length T. Uncertainties in these terms can be caused either by shortcomings in the
documentation provided by the manufacturer or by unwanted modifications in the MBES
characteristics, for example failure of sonar array elements or inappropriate motion
compensation [44,153]. In all cases, these uncertainties:
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•

act as stable biases on the measured/computed backscatter values and can be
corrected a posteriori provided that their magnitude is identified;

•

should not exceed a few percent, whatever their cause.

Table 3.3 gives the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainties (in dB) associated with uncertainty of 1% to 20% for
the input parameters of footprint A (with the 10log10 dependence involved in [Eq. 3.6]). It
is expected that the impact of these uncertainties in the footprint extent would remain small
(although not negligible, especially if accumulated), considering that the relative
uncertainty on the sounder's parameters (beam patterns, pulse length) are likely to stay
within a few percent.
Table 3.3: Sb uncertainty caused by a relative uncertainty in individual components of
insonified area A (beamwidths or pulse length), from 1% to 20%, expressed in dB
(according to the 10log10A dependence in [Eq. 3.6]).
Relative

uncertainty 1

2

3

10

20

0.09

0.21

0.41

0.79

(%)
Uncertainty in dB

0.04

3.5.3. Across‐track angle
Consider here first the angles in the across-track vertical plane (containing the
formed beams). The sources of angle errors are presented in §3.2. If the across‐track slope
of the seafloor is taken into account when computing the incidence angle , an uncertainty

 causes an uncertainty of A given by (for the short‐pulse regime [Eq. 3.19]):
𝐴∝

1
𝛿𝐴
𝛿𝜃
=
∙

sin 𝜃
𝐴
tan 𝜃

[Eq. 3.21]

So the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty caused by angle variations in footprint area is given by:
𝛿𝐴,𝜃 𝑆𝑏 = 10 log10 (1 +

𝛿𝐴
𝛿𝜃
) = 10 log10 (1 +
)∙
𝐴
tan 𝜃
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[Eq. 3.22]

Note that normal incidence (𝜃 → 0) is not considered here; the angle dependence [Eq. 3.18]
on 1/ sin 𝜃 is not valid in this regime and must be replaced by the long-pulse regime
expression [Eq. 3.20]:
𝐴∝

1
𝛿𝐴
= − tan 𝜃𝛿𝜃,

cos 𝜃
𝐴

𝛿𝐴,𝜃 𝑆𝑏 = 10 log10 (1 +

𝛿𝐴
) = 10 log10 (1 − tan 𝜃𝛿𝜃) ∙
𝐴

[Eq. 3.23]

[Eq. 3.24]

Figure 3.5 shows the Sb uncertainty considering an uncertainty in the across‐track incident
angle (𝜃) from -3° to 3°, for the long- (0° to 40° incidence) and short‐pulse (15° to 80°
incidence) cases. The same slope shows reverse effects on the insonified area uncertainty
using short- or long-pulse regimes, thus giving rise to a step change at the incidence angle
where the insonified area shifts from the beam limited (long-pulse) to pulse limited (shortpulse) regime. Overall, the Sb uncertainty remains below 0.8 dB for slope-caused angle
uncertainties reaching about ±3°.

Uncertainty in backscatter strength (Sb in dB) caused by variations in footprint
area due to across-track incident angle uncertainty ranging from -3° to 3° for the long-pulse
(0° to 40°) and the short-pulse cases (15° to 80°).
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If no compensation is applied for the seafloor topography (assumed to be flat and
horizontal), then the uncertainty of the footprint area estimate is the difference between the
angular dependences 𝐴 ∝ 1/sin𝜗 (where 𝜗 is the incidence angle for an assumed flat
topography) and 𝐴 ∝ 1/sin(𝜗 − 𝛽) (accounting for actual terrain slope 𝛽). Hence the
uncertainty for the short‐pulse regime is expressed in dB as:
𝛿𝐴,𝛽 𝑆𝑏 = 10log10 |sin𝜗/sin(𝜗 − 𝛽)|

[Eq. 3.25]

Similarly for the long-pulse regime:
𝛿𝐴,𝛽 𝑆𝑏 = 10log10 |cos 𝜗 /cos(𝜗 − 𝛽)| ∙

[Eq. 3.26]

The resulting 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty is plotted in Figure 3.6 as a function of incidence angle (0° to
80°) when the seafloor slope  (between ‐15° and +15°) is not accounted for, for the long(0° to 40° incidence) and short‐pulse (15° to 80° incidence) regimes. For the long-pulse
case, the uncertainty is on the order of 1 dB for steeper slopes (15°), however, for the shortpulse region the uncertainty in the seafloor for slopes facing towards the MBES causes
large uncertainty in 𝑆𝑏 (e.g., > 3 dB for 𝜗 = 15° at 𝜃<30°). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 indicate
that the impact of across-track seafloor slope uncertainty is significant and most severe at
mid-range incidence angles (20°-50°).

Uncertainty in backscatter strength (Sb in dB) if the seafloor across-track slope
is not considered for area insonified computation. Unaccounted seafloor slopes from -15°
to 15° are considered for the long-pulse (0° to 40°) and short-pulse cases (15° to 80°).
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3.5.4. Along‐track angle
An uncertainty  in the along-track incidence angle  causes an uncertainty in the
insonified area A given by [Eq. 3.19, 20]:
𝐴∝

1
𝛿𝐴
= tan 𝛾𝛿𝛾 ∙

cos 𝛾
𝐴

[Eq. 3.27]

The uncertainty in 𝑆𝑏 can then be estimated as:
𝛿𝐴,𝛾 𝑆𝑏 = 10 log10 (1 +

𝛿𝐴
) = 10 log10 (1 + tan 𝛾𝛿𝛾) ∙
𝐴

[Eq. 3.28]

For  ranging from -3° to 3° Figure 3.7 shows that the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty is insignificant for
small uncertainties in the incidence angle (1 or 2°) and/or terrains with smooth topography
(along-track slope angles up to 10° to 15°); even for steep areas with higher uncertainties
in the topography, the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty remains within a few tenths of a dB.

Uncertainty in 𝑆𝑏 estimation due to uncertainty in along-track slope.
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If the along-track slope angle effect is not accounted for (as is often the case), the
uncertainty is then directly given by the 1/ cos 𝛾 term (Figure 3.8), where  represents the
slope angle. Here again, the 𝑆𝑏 uncertainty may be negligible for smooth terrains (< 0.1 dB
for incidence angles up to 15°) but increases significantly for steeper slopes (> 0.5 dB for
slopes 30° to 45°). Note these results for along-track angles are valid for short‐ and long‐
pulse regimes, since both regimes have the same dependence on 1/ cos 𝛾 (see [Eq. 3.19,
Eq. 3.20]).

Uncertainty in 𝑆𝑏 estimation if the along-track slope (0° to 45°) is ignored.
In summary, for the compensation of the insonified area, the impact of inaccuracies
in the sounder characteristics remains limited and can reasonably be kept small or
negligible. The Sb dependence on incidence angle has a far more significant impact,
potentially reaching several dB, depending on the beam angle and local seafloor slope.
While computing the insonified area, the across‐track slope angle plays the major role,
while the along‐track angle impact remains limited. Completely ignoring the seafloor slope
(both across- and along-track) when estimating the footprint extent, logically leads to the
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largest uncertainties. Fortunately, commercially available backscatter processing software
tools have started to address such compensations (e.g., [154]). However, even when
accounting for the local slopes, uncertainties of a few degrees may remain and the relations
provided above can be used to assess their uncertainty contributions.
3.6. Summary of the major uncertainty components
Based on the elementary analysis presented above, the impacts of the main sources
of backscatter uncertainty are summarized in Table 3.4. Each of the causes of 𝑆𝑏
uncertainty is broken down into “random” or “bias” components. “Random” uncertainties
are caused by noise or intrinsic fluctuations (e.g., echo signal instabilities, or small-scale
uncertainties in the bathymetry) and can be mitigated through a posteriori statistical
processing. “Bias” or systematic uncertainties may be caused by variations in the MBES
characteristics, by unaccounted changes in environmental conditions, or by insufficiencies
in the processing procedures; they may systematically vary as a function of depth, seafloor
slope and ship’s motion. They can (up to some point) be corrected a posteriori, although
this implies complementary operations that may prove difficult (e.g., sonar calibration, recomputation of the DTM, improved information about the water column). The bias
corrections, once applied, still have some residual uncertainty that must then be included
in the uncertainty budget. The following scale is proposed to classify the magnitude of the
uncertainty:
•

Negligible (N) : 0.01 to 0.1 dB

•

Small (S): 0.1 to 1 dB

•

Moderate (M) : 1 to 3 dB

•

High (H) : 3 to 6 dB

•

Prohibitive (P) : beyond 6 dB

Table 3.4: Major sources of uncertainty for compensated echo-level, source level (SL),
transmission losses (TL), insonified area (A), and seafloor incidence angle. See the code
(N-S-M-H-P) definition in the text. Uncertainties are categorized as Bias or Random
uncertainty based on their effect on the measurement.
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column

3.7. Conclusions
This work has attempted to identify and model the major causes and magnitudes of
backscatter uncertainties from MBES systems. Unraveling the complexities of backscatter
measurements is a considerable task, and the approach outlined here is far from complete;
however, it is hoped that it offers a framework from which further understanding of the
sources and magnitude of backscatter uncertainties can be derived.
The elementary uncertainty analysis proposed here identified the major
components of the uncertainty budget (Table 3.4):
•

The uncertainty in fluctuating and unreferenced measured echo levels is due to both the
random character of the echo intensity (causing noise-like fluctuations to be processed
statistically) and the incomplete knowledge of the MBES calibration parameters
(leading to biases). The statistical uncertainty can be controlled by averaging a number
of samples into a mean echo level with the understanding that increasing this number
degrades resolution and thus a trade-off has to be made between resolution and
uncertainty. In contrast, the uncertainty stemming from inaccurate values of MBES
characteristics can reach unpredictable and unacceptable magnitudes if appropriate
calibration operations have not been conducted nor reference data collected. MBES
manufacturers should play a key role in addressing this issue by providing the
information needed to better document and reduce this fundamental component of
uncertainty, which is difficult to detect in the field data and whose accurate evaluation
is rarely accessible to users.

•

The uncertainty in seafloor incidence angle measurement is mostly affected by seafloor
slope uncertainty controlled by the resolution and accuracy of bathymetric data used
for DTM production (if used at all). Greater attention must be placed on the
incorporation of bi-dimensional slope compensation inside backscatter data processing
tools and on the improvement of local slope determination from the bathymetry data.
This uncertainty obviously impacts the computation of the backscatter angular
response. Moreover, if not accounted for, slope is often the major cause of error in the
insonified area computation. The sounder characteristics are normally sufficiently well
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known for the impact of their uncertainty to remain acceptable; this again falls under
the manufacturer’s responsibility.
•

The transmission loss uncertainty is almost exclusively due to the absorption
coefficient estimation, the inaccurate estimation of which can have a significant impact
on the backscatter level estimation; however the combination of the measurement of
temperature and salinity values over the full water column with appropriate procedures
for compensation can keep the impact of the absorption coefficient within acceptable
limits. The impact of local perturbations of the water column properties is not wellunderstood and deserves further investigation, although the use of ocean atlas data or
ocean models can help to mitigate this problem. Unexpected phenomena such as bubble
clouds sweeping the MBES arrays cause specific issues that are impossible to quantify
in advance; however their joint impact on the objective quality of bathymetry data can
help detect their presence and justify disregarding corrupted data.
This study was conducted as an initial step in the identification of the fundamental

causes and estimation of order-of-magnitude levels of the uncertainties associated with the
collection of MBES backscatter data. It has shown that it is difficult to predict broadly
applicable numerical values, since many of the major uncertainty sources vary on a caseto-case basis. Future efforts need to be directed towards better provision of sonar
characteristics from the manufacturers, improvement of MBES calibration methods, and
quantification of their reliability and objective uncertainty. A second area of investigation
is the impact of unexpected perturbations of the seawater column properties (e.g., bubble
clouds). Both topics suggest the need for new well-designed field experiments and would
benefit greatly from collaborative efforts of the concerned communities.
APPENDIX 3A
Statistical uncertainty in measured EL
The statistical fluctuation of the EL is an inherent property of backscattered signals
and therefore an unavoidable source of random uncertainty. However, confidence in the
mean echo level reliability can be improved by increasing the number of samples used in
averaging. In MBES data, this is done most often by averaging across-track and alongtrack samples. However, this should only be done for homogeneous seafloor as the mean
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angular response can be corrupted at the transition between two seafloor types. Mosaic
segmentation into areas showing similar backscatter can help in selecting regions of the
same seafloor type over which the samples can be averaged [106]. The number of samples
available for each beam is controlled by the across-track footprint extent, so the largest
number of samples is obtained for the outer-most beams. Assuming that the time series is
being sampled at a high enough rate compared with the pulse duration, the number of
statistically-independent samples Ns inside a beam is computed as the ratio of the length of
the receive beam footprint in the across-track direction and the projected pulse duration
[23]:
𝑧𝜔
𝑐𝑇
𝑁𝑠 (𝜃) ≈ ( 2 ) / (
)
cos 𝜃
2 sin 𝜃

[Eq. A1]

where z is the water depth, 𝜔 the Rx across-track beamwidth, c the sound speed, T the
pulse length and θ the incidence angle. Eq. [A1] holds for long-pulse regime, excluding the
angles around nadir. Obviously, the benefit of averaging over several samples exists only
when Ns > 1. Figure A1 presents the number of statistically independent samples for a
MBES with 𝜔= 0.5° and 2°; and z = 50 m (with T = 0.05 ms and 0.15ms) and 1000 m (with
T = 5 ms and 10 ms). Ns increases with decreasing T and increasing 𝜔.
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Figure A1: Estimated number [Eq. A1] of statistically independent samples for each beam
for a multibeam echosounder at water depths 50 m and 1000 m; beamwidths of 0.5° and
2°; and pulse lengths (0.15; 0.5; 5 and 10 ms).
The standard deviation of N averaged independent samples is given as:
𝜎𝑥̅ =

𝜎𝑥

[Eq. A2]

√𝑁

where 𝜎𝑥̅ and 𝜎𝑥 are the standard deviations of averaged and individual samples
respectively. Eq. [A2] is valid provided that the N averaged values are statistically
independent, are derived from a same population, and have the same variance [155].
Assuming the standard deviation of individual samples is 5.57 dB (Rayleigh distribution)
and averaging over the dB values, more than 30 individual samples are required to achieve
a 1 dB standard deviation (Figure A2). If the envelope squared amplitudes (i.e., intensity)
in natural units is considered for the averaging (which is a preferable way to do it), the dB
value of the standard deviation referenced to the mean is 10 log10 (1 + 1/√𝑁) ≈ 4.34/√𝑁
dB [156]. In this case, to reduce the standard deviation to 1 dB, only ~ 20 samples are
required (Figure A2). Although the uncertainty is lowered by averaging over larger number
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of samples, the spatial resolution is adversely affected which may or may not be important
depending on the type of application (compare high resolution mapping, with large scale
mapping).

Figure A2: Estimated number of statistically independent samples to be averaged in order
to obtain a given standard deviation (in dB). The initial distribution is Rayleigh, with a
standard deviation of 5.57 dB.
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CHAPTER 4

4 SOURCES AND IMPACTS OF BOTTOM SLOPE
UNCERTAINTY ON ESTIMATION OF SEAFLOOR
BACKSCATTER FROM SWATH SONARS

This chapter is based on a published peer reviewed journal article. The article has been
formatted to meet UNH dissertation formatting guidelines and reproduced here with
permission. Paper citation: Malik, M. Sources and Impacts of Bottom Slope Uncertainty
on Estimation of Seafloor Backscatter from Swath Sonars. Geosciences 2019, 9, 183. doi:
10.3390/geosciences9040183
Abstract: Seafloor backscatter data from multibeam echosounders are now widely
used in seafloor characterization studies. Accurate and repeatable measurements are
essential for advancing the success of these techniques. This paper explores the impact of
uncertainty in our knowledge of local seafloor slope on the overall accuracy of the
backscatter measurement. Amongst the various sources of slope uncertainty studied, the
impact of bathymetric uncertainty and scale were identified as the major sources of slope
uncertainty. Bottom slope affects two important corrections needed for estimating seafloor
backscatter: (1) the insonified area and; (2) the seafloor incidence angle. The impacts of
these slope-related uncertainty sources were quantified for a shallow water multibeam
survey. The results show that the most significant uncertainty in backscatter data arises
when seafloor slope is not accounted for or when low-resolution bathymetry is used to
estimate seafloor slope. This effect is enhanced in rough seafloors. A standard method of
seafloor slope correction is proposed to achieve repeatable and accurate backscatter results.
Additionally, a standard data package including metadata describing the slope corrections
applied, needs to accompany backscatter results and should include details of the slope
estimation method and resolution of bathymetry used.
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4.1. Introduction
Over the last few decades there have been significant advances in the use of
Multibeam Echo Sounders (MBES) to acoustically determine the seafloor properties (e.g.,
depth, sediment type) that are critical for a host of applications including nautical charting,
seabed habitat assessments, and geological interpretations [1,11,13,39]. While the initial
premise of MBES studies has been on extracting bathymetric information, more recently
there is an increasing shift in focus on seafloor backscatter, particularly with respect to
those studies aimed at seafloor characterization. Seafloor backscatter studies fall under the
general category of remote sensing. With the growing use of remote sensing data, the topic
of uncertainty has been receiving increasing attention, particularly in the terrestrial
geographical sciences [157–160]. This focus has led to recommendations that the spatial
output of remote sensing data, when compiled into a geographical information system
(GIS), should be (at least) twofold: (i) a map of the variable of interest and (ii) some
assessment of measurement uncertainty in that map.
Although calls for including uncertainty estimates in remote sensing studies have
been numerous, its practical application is challenging. The main reasons for this are: (1)
knowledge of uncertainty in the measurements is often not available; (2) the impact of the
choice of spatial scale is inherently linked to the variable being mapped (which is
essentially the unknown) hence the ambiguity as what should be the ideal spatial scale; (3)
data processing tools are often not transparent, i.e., their algorithms can be proprietary,
prohibiting the calculation of uncertainty propagation from input to the final outputs; (4)
the lack of ground-truthing data to independently verify the remote sensing observations,
and; (5) remote sensing data often involves multiple dimensions (at least 3 in most cases:
position i.e., x, y and variable to be mapped). Representation of uncertainty for each pixel
thus becomes an issue. Progress on all five challenges is required to improve the
uncertainty estimation of remote sensing data. This study is part of a larger effort aimed at
looking at various contributors to uncertainty in seafloor backscatter [161] and addresses
the uncertainty introduced by uncertain measurements of seafloor slope and the
implications of using seafloor slope at different spatial scales for seafloor backscatter
corrections.
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Two fundamental properties of the seafloor derived from MBES data are depth and
seafloor backscatter strength. A detailed uncertainty model for bathymetry was developed
by Hare et al. [99]. Later implementations of uncertainty models, e.g., the Combined
Uncertainty and Bathymetry Estimator or CUBE [12] have proven that a better
understanding of depth estimation and uncertainty can not only improve data quality but
can also simplify data processing. These models identify and capture the bathymetric
uncertainty from different sub-components of the sounding measurement, including the
echo sounder, the motion sensor, tides, refraction through water, etc. As a result,
uncertainty computation methods are now widely adopted across bathymetric data
processing tools and end users.
Unlike bathymetric data, which benefits from recognized industry standards used
for uncertainty calibration, a “general” uncertainty model for seafloor backscatter has not
yet been realized; the sources of uncertainty in backscatter data have only been studied on
a case-by-case basis. As techniques to validate backscatter data and treat backscatter
quantitatively improve, a need to understand the limitations of backscatter data acquisition
and processing has emerged. The major causes of the uncertainty in backscatter data are
related to the area correction; incidence angle; transmission loss, and MBES calibration
parameters, as well as inherent statistical fluctuations in the measured intensity [117,161].
Two of these corrections (area and incidence angle) depend directly on accurate estimates
of seafloor slope. This paper is an extension of an earlier study of the primary factors
impacting seafloor backscatter uncertainty [161] and specifically addresses the impact of
our ability to measure seafloor slope on the calculation of area and incident angle with
respect to determining seafloor backscatter.
Much of the work on seafloor backscatter uncertainty has been focused on the
application of image classification algorithms to backscatter mosaics [162]. For the most
part, this work has been conducted without particularly considering the accuracy or quality
of the input data. While understanding image classification uncertainty is important and
certainly deserves attention, evaluation of the components of the measurement that create
the image data, including geometric and radiometric corrections, must also be included
[117,163]. Understanding these physical/geometrical aspects of backscatter measurements
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and their uncertainties can help improve the backscatter classification and processing. As
a community, we need to ensure that we are identifying the steps in backscatter processing
that contribute most to uncertainty and focus our attention accordingly. In this context, this
paper explores the uncertainties associated with area correction and incidence angle.
Unlike terrestrial studies where photogrammetric techniques can provide very highresolution determinations of terrain slope, the slope derived from bathymetry does not lend
itself to direct validation, hence it is difficult to validate an uncertainty model of seafloor
slope. At the same time, it is critical to understand the requirements of seafloor slope for
backscatter corrections and how various choices of seafloor slope computation may impact
the seafloor backscatter. This paper addresses some of these questions. Specifically, it: (1)
presents an overview of insonified area corrections, computation of seafloor incidence
angle and in doing so determines that seafloor slope is the most significant source of
uncertainty for these corrections; (2) identifies the major sources of uncertainty for seafloor
slope computations; and (3) proposes methods to quantify and reduce uncertainty of
seafloor slope at appropriate spatial scales in actual real-world surveys.
4.2. Materials and Methods
MBES backscatter is derived from the measurements of seafloor target strength
(see e.g., [25]). Seafloor target strength is related to the incident and scattered pressure
fields from a small patch of the seafloor instantaneously insonified by the sonar signal. The
ensemble average (< >) of squared scattered pressure< |𝑝𝑠 |2 > is proportional to the
insonified area A and the squared incident pressure |𝑝𝑖 |2, and inversely proportional to the
sonar-target squared distance 𝑟𝑠2 , neglecting absorption and refraction effects
〈|𝑝𝑠 |2 〉 = |𝑝𝑖 |2 𝐴𝜎𝑏

1
𝑟𝑠2

[Eq. 4.1]

where the proportionality coefficient 𝜎𝑏 is referred to as the backscattering cross section
[26]. Its logarithmic equivalent is the “bottom scattering strength” [25]
𝑆𝑏 = 10 log10 𝜎𝑏 .

[Eq. 4.2]
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The target strength (TS in dB re 1 m2) of the seafloor active area A is then related to the
scattering strength by1
𝑇𝑆 = 𝑆𝑏 + 10 log10 𝐴.

[Eq. 4.3]

In practical situations the measurements are made using a directional transmitter and
receiver. The relation for 𝑆𝑏 can be then derived in dB units as [161]
𝑆𝑏 = 𝐷𝑁 − 𝑅𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆𝐿𝑜 + 2𝑇𝐿 − 𝐷𝑇𝑋 − 𝐷𝑅𝑋 − 10 log10 𝐴.

[Eq. 4.4]

Where DN is the received voltage converted and stored as a digital number through an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 𝑅𝑆𝑜 is the sensitivity of the receiver transforming the
incident acoustic pressure into an electrical signal along its maximum response axis,
𝑆𝐿𝑜 the transmit sourced level, 2TL the two-way transmission loss, 𝐷𝑇𝑋 and 𝐷𝑅𝑋 the
transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) directivity function values in the sonar-target propagation
direction and A the insonified area [19]. For a given seafloor type and frequency, this value
of 𝑆𝑏 is also related to the seafloor incidence angle .
4.2.1. Area Insonified correction
The seafloor patch instantaneously insonified by an MBES signal (defined by the
seafloor backscatter sample footprint size) is a function of the transmit and receive
beamwidths, as well as the projection of the physical length of the transmitted pulse onto
the seafloor. In the classical Mill’s Cross configuration for MBES arrays, the extent of the
insonified area in the along-track direction is defined by the Tx sector beamwidth [19]. In
the across-track direction, the extent of the insonified area is determined by the Rx (receive)
beamwidth in the near-nadir region, and by the pulse length at oblique incidence angles
(Figure 1). The accurately detailed computation of the instantaneously insonified area is
complicated if both the full Tx and Rx beam patterns are considered; however approximate
formulae are commonly used. This simplification is based on treating the insonified area
as the product of the across-track and along-track extent of the projection of the backscatter
sample footprint on the seafloor. This approximation for the instantaneously insonified area
has been shown to create negligible uncertainty except in the near-nadir region and for

1

For notation simplicity, 10log10A is used instead of the correct form 10log10 (A/A0) where A0 = 1 m² is the
reference unit surface.
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wide beams [161,163]. With most MBES operating with beamwidths < 1-3°, this
approximation is not considered a significant source of uncertainty. At oblique incidence
(short-pulse regime, see [19]) the insonified area can be approximated as
𝐴 ≈ 𝜑𝑅

𝑐𝑇
2 sin 𝜃 cos 𝛽𝑦

[Eq. 4.5]

and around normal incidence (long-pulse regime) as
𝐴 ≈ 𝜑𝜔𝑅 2

1
cos 𝜃 cos 𝛽𝑦

[Eq. 4.6]

with R the range;  and 𝜔 the along‐track and across-track two-way equivalent apertures
respectively (see Figure 4.1); T the effective pulse length; c the local sound speed;  the
across‐track incidence angle; and 𝛽𝑦 the along‐track seafloor slope. The pulse length T,
considered here, is the equivalent length of either the physical pulse duration in case of
continuous waves (CW) or the compressed pulse duration after matched filtering in the case
of frequency modulated (FM) transmitted signals [19]. It is to be noted that sonar systems
currently do not correct for the seafloor slope in real-time. Instead a flat horizontal seafloor
is assumed during data acquisition [15]. Therefore, the accurate estimation of the insonified
area falls on the end-users either by applying third-party software during the postprocessing phase or by developing customized software themselves.
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Measurement geometry of MBES and insonified area for near-nadir (A) and at
oblique angle (B). Figure modified from [161].
4.2.2. Seafloor incidence angle correction
The seafloor incidence angle is defined as the angle between the receiving beam
direction and the vector normal to the seafloor insonified patch while the grazing angle is
defined as the angle between the beam direction and the vector parallel to the seafloor
patch. The normal vector to the surface patch can be defined as [164]
𝑛⃗ = [tan 𝛽𝑥 , tan 𝛽𝑦 , −1]𝑇

[Eq. 4.7]

where 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛽𝑦 represent seafloor slopes in the across-track (x) and along-track (y)
directions respectively, and T denotes the transpose operation. The seafloor slope at the
beam footprint is computed from the bathymetry in across-track and along-track directions
using either the soundings from the individual beams or a gridded data set. Assuming a flat
seafloor, the equation for the nominal receiving beam direction is
𝑚
⃗⃗ = [0, − cos 𝜃𝑔 , sin 𝜃𝑔 ]𝑇 = [0, − sin 𝜙 , cos 𝜙]𝑇

[Eq. 4.8]

𝜋

where 𝜙= nominal transmission angle, and 𝜃𝑔 = 2 − 𝜙 is the nominal seafloor grazing
⃗⃗⃗ , and can
angle. The true incidence angle is then the angle between the two vectors ⃗𝑛 and 𝑚

then be given by
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cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐 =

𝑛⃗ ∙ 𝑚
⃗⃗
‖𝑛⃗‖‖𝑚
⃗⃗ ‖

[Eq. 4.9]

where ∙ is the scalar product and ‖ ‖ is the norm of the vector. The nominal transmission
angle (with respect to the sonar) and seafloor incidence angle (  inc ) are nominally
complementary angles unless impacted by refraction through the water column and vessel
motion. Hare et al. [99] showed that beam pointing errors at the sonar head depend on
uncertainty in ship’s motion and estimation of the sound speed at the sonar head. Both of
these variables have been well modeled with respect to bathymetric data uncertainty [99]
and will not be discussed here as their magnitude as well as their effect on the seafloor
incidence angle is usually small.
4.2.3. Estimation of seafloor slope and its uncertainty
The seafloor slope “between points” or “for a patch of seafloor” is defined as the
rate of change of depth over distance. Considering 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 as vertical coordinates and 𝑥1
and 𝑥2 as horizontal coordinates the slope (𝑔) can be calculated as
𝑧1 − 𝑧2
𝑔 = tan−1 (
).
𝑥1 − 𝑥2

[Eq. 4.10]

Applying law of propagation of variance, the variance in slope is given by
2

𝜎𝑔2

2

2

2

𝜕𝑔
𝜕𝑔
𝜕𝑔
𝜕𝑔
= ( ) 𝜎𝑥21 + ( ) 𝜎𝑥22 + ( ) 𝜎𝑧21 + ( ) 𝜎𝑧22
𝜕𝑥1
𝜕𝑥2
𝜕𝑧1
𝜕𝑧2

[Eq. 4.11]

where 𝜎𝑋 represents the respective error in a quantity X. Hence estimates of vertical
sounding uncertainty (𝜎𝑧1 , 𝜎𝑧2 ) and position uncertainty (𝜎𝑥1 , 𝜎𝑥2 ) are required to estimate
slope uncertainty.
4.2.3.1. Directional slope (along-track and across-track from reference grid)
For backscatter corrections, the two directional slopes (i.e., along- and across-track)
are required. As a preliminary estimation, the depth values obtained within each beam can
be used to calculate across-track slopes. This calculation is straightforward to implement
in the framework of MBES sounding data processing. A frequently-used option is to take
at least two depth measurements on either side of a depth sounding and then fit a plane
through the depth values. Unedited individual soundings may have large variance that will
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adversely affect the slope estimation. Therefore, it is important to edit the obvious outliers
in the bathymetry before attempting the across-track slope calculation.
While using beam depth data is an option for MBES systems that provide colocated bathymetry and backscatter, the common choice for computing slope is to use the
gridded bathymetry. To determine the across-track slope, the gradients along two principal
axes, x and y are calculated first. From the values of dz/dx and dz/dy one can then determine
the slope of the plane that approximates the surface at the local depth point (i, j) using the
formula [165]
𝑔𝑑𝑖𝑟 (𝛾) = tan−1 [

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧
sin𝛾 +
cos𝛾]
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑦

[Eq. 4.12]

where 𝛾 represents the across-track orientation of the MBES swath, determined based on
the vessel heading, along which the slope was calculated. Directional slopes can be
computed by applying a 3 x 3 kernel indexed to each cell (except those at the grid edges).
Figure 4.2 illustrates the adopted convention for cell indexing.

(a) Adjacent soundings considered for across-track slope estimation with x,y
the sounding coordinates and z the depth. (b) Neighboring grid cells available for slope
estimation. The grid nodes are equally spaced based on the grid cell size.
Various methods are available for the estimation of directional gradients (dz/dx and
dz/dy) from gridded data sets. For a comparison of the performance of these methods see
[139]. Two commonly recommended methods are used here: the central difference method
[165] and the Horn [166] method. In the case of the central difference method, the values
of two neighboring cells are used to compute gradients along the two axes (Figure 4.2)
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𝑑𝑧
= [𝑧𝐸 − 𝑧𝑊 ]/2𝑆
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑧
= [𝑧𝑁 − 𝑧𝑆 ]/2𝑆
𝑑𝑦

[Eq. 4.13]

where S defines the grid cell size. In the case of cells at the grid edge, the central cell itself
is used to provide the value for the missing data. For the Horn method, values from six
neighboring cells are utilized to compute gradients (Figure 4.2). The weight applied to each
cell depends on its position relative to the central cell. Formulae for the computation of
directional gradients in this case are:
𝑑𝑧 [(𝑧𝑁𝐸 + 2𝑧𝐸 + 𝑧𝑆𝐸 ) − (𝑧𝑁𝑊 + 2𝑧𝑊 + 𝑧𝑆𝑊 )]
=
𝑑𝑥
8𝑆

[Eq. 4.14]

𝑑𝑧 [(𝑧𝑁𝐸 + 2𝑧𝑁 + 𝑧𝑁𝑊 ) − (𝑧𝑆𝐸 + 2𝑧𝑆 + 𝑧𝑆𝑊 )]
=
.
𝑑𝑦
8𝑆

[Eq. 4.15]

4.2.3.2. Estimation of slope uncertainty
Studying uncertainty in seafloor slope estimation is relatively difficult as the true
value of slope is hard to determine and validate. Dolan and Lucieer [139] and Lucieer et
al. [56] recommended using a Monte Carlo simulation to analyze the uncertainty in slope
by considering the uncertainty in the bathymetry. Therefore, the uncertainty of bathymetry
data estimated using the CUBE algorithm [12] was used to infer uncertainty in estimated
slope. Besides the horizontal and vertical uncertainty of the soundings, the slope estimation
may also be affected by the method used to compute the seafloor slope. Several different
algorithms are available for slope estimation that differ based on the method used to
determine the neighboring grid cell sizes [167], resulting in different estimates.
Additionally, the scale of the seafloor slope (i.e., at what spatial resolution the seafloor
slope is estimated) has been shown as an additional source of uncertainty [168] if the
appropriate spatial scale is not chosen for a given application.
Although the uncertainties in the soundings and resulting depth grids can be
estimated based on bathymetry uncertainty models, their propagation to the slope values is
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not straightforward. Consider a few soundings in Figure 4.3 where an arbitrarily assumed
horizontal and vertical uncertainty has been used to plot the error ellipses. The slope
between any two points is then the slope of the line joining the two error ellipses. As there
can be infinite cases for these lines, uncertainty propagation using the Taylor series
expansion method is not feasible and use of Monte Carlo method has been recommended
[56]. Therefore, such a simulation was used during this study to estimate effect of
bathymetric uncertainty and the slope computation algorithm on slope estimation. For
depth grids, the position uncertainty was assumed as 0, as the depth grid node locations are
fixed, and only the vertical uncertainty of the grids was considered. For each simulation
iteration, a new bathymetric grid was assembled by adding randomly drawn bathymetric
uncertainty values to the mean depth values at each grid node.

Incorporation of horizontal and vertical uncertainties in the slope estimation.
4.2.4. Multibeam sonar test dataset
To illustrate the uncertainty introduced by the processing methodology described
above, data from an EM 3002 dual-head MBES collected in water depths of 0.5 – 25 m (in
vicinity of Portsmouth, NH) were used. The EM 3002 [169] is a shallow-water multibeam
system operating at a nominal frequency of 300 kHz. It transmits a pulse of 150 𝜇s and
nominally forms 160 beams. The different methods of seafloor slope estimation were
applied to the test data and their differences were noted.
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4.2.4.1. MBES bathymetric data processing
The bathymetric data were processed using QIMERA [170]. Tide data were applied
based on the Hampton Road, NH tide gauge located ~ 6 km from the survey area.
Automated data editing and cleaning were performed using CUBE [12] which provided
estimates of horizontal and vertical total propagated uncertainty. The data were
successively gridded at 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, 5 m, 10 m and 20 m grid resolution. These six
bathymetric grids represent the best estimate of depth at the respective grid scales. CUBE
also generated an uncertainty layer for the bathymetric grids, at different resolutions,
representing one standard deviation of the depth uncertainty at each grid node. An
overview of the bathymetry of the study area is shown in Figure 4.4. The survey area
consisted of rock outcrops in the northern section of the survey, while the southern section
was primarily a flat sandy area. For backscatter data processing the Fledermaus Geocoder
Toolbox (FMGT) [171] was used. FMGT was selected for backscatter processing as it can
incorporate user defined bathymetric grids for area and incidence angle corrections
allowing for studying the impacts of the choice of grid cell size.

Overview showing location of the survey using 1m grid cell sizes. The two
boxes delineate the flat area and the rough area that are featured in the discussions.
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4.3. Results
Uncertainty of the insonified area and incidence angle caused by seafloor slope
uncertainty scale with survey depth and sonar characteristics. To illustrate the uncertainty
caused by the seafloor slope and to help quantify the impact of seafloor slope on these
corrections, a few examples are presented below based on typical depths where the EM
3002 is operated.
4.3.1. Slope impact on the footprint extent
For a given beam aperture and pulse length, the area correction increases with depth
and the resulting area correction can vary in the range [-10 to 15] dB re.1m² (Figure 4.5).

Approximated insonified area corrections in m² and dB re. 1 m² at depths
varying from 20 to 200 m, with a flat sea floor, pulse length 150 μs and along-track/acrosstrack beamwidths of 1.5°.
The across-track and along-track slopes, if present, can cause significant variations
in the above estimation of the insonified area correction and therefore cannot be ignored
when computing insonified area. Examples of the expected effects of across-track slope
(Figure 4.6) and along-track slope (Figure 4.7) are provided for a depth of 100 m. Both
figures show that an across-track slope has the more significant effect on the insonified
area extent in comparison with along-track seafloor slope. This could be expected from Eq.
[4.5] and [4.6]: the effect of the along‐track seafloor slope appears as cos𝛽𝑦 , hence causing
modest variations (0.62 dB for an extreme slope value of 𝛽𝑦 = 30°).
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Insonified area corrections (A) in m² and dB re. 1 m² for various across-track
slope values for depth 100 m, pulse length 150 μs and along-track/across-track beamwidths
of 1.5°.

Insonified area corrections (A) in m² and dB re. 1 m² for various along-track
slope values for depth 100 m, pulse length 150 μs, and along-track/across-track
beamwidths of 1.5°.
4.3.2. Seafloor slope impact on incidence angle
If not corrected for seafloor slope, the seafloor incidence angles will be subject to
errors corresponding to the slope magnitude. Assuming the seafloor slope is ignored in the
estimate of the incidence angle, the along-track slope is shown to have a greater effect on
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the near-nadir beams than on the outer beams (Figure 4.8), while as expected, across-track
slope is shown to have a similar effect on all beam angles across the swath (Figure 4.9).

Effect of along-track slope on seafloor incidence angle, computed for various
across-track Tx angles relative to nadir. Across-track slope assumed 0°.

Effect of across-track slope on seafloor incidence angle, computed for various
angles, relative to nadir. Along-track slope assumed 0°.
The above results clearly illustrate that the seafloor slope is an important factor in
the estimation of insonified area as well as of incidence angle. The next sections will focus
on results obtained with differences in the scale followed by the uncertainty observed due
to the use of different slope estimation methods and vertical uncertainty in soundings.
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4.3.3. Scale dependent slope estimation uncertainty
The Horn method [166], as implemented within ARCGIS [172] was used to
compute the seafloor slopes for bathymetric grids at various grid cell size resolutions, on
the data presented above in Figure 4.4. The differences in the features that can be resolved
in the slope layer as a function of resolution are apparent in Figure 4.10, with larger grid
cell size smoothing out the detailed seafloor topography. The effect is most prominent in
the rough area.

Seafloor slopes for the rough (a) and flat (b) area computed using Horn
method for cell sizes varying from 1 m (right) to 20 m (left). Dimensions of each area are
~ 400m x 400m. See Figure 4.4 for location.
Increasing the grid cell size (from 1 m to 20 m) results in a decrease in the spread
(range and standard deviation) of the slope values (Table 4.1). This is intuitive since
enlarging the grid cell size effectively acts as a low-pass spatial filter on depth; the standard
deviation of the slope estimates is hence lowered, but the information content of the slope
estimates is also reduced. The uncertainty due to the choice of a cell size therefore cannot
be directly estimated from seafloor slope statistics at a single scale. This is an important
realization and emphasizes the fact that during the seafloor backscatter processing, the
scale of the seafloor slope estimation is a key factor.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of seafloor slope statistics obtained for different grid cell sizes (see
Figure 4.10). MIN refers to the minimum slope, MAX refers to the maximum slope,
RANGE show the differences between MIN and MAX while MEAN is the average and
STD is the standard deviation in each cell.
Grid cell

MIN

MAX

RANGE

MEAN

STD

size
Flat area

20

0.02

1.02

0.99

0.24

0.14

Flat area

15

0.00

1.22

1.22

0.26

0.16

Flat area

10

0.01

1.84

1.84

0.28

0.18

Flat area

5

0.00

3.44

3.44

0.35

0.29

Flat area

1

0.00

16.70

16.70

0.78

0.64

Rough area

20

0.06

6.48

6.42

2.10

1.30

Rough area

15

0.05

7.33

7.28

2.24

1.33

Rough area

10

0.02

17.24

17.22

3.32

2.14

Rough area

5

0.03

29.98

29.95

4.51

3.18

Rough area

1

0.00

45.07

45.07

5.74

4.39

Recognizing that the grid cell size has a strong impact on the slope values, the
question of an optimal choice of the grid cell size for the computation of seafloor slope
arises. This is a fundamental issue which essentially depends on the specific application.
Instead, this question can also be approached practically from the perspective of the highest
resolution possible from a given data set. In regard to backscatter corrections, the seafloor
slope used to determine incidence angle and insonified area should ideally be at a scale
comparable to the backscatter sample footprint. Near nadir, the footprint is defined by the
combined Tx-Rx beamwidth for both across- and along-track extent. Away from nadir, the
across-track extent is fixed and depends on the pulse length projection in across-track
direction, while the along-track extent is controlled by the receive beamwidth and depth.
However, in contrast to backscatter samples, the soundings are usually obtained by
considering several adjacent time samples, resulting in bathymetric resolution that is
typically less than the resolution of the backscatter. Subsequently, the best bathymetric
resolution that can be obtained from the depth data is actually limited by the beam spacing.
Moreover, to compute a bathymetric grid, the depth points are averaged together resulting
in low noise but also lower resolution. Therefore, the bathymetric data derived either from
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individual soundings or from grids (even constructed at the highest possible resolution)
may be inadequate for slope correction of the backscatter data. Additionally, the choice of
larger grid cell sizes may be necessary to simplify processing and to reduce noise in the
bathymetry-derived slopes.
4.3.4. Uncertainty due to the slope estimation method
An assessment is made here of two different methods for estimating slopes using
either the bathymetric depths within the measurement swath for each ping, or the gridded
bathymetry. For gridded bathymetry with 1-m cell size, the slope was evaluated using two
different computing schemas, the central difference method and the Horn method. The
beam bathymetry will invariably provide a better resolution as compared to the gridded
data set. The expected resolution from beam bathymetry depends on the depth and beam
spacing defined by the MBES settings. Commonly used beam-spacing modes include
equiangular or equidistant placement of soundings on the seafloor. Typical beam-spacings
for various depths for near nadir and outer beams are given in Table 4.2 for a MBES with
beamwidth of 1.5° and 160 beams using equiangular and equidistant mode for a swath of
±65°. As can be seen in Table 4.2, the highest possible resolution of bathymetry obtained
from beam bathymetry is insufficient for backscatter corrections.
Table 4.2: Across-track beam spacing and backscatter sample footprint for various depths,
transmission angle for MBES with beamwidth of 1.5° and pulse length of 150 𝜇𝑠 assuming
a sound speed of 1500 ms-1. Across-track backscatter footprint depends on the depth in
near nadir region but only depends on pulse length at oblique angles.
Across-track Beam spacing (m)
Equiangular
𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐

Across-track Backscatter footprint
Equidistant

0°

45°

60°

All angles

10

0.26

0.53

1.09

0.26

0.26

0.11

20

0.52

1.06

2.19

0.53

0.52

0.11

50

1.30

2.68

5.48

1.34

1.30

0.11

100

2.61

5.37

10.97

2.68

2.61

0.11

200

5.23

10.75

21.94

5.36

5.23

0.11

Depth (m)
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Near Nadir

Oblique Angles

Using the previously mentioned MBES survey data in water depths of ~10 m, large
differences (as much as 15°) are apparent between the slopes estimated from the beam
bathymetry vs. the slopes derived from gridded bathymetry (Figure 4.11) for a single ping
chosen in the rough area. Whereas the differences between the two grid-based methods are
comparatively small (Figure 4.12). The differences in the slopes from the beam bathymetry
and gridded data set were comparable for the flat areas (not shown). This observation
indicates that the bathymetry type (individual soundings vs. gridded bathymetry) has a
more prominent effect on slope than the choice of the algorithm used to estimate the
gridded slope. Considering that bathymetric detail is lost when using bathymetric grids
(especially with larger grid cells), it is recommended that individual soundings be used
when computing seafloor slopes for backscatter corrections. It is also to be noted that
individual soundings were not edited for outliers for this comparison. This did not result in
spikes in the estimated slopes in this case, but this can be a major issue where excessive
noise is present in the individual soundings. The large variability in the slopes from
individual soundings is not an indication of large uncertainty but it more closely captures
seafloor slope changes. When the bathymetric soundings are excessively noisy, the only
choice is to use the highest possible resolution of the bathymetric grid.

Comparison of slopes from three different estimation methods: “Ping”
method (black dots) where all the soundings from a ping are used to compute across-track
slope show large differences from “Horn” and “Central Difference” methods (plots as
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black and red diamonds) where 1-m grid cell size bathymetry is used to compute acrosstrack slopes.

Comparison of the estimated magnitude of slopes from entire survey area
using the (a) Central Difference and (b) Horn methods applied to data gridded to 1-m cell
sizes. (c) Difference in slope computed using the two methods shows that it is < 0.3° in flat
areas and < 1° in rough areas.
The difference between slope computation algorithms was minimal in flat areas but
reached ~ 1° for rough areas. Therefore, the choice of algorithm is considered a minor
source of slope uncertainty but cannot be totally ignored.
4.3.5. Propagation of depth uncertainty to slope uncertainty
Slope values are directly impacted by the horizontal and vertical uncertainty of
depth measurements. The Horn method described in the previous section is used here to
illustrate the propagation of depth uncertainties to slope values. As the horizontal positions
of the grid nodes are fixed at regular intervals, the horizontal component is not included in
the uncertainty propagation. The CUBE algorithm implemented in QIMERA was used to
derive the vertical uncertainty for each grid node at grid cell size of 1 m (Figure 4.13).
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CUBE-generated uncertainty for the survey area. The color scale for
uncertainty is given in meters. Locations of flat and rough areas displayed in Figure 4.14
are shown as (a) and (b) respectively.
The slope for each grid point was computed over 50 iterations. For each iteration,
the vertical uncertainty values were randomly drawn from the range of CUBE-generated
uncertainties and a new bathymetric grid was assembled. The resulting grid was then used
as input to compute seafloor slope using the Horn method.
For the example provided in Figure 4.14, the slope standard deviation is related to
the slope value of the seafloor: for steep seafloors the value of standard deviation is larger
(2-3°) and for flat seafloors the slope standard deviation is comparatively small (< 2°). It
is to be noted that uncertainty due to the bathymetric uncertainty is related to the seafloor
slope as well. The areas with rough seafloor are expected to exhibit higher bathymetric
uncertainty due to large slope variations. The Monte Carlo simulation has been shown as a
potential approach to compute seafloor slope uncertainty due to bathymetric uncertainty
[139]. But estimates of slope uncertainty due to bathymetry uncertainty cannot be
generalized and for each data set the simulations (e.g., using the Monte Carlo method) will
need to be carried out to compute slope uncertainty. This poses a challenge for end users
who may not have resources to conduct such simulations.
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Result of iteration of 50 slope estimation runs by perturbing the vertical
uncertainty of CUBE grid with grid cell size of 1 m using the Horn method. (a) For flat
area; depth (top) and across-track slope standard deviation (bottom). (b) For rough area;
depth (top) and across-track slope standard deviation (bottom). Locations of the depth
profile shown in Figure 4.13.
4.3.6. Impact of unresolved seafloor slope on backscatter ensemble average
When considering the impact of low-resolution bathymetry on backscatter
uncertainty, the effect of the scale of the bathymetry on ensemble averaging of the
backscatter must be considered. To avoid bias in backscatter strength, the averaging needs
to be at a scale where the individual samples can be assumed to be derived from the same
seafloor patch. Currently, a widely accepted standard does not exist to define the bin size
for ensemble averaging and a large range of bin sizes are used: ranging from angular bins
of 0.5° to 1° with cell sizes much smaller than corresponding bathymetry for the creation
of high-resolution mosaics. Slope-related insonified area and incidence angle uncertainties
for individual backscatter samples therefore are propagated to the backscatter strength
estimate with their magnitude depending on the variance of the unresolved seafloor slope.
The variance of unresolved slopes, however, is a function of local topography and cannot
be determined using the MBES bathymetry. Despite the inability to demonstrate this
empirically, it is expected that the bathymetry (at a particular scale) enables computation
of the mean slope reliably and the variations around the mean slope will likely follow a
normal distribution. Thus, the spatial scale of the slope should practically provide the lower
limit of scale below which ensemble averages should not be carried out. For instance, if
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one samples the slope values at the scale of the bathymetry grid, one cannot build 𝑆𝑏 (𝜃)
by using backscatter elementary values at a finer scale where the seafloor slope is not
resolved.
Although not known, but assuming an arbitrary value of variance in unresolved
seafloor slopes, a first-order estimate of the resulting uncertainty in backscatter can be
made. To demonstrate this numerically, the values of modeled backscatter have been
calculated using the Generic Seafloor Acoustic Backscatter (GSAB) model [49] and used
to estimate the effect of angular averaging. In its simplest form (a Gaussian law for specular
regime and Lambert’s law at oblique incidences) the impact of averaging over ±𝜃 is plotted
in Figure 4.15. The expression for σ𝑏 for the GSAB model is given by
𝜃2

𝜎𝑏 = 𝐴exp (− 2𝐵2 ) + 𝐶cos𝐷 𝜃

[Eq. 4.16]

where A is the specular maximum amplitude, B is the facet slope standard deviation, C
quantifies the average backscatter level at oblique incidence and D is the backscatter
angular decrement [49]. The two cases illustrated in Figure 4.15 are typical angular
backscatter curves for (a) a soft-sediment with high narrow specular and oblique decrease
in cos2 𝜃 and (b) a coarse sediment with low and wide specular and oblique decrease in
cos 𝜃. For most seafloors the oblique-regime average angle dependence lies between the
cos and cos² curves shown here. The model input parameters (A, B, C, D) are
respectively (0.1; 2°; 0.001; 2) and (0.03; 7°; 0.01; 1). The values of backscatter obtained
from GSAB model were first computed for each incidence angle, then binned (at various
angular bins 1° to 10° corresponding to the assumed variance of the unresolved slope) and
reported at the central angle of the bin. As expected, the resulting uncertainty is maximum
for the specular regime where its magnitude depends on the gradient of the specular lobe.
On the other hand, the sensitivity to unresolved seafloor slopes becomes negligible in the
“plateau” regime (> 15° in this example) and at larger incidence angles. This implies that
averaging backscatter at a scale larger than the backscatter sample footprint (e.g., at the
scale of gridded bathymetry cells) does not cause a detectable bias even if the small-scale
relief causes significant slopes variations (as high as 10°) inside the grid cells around the
average slopes determined from bathymetry.
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On the other hand, the exact impact of unresolved slopes on the insonified area
correction cannot be predictively modeled using GSAB. But if the highest possible
resolution of bathymetry is used (i.e., the individual soundings), the variations in the slope
are expected to result in negligible bias in the computed ensemble average over random
variations in the insonified area. Hence averaging backscatter at the scale of the gridded
bathymetry is feasible except for the specular region (Figure 4.15a), as it provides bias-free
smoothed backscatter at a resolution consistent with the bathymetry.

Effect of incident angle binning on averaged backscatter values. Two nominal
angular backscatter curves representing seafloor types (a: high narrow specular and b: low
and wide specular) showing the effect of angular binning over 1°-10° corresponding to the
incidence angle standard deviation due to slope uncertainty. The impact is maximal in the
specular region, where the angular binning effect corresponds to the strongest angular
variations (0° to 15° incidence angles); it is then negligible in the “plateau” angle sector (>
15° incidence angles).
4.3.7. Practical impact of slope scale on incidence angle and processed backscatter
results
The MBES survey data processed using different spatial scales for the seafloor
slope correction showed that the incidence angle could vary up to tens of degrees
depending on the spatial scale of the seafloor used to estimate incidence angle. To look at
the impact of slope scale on incidence angle QPS FMGT was used as it enables the use of
a reference grid to calculate incidence angles. For comparison, the results were exported
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as text files using the built-in export functionality of QPS FMGT (‘ASCII ARA beam
detail’). The exported data included the true incidence angle as well as corrected
backscatter data after applying corrections for seafloor slope (based on whether a reference
grid was used) and insonified area. For both incidence angles and backscatter levels, the
largest differences were observed between no-slope corrections and slopes computed at a
1-m grid resolution (Figure 4.16). The backscatter values showed variations of up to 3 dB
around the specular area, decreasing at oblique angles (Figure 4.16). As QPS FMGT
currently does not provide details of area corrections separately, these differences show the
cumulative effect of the backscatter corrections including the insonified area. However, as
the only difference in processing was the change in the reference grid resolution, the
differences in the backscatter results imply that these are related to insonified area
corrections.
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(a) Comparison of incidence angle from one beam (#50) showing results with
no slope correction compared to slope corrections using bathymetric grid of 1m, 5m and
20m spatial resolution. (b) Differences (absolute) in the incidence angle as computed with
no slope correction and using 1m spatial resolution grid; 1m and 5m grid resolution; and
5m and 20 m grid resolution. (c) Differences (absolute) in processed backscatter results
computed with no slope correction and using 1m spatial resolution grid; 1m and 5m grid
resolution; and 5m and 20 m grid resolution.
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4.4. Discussion
The focus of this research has been understanding sources of slope uncertainty
while correcting seafloor backscatter data for insonified area and incidence angle. This
cannot be separated from the issues of analysis scale and choice of methodology for
creating underlying bathymetry that is used to correct the backscatter data for slope and
incident angle. As multibeam survey acquisition becomes prevalent, the use of multiple
backscatter data sets from different sources is also becoming more widespread. The
compilation of backscatter data from various sources, collected using multiple MBES
systems, and processed with different tools, highlights a need to understand and quantify
uncertainty in the backscatter data. The results presented here have demonstrated that the
slopes estimated for correcting seafloor backscatter vary depending on the computational
algorithm and uncertainty of the bathymetry. The greatest uncertainty is introduced if the
seafloor slope is not resolved at an appropriate scale. Unfortunately, documentation
accompanying backscatter results often lacks a description of how the seafloor slope was
corrected for, making it difficult for end-users to determine uncertainty due to slope
corrections. Information about computation algorithm, bathymetric data used, and scale of
analysis should accompany seafloor backscatter data so that users can interpret the
backscatter data and their intrinsic uncertainty.
4.4.1. Summary of uncertainty components of seafloor backscatter measurements
related to seafloor slope
The impact scale adapted from [161] is used to classify the magnitude of the
uncertainty related to area correction (in dB) and incidence angle (in °) (Table 4.3). The
impacts of the main uncertainty sources in seafloor slope computation are summarized in
Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3: Scale adapted from [161] to classify the magnitude of uncertainty in area
correction and incidence angle.
Negligible (N)

Small (S)

Moderate (M)

High (H)

Prohibitive (P)

Area correction (dB)

0.01 to 0.1

0.1 to 1

1 to 3

3 to 6

Beyond 6

Incidence angle (°)

0.01 to 0.1

0.1 to 1

1 to 3

3 to 6

Beyond 6

Table 4.4: Major sources of uncertainty for seafloor slope required for area insonified and
seafloor incidence angle. See the code (N-S-M-H-P) definition in Table 4.3.
Seafloor slope uncertainty source

Magnitude of uncertainty in

Possible quality improvement

area insonified and incidence
angle
Flat seafloor assumption (seafloor

N

to

P

depending

on

Use

bathymetry

slope completely ignored)

topography

compensation

Inappropriate scale of seafloor slope

M to H depending on large

Use

computation (beam bathymetry vs.

scale topography

resolution bathymetry

N to M depending on small

Average

scale topography

inside angular bins

of

in

highest

slope

available

grid at lower resolution)
Unresolved seafloor slope

Bathymetry uncertainty

S

to

M

depending

on

backscatter

values

-

bathymetric uncertainty and
magnitude of seafloor slope
Seafloor slope algorithm based on

N to S

-

bathymetry grid

4.4.2. Approaches to using bathymetry for slope estimation
As is evident from the discussion above, the largest uncertainty levels are obtained
when the seafloor slope is ignored while processing backscatter data. Several works have
highlighted this issue (e.g., [164]). This uncertainty directly depends on the slope
magnitude (i.e., on the local topography); therefore, its prediction cannot be accomplished
a priori. However, as the collection of concurrent bathymetry is conducted during MBES
backscatter surveys, this uncertainty source can be reduced if the bathymetry data are used
to compute the seafloor slopes. At this point, the issue of the bathymetry spatial scale must
be carefully considered. Terrestrial studies of slope accuracy support the conclusion that
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spatial scale is an important factor for accurately estimating the terrain slope [168,173]
which has also been shown to be critical for seafloor slope [139]. Several options, with
varying resolutions, are available for end-users to compute the slope from the available
bathymetric data. An important question is whether to use across-track beam bathymetry
(pros: optimal resolution; cons: noise unfiltered; does not give the across/along-track slope
at consistent spacing) or gridded bathymetry (pros: gives along and across-track slopes
with a consistent sampling spacing, and well filtered; cons: the gridding is often too coarse
to provide detailed slopes). The results from Figure 4.7 indicate that along-track slope
effects are relatively small (0.1 – 1dB) for area insonified and affects only the near-nadir
beam adversely. In contrast, the results from Figure 4.11 indicate that estimated slope
values vary significantly depending on whether beam bathymetry or a bathymetric grid is
chosen for the slope estimation, especially for seafloors with large topographic variations.
The uncertainty in the area insonified and incidence angle can be prohibitively high (> 6
dB; > 6°) as indicated in Figure 4.16 for complex terrains with rough topography.
Therefore, for the across-track slopes, beam bathymetry is the preferred choice. For alongtrack slope, the gridded bathymetry at highest resolution can offer a reasonable solution.
Hybrid processing of bathymetry (using beam bathymetry for across-track slope and using
gridded bathymetry for along-track) could also provide an optimal solution.
4.4.3. Impact of spatial scale
For the insonified area computation required for backscatter processing, the spatial
scale at which the slope needs to be resolved should be ideally the backscatter sample
footprint extent. The interplay between calculable uncertainties vs. lack of information
caused by using larger grid cell size will remain an unanswered question as generalized
terrain characteristics cannot be reliably assumed for a surveyed area. However, it is
reasonable and useful to estimate upper bounds for this cause of uncertainty. Although not
predictable, if the variations of slopes within spatial scale of soundings are large (> ± 5°),
the angular shape of the specular region of the backscatter will be distorted (Figure 4.16).
For a given beam, the incidence angle is provided by the best available bathymetry.
However, the variations in the local slope can introduce uncertainty in the incidence angle
and therefore while binning backscatter values, the backscatter values from other incidence
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angles will be averaged together introducing the uncertainty shown in Figure 4.16. Even if
the highest possible resolution of bathymetry is used to compute the seafloor slope, there
will still remain some level of unresolved seafloor slope. However, it is concluded that
based on the requirement of taking averages over an angular bin, these unresolved seafloor
slopes are problematic only in some cases of specular region of backscatter. Binning
backscatter data to a resolution similar to the bathymetry grid offers a solution to reduce
the impacts of variations in local seafloor slopes. Also, this can provide a practical
guideline for applications where selecting a spatial scale of backscatter strength is required.
For example, Buscombe et al. [174] recently suggested spectral filtering to remove high
frequency noise from the backscatter data. The low-pass filtered backscatter data was
suggested to be representative of the underlying sediment. The selection of spectral
filtering parameters can, however, be subjective. Using the bathymetry resolution scale as
a guide to binning size can provide a quantitative and practical means to select a low-pass
filter for the backscatter data.
4.4.4. Impact of bathymetric uncertainty
Bathymetric uncertainty was shown to cause moderate uncertainty (< 3°) in the
seafloor slope (Figure 4.14). This was based on the empirical uncertainty derived for one
case-study from CUBE and using a Monte Carlo simulation to run 50 iterations of slope
estimation for the bathymetric grid at 1 m grid cell size. The bathymetric uncertainty,
however, will vary for different depths as well as within the swath extent. Multibeam
surveys are usually run to comply with bathymetric uncertainty guidelines from the
International Hydrographic Office (IHO) [113]; however modern multibeam systems often
surpass these guidelines by far. The total vertical uncertainty (TVU) of soundings is
required to be better than IHO Special Order for shallow water surveys (< 40 m) and better
than IHO Order 1 (< 100 m) or IHO Order 2 (> 100 m) for deep water surveys. The vertical
uncertainty 𝜎𝑧 (at 95 % confidence) is depth-dependent and defined by IHO as [113]
𝜎𝑧 = ±√𝑎2 + (𝑏 × 𝑑)2

[Eq. 4.17]

where a is the portion of uncertainty that does not vary with depth, b is a coefficient that
represents the portion of uncertainty that varies with depth d. For local slope calculations
the soundings are not expected to be affected by non-random (stable) errors (such as biases
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caused by the system installation or by the sound velocity profile), therefore only random
relative vertical uncertainties should be considered. Values of a and b for IHO Special
Order, Order 2 and Order 1 are provided in Table 4.5 and can be used to estimate worst
case vertical uncertainty.
Table 4.5: Parameters used to estimate vertical uncertainty using IHO [113] uncertainty
guidelines for various depths.
Water depth (d)

a

b (% d)

𝜎𝑧

Special Order

20 m

0.25

0.0075 (0.75)

0.29

Order 1

50 m

0.5

0.013 (1.3)

0.82

Order 2

100 m

1

0.023 (2.3)

2.50

Using the vertical uncertainties provided in Table 4.5 to perturb the soundings,
Monte Carlo iterations applied to Eq. [4.10] can provide slope perturbation estimates as a
function of the horizontal spacing of the soundings. The resulting standard deviation of the
slope estimates shows that bathymetric data (even complying with IHO Special Order
standards) provide very high standard deviations in estimated slopes (Figure 4.17). For
example, for 0.5 m sounding spacing, the Special-Order survey shows a local slope
uncertainty exceeding 35°. The dependence of slope uncertainty on sounding spacing as
observed in Figure 4.17 is due to the fact that the same vertical uncertainty will result in
higher errors in computed slope from smaller sounding spacing due to the reduction in the
denominator in the slope estimation Eq. [4.10]. However, for modern MBES the depth
uncertainty is well controlled, and several studies have suggested that the vertical random
uncertainty will surpass Special Order requirements. For example Marks and Smith [175]
found that 95% of multibeam sonar surveys archived at the NOAA national archives show
a repeatable depth within 0.47 % of water depth (to be compared to the Special Order
parameter b = 0.75%). Similarly, performance testing of several new systems (e.g.,
[176,177]) have shown that depth uncertainty is constrained well below the IHO standards.
Estimates of slope uncertainties with TVUs of 0.1% and 0.47 % of water depth are plotted
in Figure 4.17 for comparison and show that slope uncertainty can be reduced to
manageable levels if vertical uncertainty is constrained well.
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Uncertainty in slope (standard deviation) computed through Monte-Carlo
iterations of Eq. [4.10] while considering different vertical uncertainty (Special Order:
0.29m, Order 1: 0.82m, Order 2: 2.5m; 0.47 % of depth and 0.1 % of depth), with sounding
spacing from 0.5m-16m for Special Order uncertainty; 4m-16m for Order 1 uncertainty
and 8m-16m for Order 2 uncertainty. Horizontal uncertainty (HorU) is ignored in this
simulation.
The TVU for multibeam soundings strongly depends on the angle with respect to
vertical (tilt angle). For the demonstration, one may adopt a model to approximate depth
dependent TVU of the form
𝛿𝑧
= √𝛼 2 + 𝛽 2 tan2 𝜃.
𝑑

[Eq. 4.18]

Using typical values of 0.001 for 𝛼 and 0.003 for 𝛽provide TVU estimates that replicate
approximately the uncertainty observed with respect to the tilt angle [176] (0.1%d near
nadir to ~ 1%d at outer beams). To estimate slope uncertainty using the above TVU
estimate, the across-track sounding spacing is assumed based on equidistant beams spread
over the angular swath. The across-track distance between the soundings as a function of
depth (d) can then be approximated as
∆𝑥/𝑑 = 2tan𝜃𝑀 /𝑁𝑏

[Eq. 4.19]

where 𝜃𝑀 is the maximum tilt angle and 𝑁𝑏 is the total number of beams. Using 𝜃𝑀 as 75°
and 𝑁𝑏 as 160 the depth-dependent sounding spacing can be computed (Eq. [4.19]).
Considering the vertical uncertainty (Eq. [4.18]) and sounding spacing (Eq. [4.19]) are both
linearly dependent on depth d, the slope uncertainty is finally depth-independent and can
be estimated by computing standard deviation of Monte-Carlo iterations of the slope
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computation (Eq. [4.10]). The standard deviation of slope using the likely TVU and beam
spacing (with 0.1m position uncertainty) shows the resulting dependence on the tilt angle
(Figure 4.18). For this configuration, the slope uncertainty varies from 3° at nadir to 8° at
the swath end. Note that the slope uncertainty can be further reduced by computing slope
over larger across-track intervals, at the expense of spatial resolution (§3.3); Figure 4.18
illustrates the reduction in slope uncertainty when increasing x by a factor 2 and 4. In
conclusion, bathymetric surveys strictly complying with IHO standards can still result in
prohibitive uncertainty in local seafloor slopes usable for backscatter computation;
however, modern MBES can outperform IHO bathymetric standards by many orders and
having an optimal TVU will enable slope to be computed with high (< 6°) uncertainty that
can be further reduced to moderate levels (< 3° as defined in Table 4.3) if slope is computed
over multiple soundings.

Typical angle-dependent depth uncertainty (top) for a modern shallow water
MBES, and uncertainty in slope (bottom) using (10) with sounding spacing (∆𝑥) defined
by equidistant beams (160 beams) spread over 75° angular swath. Horizontal uncertainty
(HorU) is assumed to be 0.1m in this simulation.
4.4.5. Slope uncertainty vs. grid resolution and computation approach
The choice of seafloor slope computation algorithm does not contribute
significantly to the seafloor slope uncertainty. Two computation algorithms were tested
during this study. The differences between the results of these two algorithms were
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observed to be small (< 1°). Other studies have assessed impacts of the choice of slope
algorithms and have determined that this effect is not as pronounced as the choice of the
spatial scale [178,179]. In conclusion, considering that robust computational algorithms
are available, choice of computation algorithm has limited impact on the seafloor slope
uncertainty.
The practical question of assessing uncertainty of seafloor slope by end-users for
seafloor backscatter correction still requires development of tools accounting for
computation algorithm, scale and bathymetric uncertainty. An important realization is that
the standard deviation of slope (computed at a single scale) does not represent the actual
practical uncertainty in the slope estimation. For example, while considering smaller grid
sizes (or small sounding spacing as in case of beam bathymetry), large values of slope
uncertainty are realized. Using coarser grid cell sizes (or large distances between beam
soundings) the computed standard deviation of slope is reduced significantly. This falsely
implies that coarser grid resolution results in lower slope uncertainty. An alternate
approach to quantify uncertainty is to estimate seafloor slope at various (possible)
resolutions then compare these to estimate uncertainty of the insonified area and incidence
angle. The majority of end-users rely on the commercial software packages to process
MBES backscatter data [39]. Therefore, they have limited choices of which method to
choose and too often these choices are not transparent. In commercially-available
backscatter processing tools, no uncertainty in the seafloor slope (either from sounding
uncertainty or from the choice of grid-cell size and methodology) is explicitly defined in
the final results. Therefore, validation of backscatter results without the availability of their
uncertainties becomes a challenge for end-users. Software developers are hence urged to
provide more details about their data processing algorithms and ideally to incorporate
uncertainty estimators. Comparing and validating processed backscatter results and
providing detailed data processing steps (including insonified area and incidence angles)
have been recommended by the ad hoc Backscatter Working Group [15]; this approach
will help end-users in comparing and contrasting effects of the processing options, and
hence in optimizing the methodology and the spatial scale of slope correction.
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4.5. Conclusions
Uncertainty quantification is a complex and important part of seafloor acoustic
remote sensing that is integral to the repeatability of the processing and interpretation of
backscatter data. The issues highlighted in this study relate to the computation of seafloor
slopes and their impact on incident angle and insonified area calculations. The magnitude
of seafloor slope uncertainty is impacted by the uncertainty in the measurement of seafloor
topography, the methods used to model the topography and the spatial scale of bathymetry
used to compute seafloor slopes. The order of magnitude of uncertainty expected from each
source has been identified (Table 4.4) showing that the flat-seafloor assumption often used
during data acquisition is justified only by the real-time computation constraints and should
be avoided in post-processing. Fortunately, software processing tools now enable end-users
to correct for the seafloor slope. However, the corrections still can suffer from large
uncertainties if the highest possible resolution of the seafloor slope is not used. The spatial
scale of the bathymetric data dictates the scale at which backscatter data can be accurately
estimated; consequently, the backscatter values should be averaged at the scale of the
bathymetry used for slope estimation. It is hoped that by making the issues of slope,
incidence angle and insonified area more explicit in post-processing operations, future
studies of seafloor backscatter will incorporate uncertainty in their analyses of seafloor
backscatter strength, end-users will pay more attention to these issues during data
processing and interpretation, and software developers will provide processing tools with
more accurate compensations of the slope effects.
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CHAPTER 5

5 RESULTS FROM THE FIRST PHASE OF THE
BACKSCATTER SOFTWARE INTER-COMPARISON
PROJECT (BSIP)
This chapter is based on a draft submitted for publication in a peer reviewed journal. My
contribution to the article included conceptualization of the study, project management,
methodology development, writing original draft, review and editing of draft, code
development and data interpretation. The article has been formatted to meet UNH
dissertation formatting guidelines. Paper citation: Malik, M.; Schimel, A.; Masetti, G.;
Roche, M.; Deunf, J.L.; Dolan, M.; Beaudoin, J.; Augustin, J.M.; Hamilton, T.; Parnum, I.
Results from the first phase of the Backscatter Software Inter-comparison Project. Appl.
Acoust. Submitted.
Abstract: Seafloor backscatter mosaics are now routinely produced from
multibeam echosounder data and used in a wide range of marine applications, such as
benthic habitat mapping and geomorphic studies. However, large differences (> 5 dB) can
often be observed between the levels of mosaics produced by different software packages
processing the same dataset. This is because the backscatter data processing pipeline is a
sequence of complex steps, the order and the implementation of which have not been
standardized to date. The resulting lack of consistency between backscatter data products
is a major limitation for a number of possible uses of backscatter mosaics, including
quantitative analysis, monitoring seafloor change over time, and combining mosaics from
different surveys.
In order to recognize the source(s) of inconsistency between software, it is
necessary to understand at which stage(s) of the data processing chain the differences
become substantial. In May 2018, the Backscatter Software Inter-comparison Project
(BSIP) was initiated – under the auspices of the GeoHab’s Backscatter Working Group –
to better understand such differences. To this end, willing commercial and academic
software developers were invited to generate intermediate processed backscatter results
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from a common dataset, for cross comparison. The first phase of the BSIP requested
intermediate processed results consisting of two stages of the processing sequence: the onevalue-per-beam level obtained after reading the raw data and the level obtained after
radiometric corrections but before compensation of the angular dependence. Both of these
intermediate results showed large differences between software solutions. This study
explores the possible reasons for these differences and highlights the need for collaborative
efforts between software developers and their users to improve the consistency and
transparency of the backscatter data processing sequence.
5.1. Introduction
Commercial multibeam echosounders (MBES) were designed in the 1970’s [180]
for the purpose of bathymetry data acquisition, but it is only in the past two decades that
software packages became generally available to process seafloor backscatter data
(henceforth, backscatter). The earliest software packages were developed and privately
used by academics [9,13]. As backscatter started proving important in seafloor
characterization studies [1,11,19,26], the user base expanded, and several commercial,
proprietary software packages became available. Today, backscatter is collected by a broad
range of users for a variety of applications, including by scientists and resource managers
to assess and quantify seafloor resources (sediment, geology, habitats, etc.), by
hydrographic and military agencies to determine seafloor type, and by coastal zone
managers for infrastructure planning. Most of these end-users rely on commercial software
for data processing [39]. Due to their commercial nature, these software packages are often
closed source and very limited information is available about their proprietary data
processing routines and algorithms.
Processing backscatter data involves applying various and complex environmental
and sensor-specific corrections to the raw level recorded by the system [41]. Those
corrections have been well studied [15,19,26,41], but neither the details of each correction,
nor the order in which they are applied have ever been standardized [15,41,181]. This lack
of standards for data processing and metadata, combined with the need for commercial
software manufacturers to protect their intellectual property, resulted in software being
developed mostly independently. Recent comparisons of the backscatter products obtained
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from processing the same datasets with different software highlighted differences in the
results [39,182–184]. The approach adopted during these comparisons included comparing
the backscatter end-results in the form of mosaics as obtained from various software
packages. Having recognized that different software likely process backscatter differently,
the challenge remains for the end-users to assess which, if any, of the processing
methodology is most accurate. This challenge is further compounded by the lack of
standards for backscatter data acquisition [15,161]. The uncertainty in backscatter results
due to the hardware and environment have only recently begun to be recognized [161,185],
and uncertainty standards still need to be developed in the manner that they were developed
for multibeam bathymetry data over a decade ago [99]. With the goal to improve
consistency among backscatter data acquisition and processing methodologies, the
Backscatter Working Group (BSWG) was established in 2013 under the auspices of the
GeoHab (Marine Geological and Biological Habitat Mapping) association. The BSWG
compiled its guidelines in a report published in 2015 [181]. Among other
recommendations, the BSWG encouraged comparative tests of processing software
packages using common data sets [15]. As an outcome of this recommendation, the
Backscatter Software Inter-Comparison Project (BSIP) was launched during the GeoHab
2019 conference.
The long-term objective of the Backscatter Inter-comparison Project is to
understand the reasons for the differences between the end-results obtained from a common
dataset by various backscatter processing tools. The results in this paper represent the first
phase of this project. Since comparing the end-results of the processing solutions does not
allow for understanding the root causes of the discrepancies, the developers of commonlyused software were invited to provide a set of intermediate stages from the processing of a
common dataset. This approach allows comparison of intermediate corrections without
requiring software developers to disclose the details of their proprietary algorithms.
A recent survey of backscatter end-users [39] identified the most-commonly used
backscatter data processing software packages to date: HIPS and SIPS by Teledyne
CARIS, Fledermaus Geocoder Toolbox (FMGT) by QPS, Geocoder by the University of
New Hampshire (UNH), Hypack by Xylem, MB-System by the Monterey Bay Aquarium
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Research Institute, and Sonarscope by IFREMER. The developers of FMGT [171], HIPS
and SIPS [186], SonarScope [187] and MB-Process (a data processing research tool by
Curtin University) agreed to participate in this study. This paper describes the results of
the first phase of the project and the lessons learned.
5.2. Data and Methods
5.2.1. Selection of test backscatter data
Five datasets were selected for this study (Table 5.1), representing a range of
shallow- and deep-water MBES: Kongsberg EM 2040, EM 3002, EM 710, EM 302 and
Teledyne Reson SeaBat 7125. These datasets do not represent an exhaustive list of
commercially available MBES but were opportunistically chosen because data from these
surveys were publicly available. The test data sets were collected by different agencies
(Table 5.1). List of individual data files used during this study are provided as Appendix
5A.
Table 5.1: Datasets used during the study
Sonar model

Vessel

Data
acquisition
software

Agency

Location

Weather

Date

Depth
range

RV Simon
Stevin

SIS

FPS
Economy

Kwinte reference
area (Belgium)

Calm

12 April
2016

23-26 m

SIS

SHOM

Carre Renard area,

Calm

13 Jan
2010

18-22 m

(300 kHz)

HSL
Guillemot

EM 710

BH2 Borda

SIS

SHOM

Carre Renard area,
Brest Bay, France

Calm

14 Feb
2013

18-22 m

Okeanos
Explorer

SIS

NOAA

Johnston
Atoll
near Hawaii, USA

Rough

17 July
2017

~3000 m

HMSMB
Owen

PDS2000

Shallow
survey
common
dataset
2015

Plymouth, UK

Calm

29 July
2014

< 10 m

(Nominal
Frequency)
EM 2040
(300 kHz)
EM 3002

Brest Bay, France

(70-100 kHz)
EM 302
(30 kHz)
SeaBat 7125
(400 kHz)
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5.2.2. Selection of intermediate processed backscatter level
A template backscatter data processing pipeline and nomenclature were recently
proposed for adoption to assist standardizing backscatter data processing [41]. In this
theoretical pipeline, the various stages of radiometric and geometric corrections are
chronologically ordered, and the intermediate backscatter levels obtained between each
stage are named (BL0 through to BL4), providing a sequence of intermediate results (Figure
5.1). However, since each software package applies these corrections in different orders,
most of these specific outputs cannot be produced without significantly modifying the data
processing code. For the current study, after discussion and agreement with software
developers, it was concluded that a phased approach would be most effective. In this first
phase, only the intermediate levels that can be provided without significantly altering the
code were considered (BL0 and BL3).

Visual workflow of the backscatter data processing pipeline (adapted from
Figure 1 in [41]), resulting in the two common backscatter products: angular response
curves and mosaic. Only the BL0 and BL3 intermediate outputs were requested from
software developers during the current study.
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5.2.2.1. BL0: the backscatter level as read in the raw files
The first stage of backscatter processing consists of reading the raw backscatter
data recorded in the MBES raw data files. For both Kongsberg and Teledyne Reson
systems, the raw data format organizes the collected information into several types of data
units, known as datagrams, and the structure of each datagram type is described in format
specifications made publicly available by the manufacturers [188,189]. Not only are
backscatter data typically available in different datagrams, but the formats, the intermediate
calculations applied, and the output resolution may have changed over the years. For
example, in Kongsberg systems, backscatter data are available in both the “one-value-perbeam” and “several-samples-per-beam” formats in two different datagrams (“Depth”
datagram for the former and “Seabed Image” datagram for the later). In November 2005,
the “Depth” datagram was superseded by the “XYZ 88” datagram, and the “Seabed Image”
datagram was superseded by the “Seabed Image 89” datagram, with both newer datagrams
upgrading the data resolution from 0.5 dB to 0.1 dB [188]. For Reson system, datagrams
with multiple samples per beam data are referred to as “snippets”. With the aim of using
the same raw data, software developers were requested to start the processing with the
Seabed Image / Snippets data as the original level (BL0).
5.2.2.2. BL3: the backscatter level after radiometric corrections but before
compensation for angular dependence
Typically, several radiometric corrections are applied to the raw data (BL0) after
they are extracted from the file. According to Schimel et al. [41], they can be classified in
three types: (i) Corrections for Gains applied during Reception (CorGR), (ii) Corrections
for propagation through Water column and interaction with Seafloor and (CorWS) and (iii)
Corrections for Mechanical Properties of the transducer (CorMP). This is not the approach
that has been historically taken in different software implementations; some software may
apply all corrections in bulk, others may combine several, or apply only partial corrections,
or apply corrections in different orders. Therefore, we could only request the levels before
and after all radiometric corrections (BL0 and BL3, see Figure 5.1). BL3, the backscatter
level corrected for radiometric corrections, as a function of the incident angle, is the
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“angular response curve”, that is one of the two backscatter outputs commonly produced.
Further corrections would need to be applied to BL3 to obtain a backscatter mosaic,
including the flattening of the backscatter angular dependence.
5.2.3. Data processing by software developers
Software developers provided the results as an ASCII text file in the format
requested (Table 5.2). One of the software packages already had some variations of ASCII
export built into their processing routine, while for others the ASCII export was developed
as a result of this request.
Table 5.2: Requested variables to be included in ASCII export files for this study.
Column
#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Value
reported

Ping
#

Beam
#

Ping Time
(Unix time)

Latitude

Longitude

BL0

Seafloor
Incidence
angle
(BL3)

BL3

Software developers were given option to include additional columns as desired. The
details of the data processing as implemented by software developers for this project are
outlined in the following sections.
5.2.3.1. HIPS & SIPS backscatter processing workflow
The backscatter processing implementation in CARIS SIPS is a continuation of its
bathymetric processing workflow and is aimed towards creating a backscatter mosaic. SIPS
supports data sources from Reson and Kongsberg systems in their three record modes:
Sidescan (only applicable to Reson systems), beam average intensities and snippets. Two
separate backscatter processing engines are available within SIPS: Geocoder and SIPS
backscatter processing engine. As the existing SIPS workflow did not allow end-users to
extract BL0 and BL3, these data were extracted by the SIPS software developers themselves
(Pers. comm. Travis Hamilton). The following corrections and settings were selected:
Processing Engine: SIPS, Source Data Type: Time series; Slant Range Correction, Beam
Pattern Correction; Angular Variation Gains, Adaptive; AVG size filter, 200 samples. As
of release of CARIS SIPS 11.1.3 (released March 2019) end-users will have the ability to
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export the intermediate processing stages accessed through ‘Advanced Settings’ and by
designating a ‘Corrections Text Folder’ where an ASCII file is stored that contains results
of intermediate processing stages (Figure 5.2, this newly implemented workflow has not
been validated by authors as yet).

CARIS SIPS mosaic creation tool showing the advanced settings where a
folder can be set for export of text file that contains intermediate backscatter processed
levels. CARIS HIPS & SIPS ver. 11.1.3 (Released March 2019).
5.2.3.2. FMGT backscatter processing workflow
The backscatter data processing in the QPS software suite is a separate toolbox:
Fledermaus Geocoder ToolBox (FMGT). A notable factor in this implementation is that
all the survey parameters are read directly from the survey line files, while the processing
parameters are divided in two categories. Under the “Backscatter” category, the following
options were selected: “Tx/Rx Power Gain Correction”, “Apply Beam Pattern Correction”,
and “Keep data for ARA analysis”, Backscatter Range was selected based on the minimum
and maximum value of backscatter from “calibrated” backscatter with beam angle cut off
between 0° and 90°. Export of BL0 and BL3 data are available through ASCII export ‘ARA
beam detail’ (Figure 5.3).
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QPS FMGT tool settings showing version 7.8.0 (released December 2016). To
enable export of ARA Beam detail, enable ‘Keep data for ARA analysis’ in processing
parameters. The ‘ASCII ARA Beam Detail’ export is available through the contextual
display on the main window.
5.2.3.3. SonarScope data processing workflow
SonarScope is a research tool developed by the “Acoustics & Seismics” department
of IFREMER. SonarScope is available for free under an academic non-commercial use
license. This tool is developed in Matlab as a laboratory tool aimed at research and
development, rather than production. SonarScope can handle a variety of MBES formats.
SonarScope implemented a new backscatter data processing methodology concurrently
with this study (Pers. comm. Jean Marie Augustin). A detailed analysis of various
processing stages based on the sonar equation [19] are provided in this updated workflow,
and exported as an HTML summary file with graphical displays of the various corrections.
An ASCII output file is also produced that contain several fields describing the corrections
(Figure 5.4).
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The interface in SonarScope to select the export of csv and html file that
provides details of the various corrections applied to the produce processed backscatter
results. SonarScope ver. 20190702_R2017b (released 2 July 2019).
5.2.3.4. Curtin CMST- GA MB Process data processing and SONAR2MAT
data conversion
The CMST-GA MB Process is a proprietary backscatter data processing tool coded
in Matlab and developed and used by Curtin University and Geoscience Australia
researchers to process Kongsberg (.all) files and Reson MBES (files saved as XTF) [190].
It is available to download for free from: https://cmst.curtin.edu.au/products/multibeamsoftware/ (last accessed Sept 2019). As this study used Reson (.s7k) files, the converter
SONAR2MAT [191] was used to convert the (.s7k) data first to MATLAB (.mat) data
files. SONAR2MAT converter supports a variety of MBES data formats and is available
to download for free from: https://cmst.curtin.edu.au/products/sonar2mat-software/ (last
accessed Sept 2019). The script was used to calculate the mean for each beam (, i.e., BL0)
from the converted snippets data packet (7028) using the samples that fall within +/-5 dB
around the bottom detect echo level. The corrections applied followed Parnum and
Gavrilov [126], and required other converted data packets, including: settings (7000),
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bathymetry (7027) and beam geometry (7004), to produce BL3 data. Data were then
exported in to the ASCII format specified in Table 2 except for beam depth.
5.3. Results
The ASCII files obtained for each software differed in both format and contents. A
summary of the contents of the ASCII files is provided in Appendix 5B. The availability
of results on ping/beam basis made it convenient to compare data from each software. Data
inter-comparison was conducted based on the beam number, BL0, BL3 and incidence angle.
5.3.1. Flagged invalid beams
The number of beams flagged as “invalid” by each software were different (Figure
5.5). For the Kongsberg EM 302 data, FMGT showed almost no flagged beams while both
SIPS and SonarScope showed a large number of beams flagged. These differences were
found to be related to each software’s different choice of dealing with soundings with
invalid bottom detection. Kongsberg’s “XYZ 88” datagram provides information about
‘detection information’ that specifies among other things whether the beam had a valid
bottom detection or not (see note 4 p.44 [188]). FMGT by default allows the use of the
beams with invalid bottom detection, while SIPS and SonarScope utilize only the beams
that have a valid bottom detection information available. For the purposes of comparison,
only the beams that were considered valid by all software packages were used.

Number (%) of flagged beams for three software: CARIS, SonarScope and
FMGT for EM 302 data. Number of flagged beams reached to 80 % for CARIS and
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SonarScope for the outer beams while the beams flagged as invalid remain < 1 % for
FMGT.
5.3.2. Comparison of BL0 and BL3
The software provided results whose patterns were qualitatively comparable but
whose relative levels were often very different (BL0 in Figure 5.6 and BL3 in Figure 5.7).
The mean values of BL0 and BL3 were computed for each beam and ping and showed that
the differences between the tools can be larger than 5 dB (Figure 5.8). It was also evident
these differences are not uniform across the swath. A pair-wise comparison revealed that
the differences were more pronounced for the outer beams compared to near-nadir beams
(Figure 5.9).

Plots showing BL0 results from CARIS, FMGT and Sonar Scope for EM 302
data.
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Plots showing BL3 results from CARIS, FMGT and Sonar Scope for EM 302
data.

Plots showing the BL0 (left panels) and BL3 (right panels) results from CARIS,
FMGT and SonarScope for EM 302 data. The plots on top show the average over the entire
survey line for all pings reported at each beam. The lower plots show the average of all
beam for each ping.
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Mean and standard deviation of pair-wise differences between BL0 and BL3 for
each beam computed by software solutions for EM 302 data. (a) Mean differences BL0 (b)
Standard deviation of differences BL0 (c) Mean differences BL3 (d) Standard deviation of
differences BL3
5.3.3. Comparison of reported incidence angles
CARIS SIPS reported incidence angles were positive and ranged from 0° to 80°
while FMGT and SonarScope reported the incidence angle with range from −80° to 80°
with port swath incidence angles reported as negative numbers (Figure 10,11).
Topographically-related variations in incidence angles are clearly visible in the output of
SIPS, FMGT and SonarScope, suggesting that seafloor slope was considered while
computing seafloor incidence angle. However slight variations in the incidence angle are
noticeable that may be related to the differences in the cleaning or smoothing of the DTM
used to correct for seafloor slope.
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Plot showing incidence angle reported for each beam for one file from EM
302 MBES.

Comparison of empirical pdf of BL0 (top), BL3 (middle) and Incidence angle
(bottom) for the three software tools for one data line collected using EM 302.
5.3.4. Comparison of corrections applied for BL3 processing
The difference between BL3 and BL0 were computed for each software solution in
order to obtain the total correction factor applied in the radiometric correction stage (Figure
5.12, 5.13). These show that each software applies very different processing corrections at
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this stage. In the case of SIPS, the correction appears as an along-track stripes pattern,
which would implicate beam pattern correction (§ 2.3.1). In the case of FMGT, the
correction is reminiscent of incidence angle. In the case of SonarScope, the correction
increases somewhat regularly away from nadir. Without the knowledge of the intermediate
stages between BL0 and BL3 (BL2A and BL2B – See Figure 5.1), these interpretations are
speculative.

Plots showing the total radiometric corrective factor (BL3-BL0) for each
software package.

Plot showing average of BL3 - BL0 over 50 pings (ping # 100 - 150).
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5.3.5. Summary of differences between software for different sonar types
In the previous sections, we explored in detail the differences between SIPS, FMGT
and SonarScope processing an EM302 data file. In this section the results of BL0, BL3 and
incidence angle for other sonar types are summarized. The results show that EM 710
(Figure 5.14,15), EM 3002 (Figure 5.16, 5.17), EM 2040 (Figure 5.18, 5.19) and SeaBat
7125 (Figure 5.20, 5.21) also present large differences.

PDF of BL0, BL3 and incidence angle results from FMGT, CARIS and Sonar
Scope for EM 710.

Plots showing BL0 (left panels) and BL3 (right panels) from CARIS SIPS,
FMGT and SonarScope for the EM 710 data. The plots on top show the average over the
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entire survey line for all pings reported at each beam. The lower plots show the average of
all beams for each ping. SonarScope BL3 results were clipped for the pings where there
was no reference DTM available.

PDF of BL0, BL3 and incidence angle results from CARIS and Sonar Scope
for EM 3002.

Plots showing BL0 (left panels) and BL3 (right panels) from CARIS SIPS,
FMGT and SonarScope for the EM 3002 data. The plots on top show the average over the
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entire survey line for all pings reported at each beam. The lower plots show the average of
all beams for each ping.

PDF of BL0, BL3 and incidence angle results from FMGT, CARIS and Sonar
Scope for EM 2040.

Plots showing BL0 (left panels) and BL3 (right panels) from CARIS SIPS,
FMGT and SonarScope for the EM 2040 data. The plots on top show the average over the
entire survey line for all pings reported at each beam. The lower plots show the average of
all beams for each ping.
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PDF of BL0, BL3 and incidence angle results from FMGT, CARIS and Curtin
MB Process Reson 7125.

Plots showing BL0 (left panels) and BL3 (right panels) from CARIS SIPS,
FMGT and Curtin University MB Process for the SeaBat 7125 data. The plots on top show
the average over the entire survey line for all pings reported at each beam. The lower plots
show the average of all beams for each ping.
The pairwise differences show that both BL0 and BL3 results differ considerably
among processing solutions for the example files from all sonar models. The mean
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differences (except for the SeaBat 7125 data file) ranged from ~2 dB to ~10 dB with
standard deviations of up to 8 dB. For the Seabat 7125 data file, the mean of the difference
between FMGT and MB Process results was < 1 dB, but the difference was ~ 100 dB for
comparisons involving SIPS. The large discrepancy observed in SIPS results for the SeaBat
7125 data file indicate application of large (yet unexplained) offset while reading the
snippets.
5.3.6. Reasons for differences in BL3 for different sonar types
The results presented above showed that software solutions provided levels that
differ both at the initial raw data reading stage (BL0) and after the radiometric correction
have been applied. The differences at BL0 are concerning as this initial stage consisted of
reading the data and these differences indicates that software solutions are reading the raw
data in ways that leads to different results. We do not have the details as how each software
solution is computing the BL0, but few possible reasons for differences in BL0 will be
discussed in § 5.4.2.
The differences in BL3 between software can be either the result of differences in
BL0, or differences in the radiometric corrections (BL3 - BL0), or more likely the
combination of both. To assess which of the two sources of differences contributes the
most to the difference in BL3, we calculated the absolute value of the ratio between the
difference in radiometric correction and the difference in raw data reading (Eq. [5.1]),
considering two software solutions A and B):

𝛾=|

[𝐵𝐿𝐴3 − 𝐵𝐿𝐴0 ] − [𝐵𝐿𝐵3 − 𝐵𝐿𝐵0 ]
[𝐵𝐿𝐴0

−

𝐵𝐿𝐵0 ]

|

[Eq. 5.1]

If the differences in radiometric corrections between two software are large while
the differences in data reading are small, 𝛾 will tend to be larger than 1. If on the contrary,
the two software packages read the data very differently but applied equivalent radiometric
corrections, 𝛾 would tend towards zero. A value of approximately 1 indicates that the
difference in data reading are equivalent in effect to the difference in radiometric
corrections. This ratio was computed for each beam of each ping and illustrated for the
EM302 data file in Figure 5.22.
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The absolute ratio of the difference in processing to the difference in starting
value for (left) CARIS SIPS and FMGT, (middle) FMGT and SonarScope, (right)
SonarScope and CARIS SIPS for the EM 302 data.
The proportion of soundings for which 𝛾 fall below 1 for various systems is shown
in Table 4. In the case of Kongsberg systems, the proportion of soundings with 𝛾 < 1 was
always in the mid-range, from a minimum of 30.2% (SonarScope/SIPS comparison of
EM710 data) to a maximum of 92.9% (FMGT/SonarScope comparison of EM2040 data),
indicating that the raw data reading and the radiometric correction have equivalent effect
on the difference in the results. However, the fact that 𝛾 < 1 occurred always more than
50% of the time (except for EM 710) implies that the difference in how the software
computes the starting value from raw data is at least as often as important, if not more, than
the difference in radiometric corrections. This implies that a very significant part of the
difference in results between software packages is simply due to the original choice of the
starting value (BL0). The same analysis applied on the SeaBat 7125 data produced much
different results. The difference in BL0 read by SIPS and FMGT is very large compared to
the radiometric corrections implemented by the two software packages (with over 99 % of
soundings showing 𝛾 < 1) while the comparison between MB Process and the FMGT
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show that most of the differences in the observed BL3 were due to the differences in
radiometric corrections applied.
Table 5.3: Proportion of beams (%) with ratio < 1 computed between various processing
tools.
SIPS / FMGT

FMGT /
SonarScope

SonarScope /
SIPS

MB Process
/ FMGT

MB Process /
SIPS

EM 302

57.9

61.6

67.8

-

-

EM 710

40.2

37.2

30.2

-

-

EM 3002

61.6

81.3

44.6

-

-

EM 2040

76.7

92.9

77.3

-

-

SeaBat 7125

99.4

-

-

10

-10

0.2

5.4. Discussion
MBES backscatter data are increasingly used to provide information about the
nature of the seabed, in resource management projects, to assess the potential
environmental impacts of human activities on the seabed, and for monitoring and managing
marine habitats [15,39]. In many of such projects, it is often required to merge backscatter
data from several sources, which often use different data processing and analysis software
packages (e.g., EU national monitoring programs in relation with the EU Marine Strategic
Framework Directive [192], Seamap Australia – a national seafloor habitat classification
scheme [193] and Marine AREA database for Norwegian waters: MAREANO [194]). In
this context, the quality control of the data and final products have important regulatory
and legal implications. It is incumbent upon government agencies and scientific institutions
to recognize that software packages used to process the raw data into useable products
impact the interpretation of these products and thus should be accredited for quality level
[195]. There is a lot to gain for all the parties involved, to develop quality control
approaches for the algorithms and reach a level of standardization sufficient to merge the
products from different software packages. The comparative analysis of software
intermediate results, as developed in this paper, is a first step in the direction of processing
standardization.
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5.4.1. Importance of accurate, transparent and consistent software solutions in
science
The software solutions provide critical functionality to support data acquisition,
processing, analysis and visualization for nearly all the scientific disciplines including
benthic studies [196,197]. The choice of the processing software is a critical decision.
Software solution(s) may be chosen based on several criteria including accuracy,
transparency, consistency, ease of use, price, fit for the specific processing needs,
computing resources requirements and compatibility with other tools being used by an
organization and project partners. The determination of accuracy, transparency and
consistency of software solutions requires detailed testing that is beyond the scope of a
single study such as the present one [198]. However, the unexplained differences between
the backscatter mosaics processed by the tools that are widely used by scientists is a
concern shared by end-users of backscatter data, agencies funding data acquisition and
processing; and software solution providers [199,200]. Hook and Kelley [198] identified
lack of quality control and means of comparing software output to expected and correct
results as a critical challenge to assess a software package. The current study compares
some of the intermediate processing results of non-transparent processing chains in an
attempt to highlight which parts of these processing chains differ the most. Only four
software solution providers participated in this study but it is expected that future efforts
will include other software packages. One very positive development has been that through
this study and the cooperation of the software manufacturers, each of the three commercial
software packages we studied (QPS, CARIS and SonarScope) now have functionality to
export intermediate results that will enable future end-users to be able to assess the
processing chain themselves.
5.4.2. Why do different approaches to reading raw data exists and which one is
correct
The results indicate that the raw data in the form of seabed image / snippets is read
differently by various software to create what is termed as ‘beam averaged backscatter’
and was referred to during this study as BL0. The impetus to compute beam averaged
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backscatter value stems from the need to reduce the statistical uncertainty of seafloor
backscatter [26,161]. Through the commercial development of MBES, different
approaches have been taken for the collection and provision of backscatter data and these
differences may offer some explanation for the discrepancies found.

For instance,

historically the approaches taken to compute a single representative value per beam from
recorded snippets have differed based on:
(a) Choice of central tendency i.e., mean, median or some other measure;
(b) Choice of how the backscatter samples are selected to compute a measure of
central tendency e.g., use all the samples within a beam vs. using some threshold around
the bottom detect to obtain a subset of samples vs. some other variations to choose samples;
(c) Choice of calculation method. MBES samples provided by sonar manufacturers
represent backscatter strength in dB. These samples can be directly used to compute their
central tendency or they can be first converted into linear domain before calculating
averages and then the computed average converted back to a logarithmic scale.
For the purposes of this study, the software vendors were not required to disclose
the details of their processing steps. The discussions over the course of this study with
software developers indicated that this information may not be readily disclosed as the
software developers are limited by non-disclosure agreements with hardware
manufacturers from openly disclosing the internal processing of hardware. The information
about computation of BL0 for various software that could be obtained during the study are
summarized in Table 5.4. The impact of these various choices will result in differences in
the reported results depending on the specific data set and range of the recorded backscatter
values. These differences are the most likely reasons the BL0 values reported for various
tools were different. A recommendation to use one or the other approach based on rigorous
analysis is beyond the scope of the current study but further investigation into this issue
should be prioritized in close collaboration with hardware manufacturers as well as
software developers.
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Table 5.4: Disclosed information by software packages to compute BL0. The information
is produced here with permission from the software packages.
CARIS SIPS

FMGT

Reson Systems:
Use
the
snippet
sample
associated
with
the
bottom
detection. Divide the
stored value by 65536
(to convert from 2
byte
to
floating
point) before
applying the
20log10.

Reson and
Kongsberg systems:
Identify all the
samples that fall
within +/-5 dB
around the bottom
detect echo level and
compute an average
of these qualifying
samples using the
amplitude values in
dB as reported in the
datagram.

Kongsberg systems:
Fit a curve to snippet
samples
using
a
moving window (size
11 samples). Report
the max value of the
fit curve.

Sonar Scope
Kongsberg systems:
Use all of full time series
samples recorded within a
beam to compute average
value. By default samples
are first converted to
energy (linear domain)
before computing average
and returned in dB. The
new
release
(2019)
provides the option to
compute this value in dB,
energy,
median,
or
amplitude.
The
new
default method is now in
amplitude.

Curtin Univ. MB
process
Reson systems:
Calculate the mean of
samples that fall within +/5 dB around the bottom
detect echo level.

.
5.4.3. Need for adoption of metadata standards
While MBES bathymetry data has long been subject to standards of accuracy [99],
quantified uncertainties [101], and validated processing sequences, MBES backscatter
mosaics are often considered qualitative products. The long-standing obstacle here is the
complexity of the logistics of calibrating MBES backscatter data, and this situation has
delayed the development and applications of the usage of this data-type [181]. The shift
from a qualitative treatment of seafloor backscatter products such as backscatter mosaics
to that of quantitative repeatable measurements may not be complete until feasible
calibration procedures are developed, agreed upon, and routinely implemented. In the
meantime, however, additional tools needs to be made available to end-users to analyze the
impact of their choices of parameters and algorithms in their backscatter data processing
routine. Compilation of results from multisource multibeam echosounders (e.g., [201]) and
for multi-frequency systems (e.g., [202]) indicate the growing demand for consistent
processing methodology. The ability to identify the reason(s) of differences in the
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processed results is therefore an essential component to understand if the differences in
repeat or adjacent surveys are due to the seafloor changes, acquisition differences or merely
due to post processing differences. This study reinforces the need for comprehensive
metadata to accompany processed results [181]. In the absence of estimates of the accuracy
or uncertainty of a data product (as is the case with MBES bathymetry), metadata provides
the backscatter users with the minimum sufficient information to replicate the final product
if necessary, and correct issues that may be discovered. Metadata also has an essential role
in providing information to end-users (e.g., a geologist interpreting seabed sediment type)
who may not be actively involved in, or have an in- depth knowledge of, backscatter
processing yet whose perception of the data is influenced by the data provenance from
acquisition through processing. The development and implementation of a standard
metadata format for backscatter data products by the community (involving sonar
manufacturers, software developers, and the users of these hardware and software across
industry, academia and government organizations) should therefore be a priority.
5.4.4. Collaboration between backscatter stakeholders
This study has been conducted under the umbrella of the GEOHAB Backscatter
Working Group (BSWG) which has been organized to provide a platform for academic,
commercial and government entities to collaborate to address a challenge in backscatter
processing. Although the calls for such collaborations have been numerous [203–205],
collaborations focused on a specific data type (MBES backscatter) are rare. The lessons
learned from this collaboration include:
a) The collaboration works well if all the stakeholders can communicate. The
BSWG provided an effective communication platform which facilitated the
discussion.
b) Different entities may have different end goals in mind while collaborating
on such projects. The framework of a successful collaboration depends on
finding common goals. For example, in this case, the common goal was
improvement in the consistency of backscatter results which motivated all
stakeholders to agree to work closely. For other similar efforts, e.g., efforts
to standardize seafloor backscatter segmentation and characterization, the
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identification of a common goal may not be very clear due to multiple
divergent needs of end-users or desire to protect commercial interests.
c) The challenges of navigating proprietary restrictions of both multibeam
echosounder software and hardware manufactures are very real and may
hamper successful collaboration between stakeholders [206].
5.5. Conclusions and future work
The applications of seafloor backscatter data are expanding. To support such an
expansion, there is a critical need for an increased consistency of output among various
software packages or, at least, a clear explanation for differences among software solutions.
The progress made in this study was due to the cooperation of the software providers. For
instance, during this study, significant differences were encountered between the outputs
of several popular backscatter software packages, but through collaboration, a better
understanding of where these differences were introduced in the processing pipeline was
achieved. This study adapted the standard processing pipeline and nomenclature proposed
by Schimel et al. [41] to produce the results from backscatter intermediate processing
stages. However, the data from these intermediate processing stages are currently not
produced consistently by all the software developers, and therefore, active participation of
software developers was critical during the study to make appropriate changes in the
software to enable export of results from intermediate processing stages.
Two intermediate processing levels were assessed during this study: the level read
from the raw data files (BL0) and the level after radiometric corrections but before removal
of angular dependence (BL3). Software developers applied the required changes in their
processing methodologies and provided data in Beam – Ping configuration with BL0 and
BL3 reported for each beam along with incidence angle. Both BL0 and BL3 showed
differences as high as >10 dB between the software packages. The differences in BL0
indicate that closed source software have adopted different approaches to read and reduce
the raw data. These differences suggest this stage as one of the major causes of the observed
differences in the final products. The observed discrepancy between BL0 calls for
standardization of processing at this early stage of backscatter processing as well as more
transparency from software providers to describe their computation choices. Critical
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choices of BL0 computation that should be targeted for developing a standard includes: (a)
the choice of computation method for central tendency i.e., mean or median; (b) the
selection of samples used to compute BL0, and; (c) the choice of linear or logarithmic
domain for computation.
This study has shown the applicability and usefulness of the availability of
intermediate processing stages for the inter-comparison of proprietary software without
requiring the software vendors to disclose their proprietary algorithms. Hence, although
the scope of this study has been limited to understand the differences between the specific
software package results, it adds weight to the argument of why it is critical for various
sonar manufacturers, commercial and academic software developers, and end-users from
diverse domains to work together to develop methods that can improve the consistency of
backscatter processing. It is evident from this and several previous studies that accepted
protocols to test and compare software processing results is desired. This study offers a
first step towards the implementation of previously proposed processing protocols. As
software developers start to offer the results from other intermediate processing stages, it
can be envisioned that data test benches can be developed to aid end-users in evaluating
various processing options currently available in processing tools [207].
Appendix 5A: List of data files used during this study
Sonar Type

Data file

EM 302

0213_20170717_112534_EX1706_MB.all

EM 710

0002_20130214_091514_borda.all

EM 3002

0009_20100113_121654_guillemot.all

EM 2040

0005_20160412_104116_SimonStevin.all

SeaBat 7125

20140729_082527_SMB Owen.s7k
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Appendix 5B: Number of columns, and relevant column names in the ASCII files
exported from each software
Software

SonarScope

FMGT

CARIS SIPS

MB Process

# columns

31

12

17

11

Time stamp (Unix Time)

Time UTC

Ping Time

Timestamp

Ping Time

Ping #

Ping

Ping Number

Ping

Ping Number

Beam #

Beam

Beam Number

Beam

Beam Number

Beam location (Lat/Long)

Latitude/Longitude

Latitude /Longitude

Longitude /Latitude

Longitude / Latitude

Beam location (E / N)

GeoX / GeoY

Easting / Northing

Easting / Northing

Easting / Northing

Beam depth

BathyRT

Depth

Depth

Incidence angle

IncidenceAngles

True Angle

IncidentAngle

Incidence Angle

BS as read from data files

ReflecSSc

Backscatter Value

BL0

Backscatter value

SSc_Step1

Corrected

BL3

Corr

(BL0)
BS

processed

angular

response (BL3)
Data processed

Backscatter Value
All except SeaBat

All

7125
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Backscatter

Value
All

Only SeaBat 7125

CHAPTER 6

6 CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTIVE FUTURE WORK

Uncertainty quantification is an important but complex part of any measurement.
Although quantitative bathymetric and fisheries water column backscatter applications
have been developed during the last three decades, seafloor backscatter has been mostly
used in a qualitative manner. Still, seafloor backscatter data are now routinely collected in
support of a growing range of applications increasing the importance of its quantitative
interpretation. With the growing demand for automated and objective interpretation and a
desire to combine multiple data sets together, assessment of the quality of quantitative
backscatter data has become increasingly important. Uncertainty analysis and
quantification is critical to meet this objective, not only to understand the fundamental
quality of the data, but also to ensure the repeatability and consistency of the backscatter
products. This dissertation attempted to establish a framework for approaching this issue.
This dissertation focused on approaches for estimating the uncertainty of hydrographic
multibeam sonar derived seafloor backscatter through the identification and quantified
analysis of the key uncertainty parameters and processes. Where possible the remediation
of these uncertainty sources was highlighted.
The four studies constituting this dissertation address various facets of the MBES
backscatter uncertainty puzzle and develop and draw from one another. Two of these
studies (Chapter 2 and Chapter 5) were conducted under the auspices of the Backscatter
Working Group (BSWG). This group was established in 2013 by an international
association of researchers loosely organized under an entity called “Geological and
Biological Habitat Mapping” (GeoHab) and provided a platform to bring together
backscatter stake-holders that consists of backscatter researchers, end-user representatives
from diverse applications, and software and hardware manufacturers. The first study
(Chapter 2) described the challenges of using MBES backscatter data from various end139

user perspectives and identified accuracy as a major requirement for end-users. The second
study (Chapter 3) identified the major sources of uncertainty in MBES backscatter data
acquisition and processing. It identified statistical random fluctuations, calibration,
seafloor slope, and transmission loss as the major components of uncertainty budget. A key
outcome of this study was the realization that along with the uncertainty introduced at data
acquisition, the choice of backscatter processing methods used can also lead to a high
degree of variability in the final products. The third study (Chapter 4) described the sources
and impacts of the seafloor slope while processing the seafloor backscatter data. The
uncertainty introduced due to the choices applied during the processing phase should be
avoidable or minimal in magnitude. Unfortunately, this is not the case currently for seafloor
backscatter processing software packages. Recognizing that commercial and academic
software developers play a crucial role and are relied upon by end users for their processing
needs, the fourth study (Chapter 5) examined the discrepancies resulting from the
processing of the same data set using different processing software and with the
cooperation of the software manufacturers, sought to understand the source of these
discrepancies. Combined, the four studies provide a synopsis of major challenges being
faced by the backscatter end users. Ideally, this dissertation will facilitate the adoption of
an improved and widely accepted approach to uncertainty quantification, and increased
recognition of the importance of uncertainty in seafloor backscatter studies by all the
stakeholders, including sonar manufacturers, processing software developers, and end
users.
6.1. User expectations for multibeam echo sounders backscatter strength data
Chapter 2 synthesizes the requirements and challenges faced by end users of
seafloor backscatter. This was accomplished through a user survey conducted under the
guidance of BSWG. The survey showed that the MBES backscatter users now encompass
a large variety of experts in various disciplines. Although this extension of the community
is welcome, it has created unique challenges as differences in backscatter acquisition,
processing and dissemination among different user groups, reflecting diverse user needs,
can hamper re-use of backscatter severely. The GeoHab association sponsored this survey
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with the goals to better understand diversity of backscatter users, their unique requirements
in terms of accuracy and resolution of the backscatter, and the intended use of backscatter.
The user survey results [39] consisted of 97 responses and included civilian
government agencies (41%), academia (24%), private companies (31%) and government
defense agencies (4%). The users were found to use backscatter in various applications
with the top three being: seafloor type mapping; marine habitat mapping; and collecting
backscatter opportunistically while conducting hydrographic surveys. For seafloor type
and habitat mapping applications resolution and accuracy were identified as major
requirements. About half of the users stated a desire to obtain a 1-m resolution which in
reality may not be supported by the spatial resolution of backscatter samples except with
the current narrow-beam shallow-water MBES. The use of higher resolution backscatter to
detect as small features as possible in seafloor backscatter, should be considered with
caution as the physical resolution possible with the MBES depends on the system
parameters and environmental conditions that control the backscatter sample footprint
(depth, beamwidth, pulse length etc.). As a result the backscatter sample footprint varies
across the swath width and / or within a survey area, due to changes in the depth. In
addition in order to reduce the stochastic uncertainty, multiple independent backscatter
samples need to be averaged together reducing the effective resolution from the backscatter
sample footprint. The spatial scale may not be an issue for qualitative products (e.g., a
backscatter mosaic) but the spatial scale has to be carefully considered for quantitative
products from seafloor backscatter (e.g., backscatter angular response curves). The spatial
scale of the backscatter product, therefore, needs to be considered carefully by considering
the device and environmental parameters as well as the required accuracy.
The identification of suitable backscatter data is a complex issue and requires
technical training that may be missing for many users who are trying to use backscatter for
their applications. In the absence of a uniform methodology ensuring a controlled
uncertainty in quantified measurements of backscatter, the backscatter data have mainly
been used as a discovery tool, where comparison among repeat measurements is not
critical. The results of the user survey determined that lack of backscatter quality
assessment is a hindrance in standardizing the backscatter acquisition and processing as
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well as use for monitoring applications where repeat backscatter need to be compared. For
the third major use of backscatter, which is opportunistic acquisition of backscatter while
conducting hydrographic surveys, an implementation of methodologies to collect
concurrent high-quality backscatter and bathymetric data is needed. Appropriate
generation of backscatter that can follow standards will require commitments not only from
manufacturers but also from data collectors, software vendors and agencies that support
multibeam data acquisition.
Future improvements in data acquisition and processing have to be guided by user
needs. Almost all the respondents agreed that utility of backscatter data will continue to
develop (98%). As most of the multibeam sonars now manufactured have the capability to
collect seafloor and water-column backscatter, it is only natural that the backscatter user
group will expand further in the near future. 84.3% of respondents had invested resources
to acquire their own backscatter data (either in house or contract) showing an ongoing
commitment to develop and improve this data source. Although the Geohab Guidelines
and Recommendations [15] were very well received, the community still needs to agree
upon a minimum set of appropriate standards. The survey, however, did not explore the
various challenges faced by backscatter end users while working with manufacturers and
processors towards adopting these standards. Continued involvement of various
stakeholders after the completion of the survey encouraged the study reported in Chapter
5 that attempted to develop a collaborative working model between software developers
and end users. Continuing work to understand user needs will bring the diverse applications
to adopt a minimum multibeam backscatter standard that is useful for the broader
backscatter user community.
6.2. A framework to quantify uncertainties of seafloor backscatter from swath
mapping echosounders
In order to improve backscatter measurement accuracy, Chapter 3 [161] identified
and described the major causes and magnitudes of backscatter uncertainties from MBES
systems. Unraveling the complexities of backscatter measurements is a significant task.
This chapter offers a framework from which further understanding of the sources and
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magnitude of backscatter uncertainties can be derived. The elementary uncertainty analysis
proposed here identified the major components of the uncertainty budget as:
•

The uncertainty in fluctuating and unreferenced measured echo levels is due
to both the intrinsically random character of the echo intensity (causing
noise-like fluctuations to be processed statistically) and the incomplete
knowledge of the MBES calibration parameters (leading to biases). The
statistical uncertainty can be minimized by averaging a number of samples
into a mean echo level with the understanding that increasing this number
degrades resolution and thus a trade-off has to be made between resolution
and uncertainty. In contrast, the uncertainty stemming from inaccurate
values of MBES characteristics can reach unpredictable and unacceptable
magnitudes if appropriate calibration operations have not been conducted.
MBES manufacturers (and to a lesser degree processing software
developers) should play a key role in addressing this issue by providing the
information needed to better document and reduce this fundamental
component of uncertainty, which is difficult to detect in field data and
whose accurate evaluation is rarely accessible to users.

•

The uncertainty in seafloor incidence angle measurement is mostly affected
by seafloor slope uncertainty that is in turn controlled by the resolution and
accuracy of bathymetric data used for DTM production (if used at all).
Greater attention must be placed on the incorporation of bi-dimensional
slope compensation inside the backscatter data processing tools, and on the
improvement of local slope determination from the bathymetry data. This
uncertainty obviously impacts the computation of the backscatter angular
response. Moreover, if not accounted for, slope is often the major cause of
error in the insonified area computation. The sounder characteristics are
normally sufficiently well known for the impact of their uncertainty to
remain acceptable. This again falls under the manufacturer’s responsibility.
Further involvement from sonar manufacturers is critically needed to
estimate and reduce the uncertainty in sonar parameters.
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The transmission loss uncertainty is almost exclusively due to the
absorption coefficient estimation, the inaccurate estimation of which can
have a significant impact on the backscatter level estimation. However, the
combination of the measurement of temperature and salinity values over the
full water column with appropriate procedures for compensation can keep
the impact of the absorption coefficient within acceptable limits. The
potential impact of local and uncontrolled perturbations of the water column
properties is not well-understood and deserves further investigation,
although the use of ocean atlas data or ocean models can help to mitigate
this problem. Unexpected and occasional phenomena such as bubble clouds
sweeping the MBES arrays cause specific issues that are impossible to
quantify in advance. However, their joint impact on the objective quality
of bathymetry data can help detect their presence and justify disregarding
corrupted data.

This study was conducted as an initial step in identifying the fundamental causes
and estimation of order-of-magnitude levels of the uncertainties associated with the
collection of MBES backscatter data. It was shown that it is difficult to predict broadly
applicable numerical values, since many of the major uncertainty sources vary on a caseby-case basis. Future efforts need to be directed towards better provision of sonar
characteristics from the manufacturers, improvement of MBES calibration methods, and
quantification of their reliability and objective uncertainty. A second area of investigation
identified was the impact of unexpected perturbations of the seawater column properties
(e.g., bubble clouds). Both topics suggest the need for new well-designed field experiments
and would benefit greatly from collaborative efforts of the concerned communities.
6.3. Sources and impacts of bottom slope uncertainty on estimation of seafloor
backscatter from swath sonars
The study documented in Chapter 4 [185] highlighted the issues related to the
computation of seafloor slopes, and their impact on incident angle and insonified area
calculations. The magnitude of seafloor slope uncertainty is impacted by the uncertainty in
the measurement of seafloor topography, the methods used to model the topography, and
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the spatial scale of the bathymetry used to compute seafloor slopes. The impacts of seafloor
slope uncertainty on incidence angle and area insonified computation were empirically
studied on a small survey conducted using an EM 3002 in the vicinity of Portsmouth, NH.
The order of the magnitude of uncertainty expected from each source was identified,
showing that the flat-seafloor assumption often used during data acquisition is justified
only by the real-time computation constraints and should be avoided in post-processing.
Fortunately, software processing tools now enable end-users to correct for the seafloor
slope. However, these corrections can still suffer from large uncertainties if the highest
possible resolution of the seafloor slope is not used. The spatial scale of the bathymetric
data dictates the scale at which backscatter data can be accurately estimated. Consequently,
the backscatter values should be averaged at the scale of the bathymetry used for slope
estimation. The uncertainty introduced due to the use of coarse spatial scale bathymetry is
directly related to the magnitude of un-resolved seafloor slope. Another moderate
uncertainty source is the bathymetry uncertainty which is again linked to the magnitude of
seafloor slope. On the other hand, seafloor slope algorithms used to compute the seafloor
slope values have negligible to small effects (< 1 dB) on slope estimation.
6.4. Results from the first phase of the Backscatter Software Inter-comparison
Project
One of the most prevalent issues in seafloor backscatter uncertainty estimation is
the absence of standardized methods to compensate for the various corrections. As evident
from the user survey (Chapter 2), the majority of the users rely on the third-party software
for their processing needs. Obviously, the validity and accuracy of the processing methods
cannot be established without active participation from the software developers. The
consistency and reliability of processing software results have been questioned in recent
studies where the same data set processed with different software tools showed
significantly different end results [39]. The study documented in Chapter 5 [208], sought
to better understand why these differences exist and worked with the software providers to
implement processing protocols to allow the comparison of results from intermediate
processing stages without compromising the proprietary nature of the commercial
software. A methodology proposed by Schimel et al. [41] was adapted to breakdown the
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backscatter processing pipeline into intermediate processing stages. Instead of a qualitative
comparison between final sonar mosaics, cooperating software developers were invited to
provide results of the intermediate processing stages. The two stages that were assessed
during this study included BL0: data as read from the raw data files using snippets (also
referred to as full time series) within beams to produce a representative value per beam,
and BL3: data after radiometric corrections but before the removal of angular dependence
for mosaicking. The software developers implemented the required changes in their
processing methodologies and provided data in “Beam – Ping configuration” with BL0 and
BL3 reported for each beam along with incidence angle. The breakdown of processing
sequence into BL0 and BL3 allowed for the inter-comparison of their results after only few
discrete corrections and provided a framework for identifying potential causes of the
differences between processing solutions. Both BL0 and BL3 showed large differences
between the various software tools as high as > 10 dB. The differences in BL0 indicate that
software developers have adopted different approaches to reading the raw data. Although,
without complete knowledge of the algorithms used by the software developers, it is not
possible to describe what exact differences exist between reading of raw data for BL0,
having identified this stage as different between software packages suggests a plausible
cause of differences observed between backscatter mosaics in earlier studies and a path to
resolution of these differences. This study has shown the applicability and usefulness of
the availability of intermediate processing stages for inter-comparison of proprietary
software without requiring the software vendors to disclose their proprietary algorithms.
Although the scope of this study focused on developing a method to understand the
differences between the software packages, the study also supports the arguments for why
it is critical for various sonar manufacturers, commercial and academic software
developers, and end users from diverse domains to work together to develop methods that
can improve the consistency of backscatter processing. It is evident from this study that
agreed upon protocols to test and compare software processing results are desired. This
study offers a first step towards implementation of previously proposed processing
protocols [41,117]. As software developers provide the results from other intermediate
processing stages, it can be envisioned that data test benches can be developed to aid end
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users in assessing the processing options currently available in processing tools (e.g.,
[207]). This may serve as a model for collaboration between sonar manufactures,
processing solution developers, and end users to work together with the aim of improving
the standardization of processing and making the backscatter processing workflow more
transparent.
6.5. Recommendations
The science of acoustic seabed classification is developing rapidly [1]. It is
expected that seafloor data acquisition and processing techniques will continue to evolve,
and the standardization of instruments and methods remains a high priority goal of the
seafloor backscatter community. Fisheries acoustics have been developing standardized
methods to measure and map fish and plankton in the water column during the last two
decades [209,210]. Similar efforts are recommended and are already underway for seafloor
backscatter standardization [15].
The inversion of the seafloor backscatter to derive seafloor classes is itself complex
and without confidence in the results of the original seafloor backscatter measurement, the
problem becomes even more perplexing. The well-known inversion model (APL model)
have uncertainties up to 10 dB for rock and gravel bottoms; and approximately 3 dB for
well characterized sand and silt bottoms for grazing angles greater than 5° [70]. With
quantified estimates of uncertainty in the measured backscatter, the probabilistic estimates
of seafloor characteristics become a possibility. For example, one can envision the inverted
results of the backscatter to be stated as: ‘with 70% confidence we can predict the seafloor
to be sand, mud, rock, etc.’
The sources of uncertainty in seafloor backscatter encompass a large spectrum,
from those that are well quantified, to those that are poorly quantified. In uncertainty
analyses studies, it is common to assume that systematic uncertainties are negligible.
However, several challenges remain in identifying and addressing the systematic
uncertainty in seafloor backscatter measurements. Theoretically, the systematic uncertainty
of a measurement can be quantified if concomitant high accuracy test methods are
available, or if test standards exist. The complete characterization of systematic uncertainty
of backscatter measurements still needs further work. Methods to empirically infer the
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effect of the sonar hardware and processing techniques on final backscatter results need
improvement. For example, poor selection of sonar settings (e.g., user induced errors) or
poor implementation of corrections (e.g., manufacturer induced ‘methodological’ errors
during acquisition or processing), are hard to detect and correct during the processing stage
by the end user. Multibeam sonars can also have several device specific sources of error,
e.g., heating of the boards, acoustic covers, defective installation etc. These systematic
uncertainties are thought to be the most dominant cause of uncertainty in seafloor
backscatter measurements and alarmingly cannot be generalized as they vary on a case-bycase basis. Several of these systematic uncertainty sources were identified in Chapter 3 and
approaches were devised to decrease the impact of two of the most important uncertainty
sources: seafloor slope in Chapter 4 and processing uncertainty in Chapter 5.
Several recommendations are identified to improve upon the uncertainty estimates
of the seafloor backscatter developed here:
1. Sonar manufacturers are encouraged to provide detailed multibeam
characteristics (e.g., source level, pulse length, beam patterns, etc.)
accompanied with their accurate definitions and uncertainty estimates.
2. Better quantification of environment and seafloor related uncertainty sources is
desired. Two of the uncertainty sources that need critical improvement include
the uncertainty estimation of the seafloor slope, and the transmission loss. Both
of these uncertainty sources require collection of additional data (i.e., highresolution bathymetry and water column oceanographic parameters).
3. Backscatter metadata protocols should be developed and implemented. The
backscatter end products (e.g., mosaics and angular response curves) can be
obtained through a variety of methods. Information about the origin of the
backscatter samples, range of incidence angles, number of samples and the
range of azimuth of survey lines, and corrections applied during processing
should be included in the metadata to accompany backscatter results. This will
convey the context in which the backscatter data were collected and processed
to produce the reported results.
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4. Ideally, backscatter acquisition and processing protocols should become more
standardized. In particular, it would be beneficial to develop standards that
convey information to the end user concerning the various acquisition and
processing steps that were used.
5. In the absence of implementation details about the algorithms required for
various corrections of backscatter data (e.g., area, transmission loss, beam
patterns etc.), this dissertation proposes a comparison methodology to enable
comparison of results at various stages of backscatter processing. Currently, not
all software tools provide users the ability to extract results of all intermediate
processing steps. Collaborative efforts with software manufacturers reported in
Chapter 5 should continue in order to provide more transparency into the
processing pipeline at intermediate processing steps. This approach will be
attractive to software vendors as they will not have to divulge the details of their
algorithms, but still provide end users a way to identify the reasons for potential
differences in the output of various processing methods.
6. This dissertation did not provide details of the uncertainty propagation to
backscatter end-products. Uncertainty propagation is a well-developed field
and with improvements in the understanding of the uncertainty sources, the next
logical step would be to develop tools for complete seafloor backscatter
uncertainty propagation.
7. The major goal of this study is the building of a framework under which
seafloor backscatter uncertainty can be assessed and quantified. The empirical
studies described here were limited to a few representative sensors and
environmental conditions. However, the overall treatment and approach to
uncertainty estimation are applicable to a broader range of multibeam sonars
and environmental conditions. To calculate the total uncertainty of the estimate,
the individual uncertainty sources must first be determined. A comprehensive
list of these sources has been built through this study. However, as the new
MBES and processing tools are introduced, uncertainty quantification will need
to be re-visited.
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